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The National Archives
MOD  Rendelsham answers
Background briefing on MOD’s response to questions from Lord Hill-Norton on the Rendlesham forest incident



DP 1197/2001 February 2001

DRAFT REPLY TO ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET THE LORD HILL-NORTON GeB

Thank you for your letters of 2 and 12 February about the events at Rendlesham 

Forest on the nights of 27-29 December 1980.

I note what you say in your first letter about the use of the word "alleged" in regard to 

these events and would like to reassure you that it was most certainly not my intention 

to mislead the reader over this issue.

You have suggested that there are only two possible explanations to the events 

reported by Lieutenant Colonel Halt in his memorandum dated 13 January 1981. I do 

not agree that this is the case and it follows that I am unable to give you the simple 

yes or no answers to your questions which you are seeking. While there is no 

suggestion that Lieutenant Colonel Halt, or any others serving at RAFW oodbridge at 

the time, were either hallucinating or lying, neither can we explain exactly what these 

people did see.

These events happened over 20 years ago and from the surviving Departmental 

records it is clear that when Lieutenant Colonel Halt’s memorandum was received in 

my Department it was passed to the military authorities with responsibility for air 

defence matters. Their conclusion was that there was nothing of defence interest in 

the report. Once this was established no further investigation was made. Nothing has



. . ,

emerged over the intervening years which has given us reason to believe that the 

original assessment made by the Ministry of Defence was incorrect.

I am sorry if you feel that this is a disappointing reply but I hope you understand that, 

after all these years, I cannot be more helpful.

THE BARONESS SYMONS OF VERNHAM DEAN

Admiral of the Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB
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WJECT: Unexplained Lights .. --~

TO: RAF/CC

/’

1. Early in the morning of 27 Dee 80 (approximately 0300L), two USAF 
security police patrolmen saw unusual lights outside the back gate at 
RAF ~loodbridge. Thinking an a1t’craft might have cras-ftet:! or been, fOf’ced t; 
down, they called for permission to g~o outside the gate to investigate. ;, 
The on-duty flight chief responded and allowed thr’ee patro1me~ to p;’o- 
ceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing object 
in th -tl~est. The object was described as beil)g metalic in appearance 
and triangular in shape) approximately two to three met~rs across the 
base and approximately two meters high. It illuminated the entire forest 
with a ,\"hite 1 ight. The object itself had a pulsing red 1 ight on top and 
a bank(s) of blue lights underneath. The object was hovering or on legs. 
As the patrolmen approached the object) it maneuvered through the trees 
and disappeared. At this time the animals on a nearby, farm went into a 
frenzy. The object was briefly sighted approximately ’an hour later !"tear 
the back gate.

,...

2. The next day) three depressions 11/2" deep and 7" in diametel’ \’Jei"e 
found where, the object had been sighted on the ground. The fo11owing 
night (29 Oec 80) the area \liaS checked for radiation. eta/gamfl1 read’ings 
of O. 1 mi 11 i I’oentgens \llere recorded wi th peak r.eadi ngs i Ii the three de- 
pressions and near the center of the triangle formed by the depressions. 
A nearby tree had moderate (.05-.07) readings on the side of the tree 
toward the depressions. 

3. Later in the night a red sun-like light was seen through the trees. 
It n~ved about and pulsed. At one point it appeared to throw off glowing 
particles and then broke into five separate white objects and then dis- 
appeared. Immediately thereafter, three star-like objects were" noticed 
in the sky; two objects to the north and one to the south~ all of which 
\llere about 100 off the horizon. Theobjects moved rapidly in sharp angulal’ 
movements and displayed red~ green and b.1u~"lights. The objects to the 
north appeared .to be ~ftiptical through an 8-12 power lens. They then 
turned to full circles. The objects, tothe-J1orth remained in the sky. for 
an hour or more. The obji: :t ’to the south was vi sib 1 e for two or three 
hours and beamed dO\im a stream of light from time to time. Numerous indivi- 
duals, including the und rsigned) witnessed the aetivities in paragraphs 
2 

fijlJ;1tJ1. Clf!R~ES 1. ,~f;~ Lt Col, USAF 
Deputy Base Commander

. ,..

~ .. ;,.....-" ’.........- ’""1<,
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The National Archives
Rendelsham PQ responses
Briefing for Lord Gilbert on answers to a list of Lord Hill- Norton’s Parliamentary Questions relating to claims made in Georgina Bruni’s book on the Rendlesham incident





BACKGROUND NOTE

1. This linked background note is in respect of six POs that have been tabled by the 
Lord Hill- Norton on the subject of Unidentified Flying Objects. Three are for answer 
on Friday 26 January, the remaining three are for answer on Tuesday 30 January. 
All relate to incidents alleged to have occurred in Rendlesham Forest around 
Christmas 1980. A book, "You can’t tell the people - the definitive account of the 
Rendlesham Forest UFO mystery" written by Georgina Bruni, was published in 
November 2000. Four other POs tabled by Lord Hill-Norton, on the same subject, 
are also for answer on 26 January (POs 0348,0349,0350,0351) and have been 
submitted separately.

2. POS 0355L and 0393L ~-:;r;t1e;Qok.QyJ\tJ&’8fUf1i}aUege!s,a~oM!i;f’:YP&>fd.{0If~~~~~jr!i:1 
of.tf’iteaHeged;events,’and;’subseCfuen tnvestigationbythe.b!.Sauthori.ties.;;;. Lord Hitt- 
Norton asks about MOD awareness of any US investigation in 1980 and whether 
any approach was made to US authorities, or by the US authorities to MOD, 
concerning the publication of the book.

PO 0355L - There are only a very few papers from the early 1980’s on a 
MOD file concerning the alleged events. Along with correspondence from 
members of the public, they include the report from Lt Col Charles Halt USAF 
to the RAF Liaison Officer at RAF Bentwaters and limited official comments 
on that report. However, aprEls;sbfjefingpreparedjn;1983;"’eveaJs.t .~t 
eMjden~e,of!.jnvastigationrby;the;;t:;J.S;at0fth’or!ftieswaslimited;;toit .einforfJil?ltion ~ril;t~j’I’X1~.g.jB;L..t.Go.I;Halt’smemQra1"\tdum~;

PO 0393L - In view of the fact that the book was critical of US authorities, and 
that RAF BentwaterslWoodbridge were at the time US bases, Headquarters 
3f~"Air,"Forcewere"’informed""’bytelephohe; f’th p’I.Jbl tioh’of.the....;booky. The 
aim of the call was to ensure that the HO 3 AF public relations staff were 
aware, sfl,that.theywouldnotbe;cornpromisedcbyaflymedia...contact.,. As the 
answer indicates, there has been no other contact on the issue.

3. PO 0358L - Asks whetherlhereisanyknowledgeoTinv lvemenlby4heMinistry 
of...Q~fenGe"’.P0tice.,"..orfJers nhe’;fr m..the’Suffolk’..~onstab’ula.ry;;...Ms,,’.8.run.i/p.ufsued 
both lines of enquiry as US ex-Servicemen interviewed by her suggested that British 
Police (she assumes from either the Ministry of Defence Police or the local Suffolk 
Constabulary) might have visited the site of the alleged landing of a craft and kept 
civilians away from the site. Replies from both the Head of the Ministry of Defence 
Police (MOP) Secretariat and from Suffolk Police are reprinted in the book. No 
reference.to..events.. nRenfijet.shsffiiForest.ftssbeen"found"’I9".ineidenl’fil s’.held"’by ..; 
the, MOfi>. In addition several Senior Officers of the Force were contacted but they 
had no recollection of MOP officers having investigated, or having been involved in, 
the alleged events. The Home Office has been able to confirm that the letter from 
the Suffolk Constabulary is genuine but has been unable, in the time available, to 
locate the incident files or confirm the detail with the author of the letter who has 
retired from the Force.



4. PO 0359L - Asks for information on the nature and purpose of the underground 
facilities at RAF Bentwaters. Ms Bruni was taken round the site and installations at 
the former RAF Bentwaters, now owned by Bentwaters Investments Ltd, while 
conducting research for her book. Her viewing of the buildings led her to suggest 
there might be underground facilities and that nuclear weapons may have been 
stored there in 1980, contrary to UK/US Treaty obligations. In 1997 Lord Hill-Norton 
asked if nuclear weapons were stored at RAF Woodbridge and Bentwaters at the 
time of the alleged events in Rendlesham Forest. The answer given was that it was 
the policy of present and previous Governments neither to confirm nor deny the 
presence of nuclear weapons at any site, either in the past or present; this policy 
has not changed. The current reply repeats the advice of Defence Estates who 
have confirmed that there are no underground facilities at the former RAF 
Bentwaters.

5. PO 0392L - Asks if HMG wiU’iagreui~i,wiitf:taniianalysisioft’hebasici.f~ct$iQftb~.w 
a lJ~g~.~.iimcji ~ t"in’Re:ncife:sha:j"m;iFor~$t$ssetioutj,n;:i1!1ette~’ (written by Lord Hi 11- 
Norton) tOi.Mii h$tef1i:OP,in199fji. A copy of that letter, and the reply from Lord 
Gilbert’s office (D/Min(DP)/JWG/MP/4290/97/M) is attached at Flag A.
6. The unclassified MOD file on the subject was opened almost two years after the 
event is alleged to have occurred and appears to contain documents drawn from a 
number of other files. It cannot be regarded with any degree of certainty as a 
complete record of all the papers ever held by MOD on the alleged event. However, 
the text of a press release issued by DS8 (now DAS(Sec)) in October 1983 
ind cates that L:.fit5’6iii’i’1’al !;simemorancium’hadbe:en’J!1asiseci’to;staff;..concerned. with , 
a’if’defence’maters’and4he,conclusion’wasthatthefe::was;n@’thing..ofidefence, 
nt restinithe:iireporteds:ightingsf This conclusion has been r~peated in reply to 
numerous enquiries over the intervening years and features once again in the 
answer to this question.

7. PO 0394L - Asks if HMG will launch an investigation into the alleged incident and 
the response to this incident by MOD and the USAF in the light of new information 
contained in Ms Bruni’s book. ihei’res.p rifse:byMQti>tO’01h’ t’requ stsltvf’e’opeA. 
the.i.Qvestigatio17khas;ibeen,..that’noiadciiHonai’inf rmatio1’1’(hss..tometo’light" hat"might,." 
cat.I\\theioriginaljudgementinto.qtlesti n....aAci.’..thatiremains.,the....position:c" The 
memorandum sent by U Col Halt was received by MOD shortly after it was written. 
Although a complete set of papers has not been traced, the 1983 press release 
confirms that the memorandum was supplied to MOD staff concerned with air 
defence matters and that MOD was satisfied that there was nothing of defence 
interest in the alleged sightings. The press release goes on to confirm that there 
was no question of any contact with "alien beings", which was one allegation made 
when the interest of the press was aroused in 1983 and subsequently in Ms Bruni’s 
book.



DEFENCE INTEREST IN UFO REPORTS 

The MOD’s only interest in reports of UFO sightings is whether there is anything 

which may be of defence concern, such as unauthorised or hostile military aircraft in 

OK airspace.

Unless there is corroborating evidence to suggest that OK airspace has been 

compromised by unauthorised or hostile military activity, the MOD does not 

investigate or seek to provide a precise explanation for each report received.

The MOD is not aware of any evidence which might substantiate the existence of 

extraterrestrial craft or lifeforms and no threat has been discerned which has been 

attributed to a UFO.

UFO SIGHTING REPORTS MADE TO MOD 

Over the past 20 years the number of UFO sighting reports made to the MOD has 

remained consistently between 200-400 per year, accept for 1981 when 600 reports 

were received and 1996 when 609 were received. Mr Pope, a former member of 

Sec(AS) published his first book about UFO’s in 1996 and this may account for the 

increased public interest at this time.

The geographical distribution of reports made shows that most reports are 

received from those living in large built up areas, often near airports.
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SUUJECT; Unexplained Lights ’. ---.:-~
TO; RAF/CC

1. Early in the morning of 27 Dee 80 (approximately 0300L), tv:o USAF 
security police patrolmen saw nusual lights outside the back gate at 
RAF ~loodbridge. Thinking an ait’craft might have cras+ted or been. fOt"’ced t’: 
down, they cal1ed for permission to g~o outside the gate to investigate. ,., 

The on-duty f1 ight chief responded and allowed three patro1me:l to p;’o- 
ceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing object 
in th r . The object was described as beir)g metalic in appeal~ance 
and triangular in shape, approximately two to three met~rs across the 
base and approximately /O meters high. It illuminated the entij~e forest 
with a .\’hite 1 ight. The object itsel f had a pulsing red 1 ight on top and 
a bank(s) of blue lights underneath. The object was hovering or 011 legs. 
As the patrolmen approached the object, it maneuvered through the trees 
and disappeared. At this time the animals on a nearby. farm went into a 
frenzy. The object \’a5 briefly sighted approximately n hour later !tear 
the back gate.

2. The next day, three depressions 1 1/2" deep and 7" in diametel’ \’lei"e 
found where the object had been sighted on the ground. The fo)lowing 
night (29 Dee 80) the atea was checked for radiation. eta/gamma readings 
of 0.1 mi 11 i roentgens vJej"e recorded with peak readings in the three de- 
pressions and near the center of the triangle formed by the depressions. 
A nearby tree had moderate (.05-.07) readings on the side of the tree 
toward the depressions.

3. Later in the night a red sun-like light was seen through the trees. 
It n~ved about and pulsed. At one point it appeared to throw off glowing 
particles and then broke into five separate white objects and then dis- 
appeared. Immediately thereafter, three star-l ike objects were’ noticed 
in the sky,’ two objects to the north and one to the south, all of which 
"/ere about 100 off the horizon. Theobjects moved rapidly in sharp angular 
movements and displayed red, green and bJu{:!’lights. The objects to the 
north appeared .to bee1tiptical through an 8-12 power lens. They then 
turned to full circles. The object-so tothe...J1orth remained in the sky. for 
an hour or more. The obje’ct ’to the south was visible for hlO or three 
hours and beamed dm’/:1 a stream of light from time to time. Numerous indivi- 
duals, including the und rsigned, witnessed the aEtivities in paragraphs 

2fjililt!/ . CI~S I. I~~ Lt Col, USAF 
Deputy ase Commander

. ,..

, ;,..--.. ’-- -.1\
,,’’’-.



Lord Hill-Norton - CDS from 1971 to 1973.
II He has a long standing interest in ’UFOs’ . 

II He was a member of the (long defunct) House of Lords All-Party ’UFO’ Study Group. 
II He has written the Foreword for at least 2 books on the subject. 
II Correspondence between him and Lord Gilbert on the subject of Rend Ie sham Forest is reprinted 

in Georgina Bruni’s e book.
II Between Sept 97 and Dec 98 he asked 26 PQs on the subject of UFOs, 6 relate to Rendlesham 

Forest, and 4 PE, 3 on Rendlesham Forest. J ~ h::.1 J... <"~~v ",~J’" 
He has, asked, more than once that all UFO files held in MOD archives be released to the PRO 

(in advance of the 30 year rule).

f.,-;’ 
),

II

Rendlesham Forest

II The alleged event occurred around Christmas 1980. Claims are that lights were seen in the sky 
over a number (possibly three) nights. There are also claim that a craft landed and, by some, 
that USAF personnel saw and communicated with alien beings.

II The Halt memorandum was sent to MOD within weeks of the event.

II Several ofthose ex-USAF personnel interviewed by Georgina Bruni have been and are active 
on the ’UFO’ lecturing/speaking circuit in the US.

Review of reports on UAP (Unidentified Aerial Phenomena.

A DIS matter; they have been receiving copies ofUAP sighting reports for some 30 years, 
an analysis of reports was recently carried out.
II Main conclusion: sightings provided nothing of value to the DIS in the assessment of 

weapon systems.

Ii Sightings can be explained as: mis-reporting of man-made vehicles, natural but not 
unusual phenomena and natural but relatively rare and not completely understood 
phenomena.

II No further work will be carried out on the subject by DI.
II The classification of the report, SECRET, was dictated by the analysis material included on the 
UK Air Defence Ground Environment, otherwise it is UK RESTRICTED

The National Archives
UAP study findings
Biography of Lord Hill-Norton and summary of the conclusion reached by the DIS Study of Unidentified Aerial Phenomena (UAP), completed in 2000



Internal review of staffine of UFO reports 1997

Agreement was reached with Air Defence (DAO) (and DI) staff that in filture only those reports in 
the following categories should be referred for further defence-related advice (this arrangement 
persi sts):

Credible Witness Reports: reports from service personnel, civil pilots, staffin air traffic 
control centres/emergency service stafJand reports with evidence (eg photos).

Corroborated Sigbtings: where reports from more than one person on what appears to be the 
same sighting are received.

Timely sightings: reports of a phenomenon currently being observed.

Other aspects:

II Since 1967, at the request of Parliament, files on the subject have been kept due to public 
interest in the subject..

II A few have not survived but most remain and the vast majority are unclassified. Those 
classified papers seen by current staff concern handling of correspondence and administrative 
arrangements.



The National Archives
Nick Pope briefing
Briefing on Nick Pope’s activities
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Wt ttertAnswers
Thursooy, 25th January 2001.

Chinook Helif pter Mk II: Conversion 
. . 

. ’ Training

Lord Chalfoot asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
When the Chinook helicopter simulator training 

facility and its related training programme were 
upgraded to cater for the Mk. II version of the 
helicopter; and when Flight Lieutenants Tapper and 
Cook completed their upgraded training 
programme. (HU24] 

The Minister of State, Ministry of Defen e (Baroness 
Symons ofVernham Dean): The reconfiguration of the 
Chinook simulator to Mk2 standard was completed in 
the last quarter of 1993. The instructing training staff 
of the Operational Conversion Flight had completed 
conversion to the Mk2 version in August 1993. 

FIt Lt Tapper and FIt Lt Cook completed their 
conversion training programmes on 28 February 1994 
and 17 March 1994 respectively.

European Security and Defence Policy: 
Intelligence Management 

Lord Shore of Stepney asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

What are the commitments which the United 
Kingdom has entered into, under the European 
Security and Defence Policy, for the gathering, 
analysis and distribution of intelligence material for 
European Union purposes. [H:L40S] 

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: At the 
European Council at Nice, EU member states agreed 
the terms of reference of the EU Military Staff, which 
would perform "early warning, situation assessment 
and strategic planning for Petersberg tasks". 
To carry out this task the staff will rely on 

appropriate national and multinational intelligence 
capabilities. The detailed arrangements for handling 
intelligence material will be subject to stringent 
safeguards and will take full account of existing 
national and multinational agreements.

\

~ RendleshamForest Incident-K’ 
Lord Hill- oI1on asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

Whethert~ey!.l:J,r~aware of any involvement by 
Special BraJ1(;~~~nnel in the investigation of the 
1980 Rend1e~ .:rest incident. (HU03] 

J)ean: Special Branch 
Jl.1cident but would 

was evidence of

II LWOOI9-PAGI/l

a potential threat to national security. No such interest 
appears to have been shown.-*:- Lord Hill-Norton aked Her Majesty’s Government: "* 

Whether personnel from Porton Down visited 
Rendlesham Forest or the area surrounding RAF 
Walton in December 1980 or January 1981; and 
whether they are aware of any tests carried out in 
either of those two areas aimed at assessing any 
nuclear, biological or chemical hazard. (HUOl]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: The staff at the 
De{epce Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) 
Ch mical and Biological Defence (CBD) laboratories 
at Porton Down have made a thorough search of their 
archives and have found no record of any such visits.

* Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: ’~ 
Whether they are aware of any uncorrelated 

targets tracked on radar in November or December 
1980; and whether they will give details of any such 
incidents. (HLJ02]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: Records dating 
from 1980 no longer exist. Paper records are retained 
for a period of three years before being destroyed. 
Recordings of radar data are retained for a period of 
thirty days prior to re-use of the recording medium.~ . 

IJni entifi~d Flying Objects ~
Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
What is the highest classification that has been 

applied to any Ministry of Defence document 
concerning Unidentified Flying Objects. (HU04] 

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: A limited 
search through available files has identified a number 
of documents graded Secret. The overall classification 
of the documents was not dictated by details of specific 
sightings of "UFOs".

Arms Brokering and Trafficking: Licensing

Lord Hylton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
When they expect to implement licensing for arms 

brokering and trafficking, which they announced at 
last year’s Labour Party Conference. (HU43]

The Minister for Science, Department of Trade and 
Industry (Lord Sainsbury of Turville): The new 
licensing controls on arms brokering and trafficking 
announced last September will be introduced under 
new powers on trafficking and brokering to be 
contained in an Export Control Bill; The Queen’s 
Speech announced that the Government will publish 
this BiU in draft during this session of Parliament. Full 
details of the new controls proposed on arms
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~ 
WA50

Section/Schedule of Act 

Schedule 21 (Minor and 
consequential amendments) 
Paragraphs: I to 5; 6(1), (5), (6), 
(7)(b) & (c), (8) 
& (9); 8 to II, 12(2) & (13); and 
13 to 15. 

Paragraphs: 6(2) & (7)(d) and 16 
to 18 

Paragraphs; 12(2) & (3) 
Schedule 22 (Repeals)

Timing oj Commencement

16 February

I July 2001

On Royal Assent (i.e. on 
30 November 2000)

As with corresponding 
provisions 

Two weeks after Royal 
Assent (Le. on 14 December 
2000)

Part I of Schedule 23 (Transfer of 
Registration of existing registered 
parties).

Those provisions of the Act not listed in the table 
will be brought into force by means of one or more 
subsequent commencement orders at a date or dates to 
be announced.

Rendlesham ForestJRAF Bentwaters Incident~ Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether they will detail the underground 

facilities at the fonner RAF Bentwaters installation; 
and what is the purpose of these facilities. [HL320] 

The Minister of State, Ministry of Defence (Baroness 
Symons of V ernham Dean): There are no underground 
facilities at the former RAF Bentwaters.~ Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

Whether they are aware of any involvement in the 
1980 Rendlesham Forest incident by either Ministry 
of Defence Policy or personnel from the Suffolk 
Constabulary. [HL32!)

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: The Minister of 
Defence is not aware of any involvement by the 
Ministry of Defence Police in the alleged incident. The 
Ministry of Defence’s knowledge of involvement by 
the Suffolk Police is limited to a letter dated 28 July 
1999 from the Suffolk Constabulary to Georgina 
Bruni that is contained in the recent book.

* Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether they are aware of any investigation of 

the 1980 Rendlesham Forest incident carried out by 
the United States Air force, the Air Force Office of 
Special Investigations or any other United States 
agency. [HL322]

Baroness Symons ofVernham Dean: The Ministry of 
Defence’s knowledge of an investigation by the US 
authorities into the al1eged incident in Rendlesham 
Forest in 1980 is limited to the infonnation contained 
in the memorandum sent by Lt Col Halt USAF, 
Deputy Base Commander at RAF Woodbridge, to 
the RAF Liaison Officer at RAF Bentwaters on 
13 January 1981.
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~Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s overnment: "* 
Whether, in the light of the new inf rmation 

contained in Georgina Bruni’s book You Can’t Tell 
the People, they will now launch an investigation 
into the Rendlesham Forest incident and the 
response to this incident by the United States Air 
Force and the Ministry of Defence. [HU52] 

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: No additional 
infonnation has come to light over the last 20 years to 
can into question the original judgment by the 
Ministry of Defence that nothing of defence 
significance occurred in the location of Rendlesham 
Forest in 1980. Accordingly there is no reason to hold 
an investigation now.

1< Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:~ 
Whether they have made any approach to, or 

received any approach from, any United States 
government or military agency concerning 
Georgina Bruni’s book You Can’t Tell the People; 
and, if so, whether they will give details of any such 
approach. [HU53] 

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: As a matter of 
courtesy, the Ministry of Defence infonned 
Headquarters 3rd Air Force at RAF Mildenhall about 
the book. The US authorities have not subsequently 
approached the Ministry of Defence on the issue. 

* Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: ’*’ 
Whether they now agree with the analysis of the 

basic facts of the Rendlesham Forest/RAF 
Bentwaters incident in the fourth paragraph of Lord 
Hil1~Nort ri’sletfer tOToidGilbeif of22 October 
1997, reported on page 429 of Georgina Bruni’s 
book You Can’t Tell the People; or, if not, in what 
respect they disagree. [HU54] 

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: The Ministry of 
Defence’s position regarding this alleged sighting 
remains as it did at the time of Lord Gilbert’s reply to 
the noble Lord’s letter of 22nd October 1997. From 
surviving departmental records, we remain satisfied 
that nothing of defence significance occurred on the 
nights in question.

Nuclear Test Veterans

Lord AshIey of Stoke asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Whether they will make available to British 
nuclear test veterans the same screening facilities 
that are being provided for other ex-servicemen. 

[HL374]

Baroness Symons of Vernbam Dean: Work co- 
ordinated by the National Radiological Protection 
Board (NRPB), together with other published studies, 
indicates that even the most powerful radiobiological 
techniques for estimating historic radiation exposure 
in individuals are of doubtful use in the case of nuclear 
test veterans.
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BACKGROUND NOTE

1. This linked background note is in respect of six PQs that have been tabled by the 
Lord Hill- Norton on the subject of Unidentified Flying Objects. Three are for answer 
on Friday 26 January, the remaining three are for answer on Tuesday 30 January. 
All relate to incidents alleged to have occurred in Rendlesham Forest around 
Christmas 1980. A book, "You can’t tell the people - the definitive account of the 
Rendlesham Forest UFO mystery" written by Georgina Bruni, was published in 
November 2000. Four other PQs tabled by Lord Hill-Norton, on the same subject, 
are also for answer on 26 January (PQs 0348,0349,0350,0351) and have been 
submitted separately.

2. PQS 0355L and 0393L - The book by Ms Bruni alleges a cover-up of information 
of the alleged events and subsequent investigation by the US authorities. Lord HiII- 
Norton asks about MOD awareness of any US investigation in 1980 and whether 
any approach was made to US authorities, or by the US authorities to MOD, 
concerning the publication of the book.

PQ 0355L - There are only a very few papers from the early 1980’s on a 
MOD file concerning the alleged events. Along with correspondence from 
members of the public, they include the report from Lt Col Charles Halt USAF 
to the RAF Liaison Officer at RAF Bentwaters and limited official comments 
on that report. However, a press briefing prepared in 1983 reveals that 
evidence of investigation by the US authorities was limited to the information 
contained in Lt Col Halt’s memorandum.

PQ 0393L - In view of the fact that the book was critical of US authorities, and 
that RAF Bentwaters/Woodbridge were at the time US bases, Headquarters 
3rd Air Force were informed by telephone of the publication of the book. The 
aim of the call was to ensure that the HQ 3 AF public relations staff were 
aware, so that they would not be compromised by any media contact. As the 
answer indicates, there has been no other contact on the issue.

3. PQ 0358L - Asks whether there is any knowledge of involvement by the Ministry 
of Defence Police, or personnel from the Suffolk Constabulary. Ms Bruni pursued 
both lines of enquiry as US ex-Servicemen interviewed by her suggested that British 
Police (she assumes from either the Ministry of Defence Police or the local Suffolk 
Constabulary) might have visited the site of the alleged landing of a craft and kept 
civilians away from the site. Replies from both the Head of the Ministry of Defence 
Police (MOP) Secretariat and from Suffolk Police are reprinted in the book. No 
reference to events in Rendelsham Forest has been found in incident files held by 
the MOP. In addition several Senior Officers of the Force were contacted but they 
had no recollection of MOP officers having investigated, or having been involved in, 
the alleged events. The Home Office has been able to confirm that the letter from 
the Suffolk Constabulary is genuine but has been unable, in the time available, to 
locate the incident files or confirm the detail with the author of the letter who has 
retired from the Force.







TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY ~q
Ministrv of Defence

TUESDAY 30 JANUARY 2001

Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X) (CB)

LORDS WRITTEN

To ask Her Majesty’s Govenlffient whether, in the light of the new infonnation 
contained in Georgina Bruni’s book You Can’t Tell the People, they will now 
lmmch an investigation into the Rendlesham Forest incident and the response to 
this incident by the United States Air Force and the Ministry of Defence. 
(HL352)

M ster replying Baroness Symons

No additional infoffilatiol1 has come to light over the last twenty years to call into 
question the original judgement by MOD, that nothing of defence significance 
occurred in the location of Rendlesham Forest in 1980. Accordingly there is no 
reason to hold an investigation now.

January 01 PQ Ref 0394L





LORDS" WRITTEN PARLIAMENTARY OUEST ION - URGENT ACTION REOUIRED

DA’l~ FOR RETURN 
PQ REFERENCE 
PQ TYPE 
MINISTER REPLYING

12:00 ON~iI~;,:~ftrQ:q@! ;aOOl 
PQ 0394L 
LORDS WRITTEN 
-NOTFOUND-

LEAD BRANCH: 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S) 
MDP See 
DI(See) 
D NEWS 
D AIR RP 
CAS 
ACAS

SEC (AS) ~~)
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The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil 
Service level or a military officer at one-star level or above who is responsible for ensuring 
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions 
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.

Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for 
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background 
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer 
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a 
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.

Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

QUESTION

To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government wh~theF’, in the light of the new 
information contained in Georgina Bruni’s book You Can’t Tell the People, they ,will now launch ,an 
investig4itionintothe>RendlesflaF.li>Forest,incident and the response to this incident by the United States 
Air Force and the Ministry of Defence. (HL352)
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details of the number of enclosures contained within it. The TEJ record sheet (MOD Form 262A) 
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441 , paragraph 4. 13 refers).
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’+ . TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY

Ministry. of Defence

TUESDAY 30 JANUARY 2001

Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X) (CB)

LORDS WRITTEN

To ask Her Majesty’s Govemment whether they have made any approach to, or 
received any approach ITom, any United States govemment or military agency 
cOl1cenling Georgina Bruni’s book You Can’s Tell the People; and, if so, whether 
they will give details of any such approach. (HL353)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

As a matter of courtesy the Ministry of Defence infonned Headquarters 3rd Air 
Force at RAP Mildel1hall about the book. The US authorities have not 
approached the Ministry of Defence on the issue.

January 01 PQ Ref 0393L

_5

The National Archives
Response to Hill-Norton PQ
Response to Lord Hill-Norton’s Parliamentary Question on contact between UK and US authorities, notes that MoD contacted HQ 3rd Air Force by phone to inform them of the publication of Georgina Bruni’s book





LORDS WRITTEN PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION - URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

vATE FOR RETURN 
PQ REFERENCE 
PQ TYPE 
MINISTER REPLYING

12:00 ON .~iJiiJt~ 2001 
PQ 0393L 
LORDS WRITTEN 
-NOTFOUND- 2

LEAD BRANCH: 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S) 
MDP Sec 
DI(Sec) 
NEPG 
D AIR RP 
CAS 
ACAS

SEC (AS)

The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil 
Service level or a military officer at one-star level or above who is responsible for ensuring 
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions 
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.

Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for 
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background 
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer 
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a 
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.

Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

QUESTION

To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government whethel1c;they"l1ave macle any’ 
a proachto, or. <received any. approach from, any United States government or military agency 
concerning Georgina Bruni’s book You Can’s Tell the People; and, if so, whether they will,give"det:alls". 
of any such approach. (HL353)
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MOD Form 114D 
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OAS(StC)tA
Enclosure Jacket No ...1k

DATE OPENED (Date of First Enclosure) 
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SUBJECT: Pli 0392L 
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Referred to Date Referred to Date

USER NOTES

1. A MOD Form 262A (File Record Sheet) must be raised for each new Temporary Enclosure Jacket 
(TEJ) created. The TEJ should also include a minute sheet.

2. When a TEJ is incorporated into the parent file it should be placed in the file in date order (according 
to the date of the last action on the TEJ) and allocated an enclosure number.

3. The file minute sheet should be annotated to record the enclosure number of the TEJ along with 
details of the number of enclosures contained within it. The TEJ record sheet (MOD Form 262A) 
should be annotated to record the date on which the TEJ was incorporated into the parent file (JSP 
441, paragraph 4.13 refers).
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TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY t
Ministrv of Defence

TUESDAY 30 JANUARY 2001

Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X) (CB)

IJORDS WRITTEN

To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they now agree with the analysis of 
the basic facts of the Rendlesham F orest/RAF Bentwaters incident in the fourth 
paragraph of the Lord Hill-Norton’s letter to the Lord Gilbert of 22nd October 
1997, reported on page 429 of Georgina Bruni’s book You Can’t Tell the People; 
or, if not, in what respect they disagree. (HL354)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

The Ministry of Defence’s position regarding this alleged sighting remains as it 
did at the time of the Rt Hon Dr the Lord Gilbert’s reply to the Noble Lord’s 
letter of 22 October 1997. From surviving Departmental records, we remain 
satisfied that nothing of defence significance occurred on the nights in question.

January 01 PQ Ref 0392L





LORDS WRITTEN PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION - URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

DATE FOR RETURN 
PQ REFERENCE 
PQ TYPE 
MINISTER REPLYING

12:00 ON 1121~~~1’2001 
PQ 0392L 
LORDS WRITTEN 
-NOTFOUND-

~
LEAD BRANCH: 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S) 
Defence Estates 
CS HQ Strike Cmd 
D NEWS 
MDP(SEC) 
D AIR RP 
CAS 
ACAS

SEC (AS)
’v 

iY’’’’, ~. ’<;". }
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The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil 
Service level or a military officer at one-star level or above who is responsible for ensuring 
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions 
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.

Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for 
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background 
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer 
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a 
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.

Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

QUESTION

To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government whetherthey.nowagree.withthe 
analysiSi’of the basic facts of the Rendlesham Forest/RAP Bentwaters incident in the fourth paragraph of 
the Lord Hill-Norton’s letter to the Lord Gilbert of 22nd October 1997, reported on page 429 of 
Georgina Bruni’s book You Can’t Tell the People; finot~iinwhatrespect4heydi.sagree. (HL354)







...1. .

- 2 -
~ Lthet’ of these simply must be "(>f interest to thE:- :Vlinistrv 
of Defence", which has been repeatedly denied, in precisel~ 
those t~rms. They, or words very like them, are used agai~ 
in vour letter and I believe, in the light of the above, vou \,’ouIe! not L::;el inclined to si n your narne t.o them aqain. -

I could qive YOU a qreat: deal more evidencF,~ in similar vein, not onlY’ abo t this incident, but about many others, but on t his 0 c a s ion I wi 11 spa r e ,,. 0 L . I ought,. how eve r , in a 11 
[ainiess let VOl! knO\v’ that the rOlltine denials by the Ninist-.t=v - tlsually thi ubiquitous Ns Phillips - will veiy soon becom~ 
extremely dam,::i.’J ng to its s;eneral cred.ibility in this field.

~ ..~ Jk~~\ -
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Copy of Memorandum by Lt. Col. Halt USAF Sent to the Ministry of Defence on 13.1.81"

Subject: 
To:

Unexplained Lights 
RilF/CC

.I.. Eddy in the morning of 27 Dee 00 (appro:-<imat’~ly 03001.), t,,’() lS,;F security police patrolmen sa’.v unusual lights out.side the back gate at RAE’ v,)()dbridge. Thinking an aircraft. might have crashed or been forced down, thF~Y ca! led for permission to go outslde the gate to investigat~. The on-duty flight chief responded and allowed three patrolmen to proceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing t)bject in the forest. The object: \Vas described as being metallic in appE>arancl-.’ and triangular in shape, approximately t",() to three meters across the base and approximately tt~’o me ten, high. It iLluminated the entire forest , t h a white li9ht. The object itself had a pulsing red light. on top and a bankCs) of blue lights underneath. The object ~as hovering 0:’ on legs. .q~ the pa troJ men approached the obj,ect, it maneuvered thr()u~.Jh the trees and disappeared. ,st th is t 1m,,- tr);7: ,-jnimals on a neat’by farm h’ent into a frenzy. The object was briefly sighted approximately an hour later near the back ’:late.

2. Tlie next day, th?,’ee depressions i.’)" deep and 7" 1n diameter ~ere found where the object had been sighted on the ground. The following night (29 Dee 80) the area was checked fur rac ation. BeLJ/Gamn.a readings of 0.1 milliroentgens were recorded with Pi::’dk reddings in the three depressions and near I.:.h", t:enter of th".: trianr,::,rle formed by the depl’essions. :4 nearby tree had modera te (.05 -.07) readings at the side of tbe tree tOh’ard the depressions.

3. Later 1n t.he night a red sun-like light was seen through the trC:"es. It moved about and pulsed. At one point it appeared to thl’OW off glowing particles and then broke into [i vc= >sepa rate \--rli te ob ject s and then disappeared. Irnmed iate 1 y lhen:’after, Lhc....::e star-like objects were noticed in the sky, bvo objec ts to the north and one to th(~ sout.h, a 11 of wh ich \Vere about lOCI off the horizon. The objects moved rapidly in sharp an’jular movements and displayed red, green and bl.u<~ lights. The objects Lo the north appeared to be elliptical t hrou9 an 8 -1 ~ pOh’er lens. They then turned to full c i rc les. The objects to the north remained in the sky for an hour or CHore. The object to the south was visible for b.;o or three hours and beamed down a stream of ] ight from time to time. ~umerous .i. ndi v i ua J. s, ine 1 uding the unders igned, wi tnF.:ssed the activities in pal’agraphs 2 and 3.







1<APPENDIX III

Admiral of the Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

The Lord Gilbert 
Minister of State 
Ministrv of Defence 
Whitehail 
Lonc:on StH.’\ 2HB

.<),) Octobet~, 1997

Thank vou for your letter of 16 October (it took f~ve days to 
get herel I abo t my Question and Colonel Halt’s Memo. It was 
good of you to take the trouble to reply.

I do not want to go on and on. but because you are new to this 
pdrticular matter I would like to put you more fully in the 
picture. Your officials. and those (perhaps the same 
IndIviduals) of the previous AdmInistration, have sought to 
pretend that Col. Halt’s report was only about "unexplained 
lights in the sky", but as I said in my letter of 22 September 
it WdS dbout cl gO(yJ d.,;d l more Uk\ thdL.

31) t.ftdt L.hi’.:t-j"= i~.;,; nt) p()5~l.bility uf furLhf~r misund~rst.:indin[.J 
I attach a copy of the Memo in fulL and I beg you to read It 
yourself. From thIs you \’’’111 see that he reported that d.n 
unidentIfied object breached UK Air Space and landed in close 
pL-oximlty to the CS RAF Air Base. He gives considerable 
detail about whdt happened at the time, and subsequently; 
together with physical ~vldence of an intrusion.
My positiQn both pnvately and publicly expressed 
L)st doz,=n \’."ars GJ:" more, is that there are 
possib~lities. either:

over 
on I~’ Lhe 

two

’:1 * i\n i.nLrusl.()(1 
unldentlfled 
des’; r 1 bed.

into 
C I-aft

ou r ,:), l r Spdl.:e 
took place

a.ld .3 landing 
d t Rendlesham,

by 
as

or

b. Tht’.: Deputy ComflkHJt :,r of dft operationdl, nU’:lear armed, 
CS All’ Force Base in England, and a large number of his 
enlisted men. ~ere either hallucinating or lying. 

Continued:

Letter to Lord Gilbert from Lord Hill-Norton





... LORDS WRITTEN PARLIAMENTARY OUESTION - URGENT ACTION REQUIRED f

DATE FOR RETURN 
REFERENCE 

P<"’> TYPE 
MINISTER REPLYING

12:00 ON 22 January 2001 
PQ 0392L 
LORDS WRITTEN 
-NOTFOUND-

LEAD BRANCH: 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S) 
Defence Estates 
CS HQ Strike Cmd 
D NEWS 
MDP(SEC) 
D AIR RP 
CAS 
ACAS

SEC (AS)
. ’P A:7J C ’ I’ t \) C c." ~1~_,A ~’;(,..~>. tI 6/ .

"",~,..""__..,.._.~_..""...."""",.._",;",,,.

The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil 
Service level or a military officer at one-star level or above who is responsible for ensuring 
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions 
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.

Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for 
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background 
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer 
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a 
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.

Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

QUESTION

To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they now agree with the 
analysis of the basic facts of the Rendlesham Forest/RAF Bentwaters incident in the fourth paragraph of 
the Lord Hill-Norton’s letter to the Lord Gilbert of 22nd October 1997, reported on page 429 of 
Georgina Bruni’s book You Can’t Tell the People; or, if not, in what respect they disagree. (HL354)

,....’..--.- .-’,-" ---- ~~. ..- ..-’



APPENDIX III 429

Admiral of the Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

The Lord Gilbert 
Menister of State 
Ministrv of OefencR 
Wbitebail 
London S~ A 2HB

,~ October, 1997

Thank you for Vour letter of 16 October (it took five days to get here!) abo t my Question and Colonel Halt’s Memo. It was good of you to take the trouble to reply.
I do not want to go on and on, but because you are new to tbis pctrticul r matter I would like to put you more fully in the pi ture. Your officials, and those (perhaps the same iflCilVtdu.:t[s) f th.~ preViUUS i\dmir\J.stratJon, have s’)ught to pretend that Col. Halt’s report was only about "unexplained lights in the sky., but as I said in my letter of 22 September it was db ut d gOf.Jd deal more than thdL.
S,) that l,n.,;n" L’3 (I,) pos>~billty o[ furth~~r misunderstdndin’] ! atta h a copy of the Memo in full, and I beg you to read it yourself. From this y’OU .VIII see that he reported that dn unidentified object breached UK Air Space and landed in close pco:(imity to the CS/RAF Air Base. He gives considerable detail about whdt happened at t.he time, and sUbsequently; together with physical ~vidence of an intrusion.
My position both prlvately and publicly expressed LIst dozen ,-ears or- more, is tha~: there are possibilities, either:

over 
only

.. i\n intrusion 
iHILdent If led 
de;.;r; r 1 bed.

a landing 
Rendleshdm,’

into 
ct-aft

our ,’4.t.t- 
took

Sp.3CI-p,l.~ce dnd 
dt

or

b. Thl’1 Deputy Comm",ndp.r of an opera tionell, nuclear armed, CS Au’ Force Base In England, and a larqe number of his enlisted men, ~ere either hallucinating or lying.
Con t i ni1(~d ;

Letter to Lord Gilbert ftom Lord Hill-Norton

the 
two

by 
as
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USER NOTES

1. A MOD Form 262A (File Record Sheet) must be raised for each new Temporary Enclosure Jacket 
(TEJ) created. The TEJ should also include a minute sheet.

2. When a TEJ is incorporated into the parent file it should be placed in the file in date order (according 
to the date of the last action on the TEJ) and allocated an enclosure number.

3. The file minute sheet should be annotated to record the enclosure number of the TEJ along with 
details of the number of enclosures contained within it. The TEJ record sheet (MOD Form 262A) 
should be annotated to record the date on which the TEJ was incorporated into the parent file (JSP 
441 , paragraph 4.13 refers).
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..".. TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY

Ministry of Defence
?-

FRIDAY 26 JANUARY 2001

Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X) (CB)

LORDS WRITTEN

To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they will detail the llilderground 
facilities at the former RAP Bentwaters installation; and what is the purpose of 
these facilities. (HL320)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

There are no under!:,JTound facilities at the fonner RAF Bentwaters.

January 01 PQ Ref 0359L

















a YOU CAN’T TELL THE 
PEOPLE

who kindly escorted us to the plush 
visitors’ room and offered us 

piping-hot coffee, which went down very 
well on such a cold 

winter’s day. Drane was equally accommodating, 
and when I 

cheekily asked for a copy of the huge 
Bentwaters map that graced his 

office wall, he willingly obliged. In all the 
excitement, I had for- 

gotten it wa~...m~y and I cc>uld not have wished for a better 
gift than a ’USAE__~~~ of the erttire Bentwaters <:omplex, which 
listed and numbered every building 

above ground. 

Vernon Drane had assigned one of his 
more mature security 

guards tQ accompany us on the 
tour. Derek Barnes was due for 

retirement soon, so we were lucky to have his 
expertise. He was a 

local who had been with Bentwaters security 
since the Americans 

had departed, before that he used to service their domestic 

appliances. Our first stop was the 
air-traffic control tower and 

although not that high, it w~s Qne hell of a climb on a wet and windy 
day. The view from the tow~) was quite amazing, one could see right 
across the base, over towards the forest. The 

fittings, which had once 

held the controls, were still mostly intact, and I 
could imagine being 

seated there, watching the A-10s coming in to 
land. However, this 

was not the tower I was looking for, that was 
in the weapons storage 

area. It was from that particular standpoint 
that an airman was 

instructed to keep an eye on low-flying UFOs. Just 
as I was taking 

photographs of the panoramic view, an 
aggressive young security 

guard came barging in. He thought 
we were intruders and had 

charged in with the\ aim of confronting us. I 
was now beginning to 

feel guilty at dragging old Barnes up those slippery 
metal steps to the 

tower, if the climb up was difficult in the gale-force 
wind and heavy 

rain, the climb down was equally so~ . . 

Our next stop was the base headquarters, 
where the wing 

commander would have ruled with his comm
nding officers. It was 

a large complex, surrounded by overgrown 
gardens, and at the 

entrance was a canopy that had obviously protected 
the officers from 

the elements as they stepped into their 
vehicles. I noticed most of the 

rooms were carpeted, and as we climbed the 
staircase to the higher 

echelons’ offices they became much grander. We 
entered a reception

~
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area through twO huge glass doors: one 
etched with the emblem of 

the USAF and the other with that of the 
SlstTactical Fighter Wing, 

the last squadron to occupy the base. 
The doors led to a spacious 

reception area, and off to the right was the 
grand<:~l..offi.ce.. 9_fill, the 

wing commander’s. As Vfl~~ some of the other ~-floor offiC?!> its 
walls were a mass of wall’:’to-ceiling storage..cupboaras:-co ed by 

sliding doors with no handles. Jacquieline 
and I had fun trying to 

figure out how to open them. This 
particular office had its own 

private toilet, en-suite shower and small built-in 
wardrobe: Air Force 

luxury at its best, I thought. I could not 
resist a nose around and 

found myself looking on to an enormous balcony 
that Barnes said 

had been used for cocktail parties during the 
summennonths. This 

is where. the wingcommander<would 
’.have ente ned the local 

Anglol American Social Comalttee, commonly. known as the 

Mutual Admiration Society. This building was only 
constructed in 

the mid-1980s and according to a former wing 
commander the old 

place was embarrassingly decrepit and 
he had often found himself 

apologizing to visitors. 
Adjacent to the headquarters was the Command 

Post, which was 

the’ nerve centre of the installation. This 
was another nuclear- 

p_~Qt~d building. We had the spooks about the\Voodbridge 
/’ shelte.r..-’ut this was far m()r~s.()phi.sticated, and muchla.rger, and I ~~~ld not sesist explor~l’g;i,~: ’,~\1ghtBarnes wasno{SO keen but 

he never once complai~ 
. 

iwe waited. for him to open the 

combination locks we SpOtt re of the strange showers outside 

the main entrance-tothe-~ 
After entering by the heavy doa , we had to once again use our 

torches because there was no electridty inside the 
unused structures, 

and of course there were no windows. The 
door led into a small 

cubicle, which must have been where a security policeman once 

stood guard. From there we entered another 
door that led to a 

narrow corridor, and on the left-hand side there was 
a sign with the 

words DECON 1. This consisted of a small cubicle 
with a shower 

unit. We then passed through another heavy door 
and as we walked 

down the narrow corridor we passed three 
more decontamination
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units, DECON 2, 3 and 4. We realized that in the event of a 
nuclear 

attack, personnel would have been required to take 
an outside 

shower and go through the decontamination procedures 
before they 

entered the main complex. All along the corridor were strange- 

looking devices that we realized were oxygen vents. 
One room 

consisted of enormous pipes which led through the walls to 
where 

we did not know, but assumed these would have provided 
the 

oxygen. To my right was a small room full of row upon row of 

decaying telephone switchboards. Obviously, this 
had been their 

communications outfit, and I considered whether it would have 

functioned had there been an all-out nuclear attack. As we con- 
tinued through the complex we passed other empty rooms 

and it felt 

as if we were inside some kind of capsule. It was difficult 
in the 

blackness with only torches for light and I almost fell down some 

steps as I tried to gain my bearings. At the far end of the building 

was a room that featured two rows of fittings joined end 
to end; 

these had, no doubt, housed computers. Barnes accidentally 

knocked over an empty can of coke and the noise suddenly brought 
. ! 

me back to reality. This was some place! Exiting through the 
other 

side of the room, we came across another huge door and it 
occurred 

to us that we had passed through several of these on the way 
in. As 

with the Woodbridge post, we hoped that none of these would 
close 

behind us. I slid back a door that seemed to take up the whole of one 

wall, only to discover there was a sliding panel behind it made out 
of some type of steel. When I slid back the panel it revealed another 
of the same, and another, and another, and so on. Mter sliding 

all 

the panels back a solid steel wall was revealed. Moving back into 
the 

room I had previously exited, I found that t~~panels and sealed wall 
led right along the edge of that room too. It was obviously a nuclear-=.; 

-:~’i safe outsi4e_y;:~~a:hd it made me realize what little’char c ’;;;e 
civilians would have stood had there been a nuclear attack. The 

government information booklet, Protect and Survive, which advised 

its citizens on how to protect themselves from such an attack, 

seemed preposterous in comparison. 

Suddenly we found ourselves in another passageway that led to
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a small room. At the end of the room was an unusual solid red door 
that looked very important indeed. It had a small glass pane but was 
covered in warning signs such as: ’No photographs beyond this 
point. This is a restricted area,’ and ’Warning. Controlled Area. It is 
unlawful to enter this. area without permission of the Installation 
Commander.’ Next to ~le door was’s me sort of old security system; 
unfortunately the door was well and truly locked and Barnes 
eXplained that there were no keys for it. I surmised this must have 
been one of the sensitive areas that Vernon Drane had told me still 
existed, apparently there were still a few of these on the installation. 
The door was at the very enj.9Lthe hlli1d;"g, which ~eant it could 
not really lead anywhere (j.ther than outsi4e()f down. But when I 
looked through the glass pane t ere was .at:). area ree-feet square 
directly in front of the door which was blocked off by a wall, and the 
exit which I could not see clearly was off to the left. However, there^ 
were no exits on that side of the wall because I checked when I left 
the building. Besides, it could not have been an exit be9J1s~.d~~ 
signs clearly indicated it was an entrance to. somewher~:<~ha~~&:’ 

". ..~-~...,.,..- . -,- ~~ 
conclude that. it was. rQhablJ: t:. tra to an under roun..~l. 

’.~.pisappointed, and knowing that the secret door would stay 
in my memory forever, we turned back, looking for the way we came 
in, but we seemed to have found another route. In the dark every- 
thing looked so much more confusing. We passed several more 
vaults and small rooms,\and a sign on one of the heavy doors read: 
’There are no classified documents in this vault.’ Barnes pointed to 
a round steel contraption that reminded me of a submarine door. 
Was it an escape route? Did it lead to secret tunnels? Regrettably, I 
was not about to explore further. We were becoming nauseous at 
having to inhale the stale trapped air and desperately needed to get 
some fresh air into our lungs. As we stepped outside I was over- 
whelmed by a feeling of relief, and found myself thinking how 
fortunate we were to be able to walk out of that confined space into 
a world that was free from nuclear fallout. 

Our next stop was the weapons storage area. We passed 
numerous dull buildings on the way, with our tour guide Barnes
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~ o 0351L - Lord Hill Norton

Question:

To ask HMG what is the highest classification that has been applied to any Ministry of Defence 
document concerning Unidentified Flying Objects.

Answer:

The highest classification is Secret.

Background Note: headed UK RESTRICTED

A [Jimited) search of material identified as relating to ’UFOs’ indicates that the vast majority of the

papers that exist on the subject, on open and closed files, are unclassified. Directorate Air Staff

(Secretariat) has traced a small number of documents graded Secret. They relate to discussions

concerning handling of correspondence and administrative arrangements not ’UFO’ reports and

appear to hold a higher classification than might be expected from the nature of the material they

contain. The DIS has applied the classification of SECRET UK EYES ONLY to a recent report

generated on Unidentified Aerial Phenomena (UAP). The report concluded a low priority study to

database reports of U AP sightings that have been received within that area over a period of some 30

years. The main conclusion of the report was that sightings provided nothing of value to the DIS

and a decision has been taken to cease workon the subject. The overall classification of the report

was dictated by analysis material included on the UK Air Defence Ground Environment. The

document is otherwise UK Restricted.
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The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil 
Service level or a military officer at one-star level or above who is responsible for ensuring 
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions 
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.

Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for 
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background 
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer 
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a 
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.

Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

QUESTION

To ask Her Ma’es ’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government what is thebighe$:L J ~sif1.~tiQ~ tl:1~t.has\ inistry of Defence document concerning Unidentified Flying Objects" - 
(HL304 )
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Unidentified Objects, (Rendlesham Forest) 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what is the current security classification on the 
documents his Department holds on the unidentified 
objects seen by members of the United States Armed 
Forces in Rendlesham forest, Suffolk in 1980; and if he 
will make a statement. [27~]

Mr. Soames: The papers- nerd .’by my Departmenf 
relating to the alleged eventS at Rendlesham foreS~ 
Suffolk in 1980 are unclassified.
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6 
~, _ dentified Objects (Rendlesham Forest) t Sir Dudley Smith: To’ asK tb~secretary of State 

/’/ Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
i Defence what. progress has b ~de with the Weste UM 

,/ Defence, pursuant to his answer of 7 May, Official Report, 
European Uruon mobility’ sm ’ollowing the Western 

!’ 
columns 19-20, if he will list the titles of the papers held I E~ro~ean Union Ministerial" ’:>uncil meeting in 

t by his Department in respect of unidentified objects seen 
Brr.nungham and the meeting of y.;:ci,;tem European Union 

J in Rendlesham forest, Suffolk; and if he will make a 
ChIefs of Defence Staff in Lond ~r~tr [31752] 

1 statement. [31490) Mr. Soames: Following endorS~ ent of the strategic ’. Mr. Soames: Apart from a report of the events written ~ m~b.ility concept by Chiefso(pefence Staff and by 
’~,i,," at the time by the United States Air Force deputy base i MIru~te!S, a special WEU working group has begun 

" commander at RAF Woodbridge, which has been in the " examtrung the most effective means by which the concept 

\ public domain for a number of years, the documents held , might be implemented. ":~’, ~ \. by my Department are internal staffing paper~ and \ Sir Dudley Smith: To ask ili~"~~retary of State for 
\9orresp~ndence from members of the public relatIng tol Defence what estimate be has, n,ad.e, as to when the th~~el>ed events. 

, " " , ’ ’" 
"~_"""""~"",~",,,,>o"~,,,~’9’! Western European Union will be in a position to conduct 

’....., 
, 

___,..".."",~.4""*"""""~’-’ ,. a full-scale Petersherg-type operatI’on [31747] 
"’~"""""~._~..;""",~pI#,,,,~;’<’il~ ~, . 

.. 

Bourlon Barracks, Catterick Mr. ~oames: Our target is for WJjU)o be capable of 
conductIng a small-scale crisis management mission by 
the end of 1996. Achievement of this goal depends on 
WEU making further progress on: the operational 
improvements we have initiated during our presidency.

~~

Mr. Home Robertson: To ask the Secretary of State 
for Defence what was the cost of the structure and fixed 
equipment of building 36 at Boudon barracks, Catterick, 
for the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers light 
aid detachment; and if the final payment for that building 
has been made by his Department. (31612)

Mr. Soames: The total cost of the structure and fixed 
equipment of building 36, Bourlon barracks,REME lad, 
was f524,179. The final payment for this building-that 
is, the release of retention-has not been made.

Mr. Home Robertson: To ask the Secretary of State 
for Defence what will be the cost of modifications to the 
crane, doors and exhaust ventilation system in the LAD 
building (No. 36) at Bourlon barracks, Catterick, to 
facilitate maintenance work on Warrior armoured 
personnel carriers. [31614) 

,Mr. Soames: The estimated cost for the modification 
of the crane from a single to a two-speed motor is fS,500. 
There are no plans to modify any of the doors in building 
36. The exhaust extraction system was modified in 
January 1996 at an approximate cost of f2,500.

Sea Training 

Sir Dudley Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence which operational sea training facilities the 
United Kingdom will make available to the Western 

, European Union, following the Birmingham declaration 
of 7 May. [31746J 

Mr. Soames: We will make available, for national or 
collective participation by WEU nations, the Royal 
Navy’s operational sea training facility at Plymouth, and 
the joint maritime courses which are run off the coast 
of Scotland.

Western European Union 

Sir Dudley Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what plans he has to develop further the Western 
European Union’s intelligence section. [31750] 

Mr. Soames: The intelligence section agreed by 
Ministers in 1995 is not operational. Any further 
development of its capabilities would be undertaken by 
WEU in the light of experience.

Sir Dudley Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence which countries have not to, date offered to 
provide intelligence data to the W stem European 
Union’s intelligence section. [31751) 

Mr. Soames: This is a mattt;:cf’ r the nations 
concerned. 

> .:’" 

Sir Dudley Smith: To ask the Secretafy of State for 
Defence what measures will be taken to increase the 
involvement of the associate partner members in Western 
European Union’s work on operational development with 
particular reference to Africa peacekeeping, exercise 
policy and humanitarian task force operations. [31749] 

Mr. Soames: WEU associate partne .have already 
taken part in discussions on the specific issues referred to 
by the hon. Member. They have also been invited to 
provide information on the forces that they might make 
available for WEU operations, We look forWard to their 
further involvement in discussions on other operational 
matters.

Sir Dudley Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he wiU encourage the Western European Union 
to add a public relations element to its current crisis 
exercises, Crisex 96. [31753] 

Mr. Soames: WEU intends to use this exercise to 
promote its operational role to the media, and plans a 
press visit to the exercise. WEU will also be testino- . . I> 

mternally new procedures for operatlOnal public 
information policy, developed as a UK initiative.

Sea Harrier Aircraft 

Mr. Home Robertson: To ask the Secretary of State 
for Defence how many Sea Harrier aircraft have been lost 
in the last year; how many new aircraft from the attrition 
batch whose procurement was announced in January1994 
have now been deployed in squadron service as 
replacements; and what navigation system was fitted to 
those replacement aircraft when they were delivered by 
British Aerospace. ’ [31758]
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Ministry of Defence

FRIDAY 26 JANUARY 2001

Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X) (CB)

LORDS WRITTEN

To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they are aware of any involvement in 
the 1980 RendleshamForest incident by either Ministry of Defence Police or 
persOlmel from the Suffolk Constabulary_ (HL321)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

The Ministry of Defence is not aware of any involvement by the Ministry of 
Defence Police in the alleged incident. The Ministry of Defence’s knowledge of 
involvement by the Suffolk Police is limited to a letter dated 28 July 1999 from 
the Suffolk Constabulary to Georgina Bnmi that is contained in the recent book.

January 01 PQ Ref 03581.,











The National Archives
Police letter re. Rendelsham
Copy of letter from Suffolk Police Inspector addressed to Georgina Bruni, July 1999, deals with Suffolk Constabulary involvement in the Rendlesham incident















BACKGROUND NOTE - PQ TABLED BY LORD HILL-NORTON JAN 01

1. ,. ,Lord Hill-Norton has tabled XXX PQs on the subject of material contained in a book by 

Georgina Bruni published in November 2000 and MOD handling of material relating to ’UFOs’. 

Miss Bruni’s book, "You can’t tell the people" concerns a well known ’UFO’ incident alleged to 

have occurred in Rendlesham Forest in Suffolk over the Christmas period in 1980 in the vicinity of 

two RAF bases at that time on lease to the USAF, RAF,Bentwaters and RAF ~oodbridge,

2. The subject of the incident said to have taken place in Rendlesham Forest carne to prominence in 

1983 when a memorandum sent to MOD shortly after the event by the then Deputy Base 

Commander, Lt Col Charles Halt USAF, was unearthed in the US by researchers. The Halt 

memorandum describes the alleged incident in some detail and is reprinted in the book where 

claims are also made that USAF personnel met and communicated with "beings". The book 

accuses the UK establishment of a "cover-up" to hide the detail of the alleged event in Rendlesham 

Forest. Text of correspondence on the subject between a retired Chief of Defence Staff, Lord Hill- 
Norton, and a previous MOD Minister is reprinted in the book.

3. MOD’s interest in ’UFO’s’ is limited to whether alleged sightings might have any defence 

significance; namely, if they provide evidence that the United Kingdom’s airspace may have been 

compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is corroborating evidence to 

suggest that the UK’s airspace may have been compromised, MOD does not investigate or seek to 

provide a precise explanation for each of the ’UFO’ letters and reported sightings received each 

year. MOD believes that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could 

be found for most of the sightings. However, it is not the function of MOD to provide this kind of 

aerial identification service and resources are not diverted for this purpose.
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1 from Maintenance 
pumps for some SP 

le was early morning. 
cst one left the other 
tayed indoors with me 
went outside to pump 
UFOs. I said, I think 
iind; I guess that’s why 
oceeded to tell me an 
id that one had landed 
uld keep an eye on the 
me beings that almost 
ow suits/bunny suits, 

;ed no harm or threat. 

1d told him to shut up 
: to discuss anything. I 
1 somebody you don’t 
r attention.

I must be careful what I say because I was with the MOD, but I 
can tell you that Colonel Spring was very much involved. I 
remember he suddenly disappeared from his office at short notice 
to meet the police. I think they were from Hull, but can’t be sure 
about that. I think they had a similar incident up there and that 
was the reason for their visit - to compare notes. Colonel Spring 
went to the station to meet them.

:0 was stationed at RAF 
le to contact a couple of 

the base. Martin told me 

1 secretaries knew almost ~ ladies would be a source 
trace an ex-Ministry of 

ing to divulge her name 

of Betty Garfield. Betty 
.m twenty years and had 

ence. She has allowed me 

5 was very involved in the 

ut me in touch with local 

jng at the base in 1971, 
’utenant Colonel Richard 
of Base Operations and . , 
etty to explain Spnngs

Betty pointed our that the visitors were British civilian police 
and even the chief of police for Hull, or wherever they were from, 
was among the group. She insists there were no MOD police 
stationed at the bases, and she does not recall seeing any visit the base 
during that time. When I pushed her further, she replied, ’They sent 
people away and gave them new identities. Some were sent to RAP 
Lakenheath, others further afield.’ I was surprised to hear that 
Sergeant Nevilles was sent back to the United States the day after 
the incident. I had not mentioned Nevilles’ name to Betty, but she 
asked me if I had heard of him. Nevilles was the sergeant who 
accompanied Lieutenant Colonel Halt into the forest on the night 
he was involved. Betty told me that he had not only been sent away, 
but his name had also been changed. Apparently, his wife left soon 
afterwards. .All attempts to contact Nevilles or his former boss, 
Captain Coplin, have been fruitless. 

Betty did not explain how Lieutenant Colonel Spring was 
involved but confirmed he was the Chief of Operations. Because 
Lieutenant Colonel Spring was in charge of base operations he 
would no doubt have been informed of the incident and would most 
likely have played an important role in what happened after the 
events. Betty offered her own opinions about the incident, which I 
found very interesting, especially the pan about electricity - was she 
trying to tell me something?

It was all very hush-hush at the time. I do believe it happened. The 
universe is massive and there must be others more advanced than 
we are. We don’t know enough about electriciry. I think they can 
transform themselves by using electricity. A tremendous amount
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nger """’ not on the base 
it does not take him out of 
If the Bentwarers deputy 
the case, then who was? 
:k Matthews, who was also 
len I mentioned Chuck 
’med me that he was not 
lse, and that the chief of 1. This was very interesting 
mmander or the deputy 
s is still very friendly with ~ friend and ask him if he 
received a rather amusing

genuine MOSI Statement of Witness form but there should be a 
page with AFOSI’s details [1168J. I don’t know what Halt was 
doing taking these statements or who typed them. I notice it’s 
dated 2 January. There doesn’t seem much point in taking 
statements a week after the events were said to have happened. I 
can’t see the point. You need to take them when they are fresh in 
the memory.

it name, then eighteen 
liens have been seriously 
/0 Chuck Matthews at

He asked me what the base commander was doing whilst all this 
was going on. I told him that during one of the events he was 
supposed to be at an awards dinner party on the Woodbridge base, 
and this is why his deputy commander was instructed to investigate. 
Persinger thought it was highly questionable that the base 
commander would continue to hand out awards when there was 
supposed to be a crisis on. I asked him if he would oblige me by 
giving a rundown on what procedures would be taken if such an 
incident had occurred (my comments in parentheses). According to 
Persinger, if there was a report of a ’hostile invasion or a craft that 
had come down’, the base commander (Colonel Ted Conrad) would 
have dropped everything and put his police and fire departments on 
alert. The wing commander (then Colonel Gordon Williams) would 
have been notified immediately. The commander in charge of the 
Bentwaters AFOSI (Chuck Matthews) would have been informed 
and special agents (possibly John Wolfe and Steve Smith) would 
have been put on alert notification and would probably have gone 
out to investigate. The major in charge of security police (Malcolm 
Z ckler) would have alerted his men and called in those on stand-by. 
He would then have had the patrols surround the craft and guard the 
surrounding area. ARRS would normally have been called if there 
was an aircraft down, but due to the dose proximity of the base they 
would not have been involved. The British authorities, such as the 
Ministry of Def nce Police and Special Branch, would have been 
informed, and of course the CIA. 

So did the AFOSI investigate, I wanted to know? According to 
Diana Persinger, a few years after her husband’s retirement they 
received a visit from Special Agent Steve Smith. He was a fairly new

.ne special agent who was 
inger if other agents were 
AFOS!. He responded: 
:ed with them. Although 
in unannounced to test 

I know until they wanted 
ion that another agency, 
)SI unit - or both - took

’e been involved with the 
lre to comment on the 

opy of Lieutenant Fred 
owing information:

:atements because that 
:1cm. This looks like a
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was surrounded by hundreds of women and children who began 
living in disgustingly filthy conditions at a makeshift peace camp 
situated ourside the perimeter fence. Top bodyguard and Covert 
operator Jacquieline Davis spent several weeks under-cover at 
Greenham Common. She recalls being disturbed in the middle of 
the night by a Ministry of Defence police officer urinating on her 
face. It seems this was one way they relieved their boredom, another 
was to smear faeces on the tent poles. There has been much specula- 
tion that Greenham Common was none other than a front for 
Bentwaters, where the real missiles were stored. One wonders just 
how different the Rendlesham Forest case might have turned out 
had the forest surrounding the Suffolk bases been overrun by the 
Greenham Common protesters. 

Lord Lewin, Admiral of the Fleet and the Chief of Defence Staff 
in 1980, was a great supporter of the United States Air Force in 
Europe. In f ct, Lord Lewin visited RAF Bentwaters on several 
occasions and eventually retired to live near Woodbridge, where he 
died a couple of years ago. Apparently Lewin was also a supporter of 
nuclear weapons and argued the need for Britain’s cooperation with 
NATO on this very subject. 

Although no high-ranking American officer will openly admit 
that nuclear weapons were deployed at Bentwaters, there is a clue 
perhaps: it seems that RAF Bentwaters carried out exercises that 
still remain classified. On 30 June 1998 Member of Parliament 
Matthew Taylor posed a question to the House of Commons 
regarding the USAF and an exercise carried out in the United 
Kingdom:

DR REID: Exercise Pt< 
May 1989. The ex 
res~onding to the era 
weapons. The Unite 
exercise. A classified 
reasons my hon Frier 
gave to the hon M 
column 470, and uc 
Access to Governme 
the report.

Based on all the 
continuing cover-up t 

incident. Could it be t 
weapons? I asked Nick 
issue.

The Ministry of D, 
were of no defence ~ 
and investigated UI 
this whole business

MR MATTHEW TAYLOR: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what was the scenario of the exercise, Proper Watch, in 1989; on 
what dates and where it took place; if the United States 
Department of Defense took part; and if he will place a copy of 
the results of the exercise in the Library.’

Much has been n 
initial incident, but V’. 
isolated case of radiat 

George Wild is a J 

Yorkshire. Several yea 
that Highpoint Priso 
of27 December 198( 
prison officer at Arm 
officers’ seminar tha1 
struck up a conversat 
claimed to have re( 

evacuate the building 
that night. Furthern 
national security. Tl-5 Written Answers 130.









BACKGROUND NOTE - PO TABLED BY LORD HILL-NORTON JAN 01
I. ’" Lord Hill-Norton has tabled XXX PQs on the subject of material contained in a book by 
Georgina Bruni published in November 2000 and MOD handling of material relating to ’UFOs’. 
Miss Bruni’s book, "You can’t tell the people" concerns a well known ’UFO’ incident alleged to 
have occurred in Rendlesham Forest in Suffolk over the Christmas period in 1980 in the vicinity of 
two RAF bases at that time on lease to the USAF, RAF Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge.

2. The subject of the incident said to have taken place in Rendlesham Forest came to prominence in 
1983 when a memorandum sent to MOD shortly after the event by the then Deputy Base 
Commander, Lt Col Charles Halt USAF, was unearthed in the US by researchers. The Halt 
memorandum describes the alleged incident in some detail and is reprinted in the book where 
claims are also made that USAF personnel met and communicated with "beings". The book 
accuses the UK establishment of a "cover-up" to hide the detail of the alleged event in Rendlesham 
Forest. Text of correspondence on the subject between a retired Chief of Defence Staff, Lord Hill- 
Norton, and a previous MOD Minister is reprinted in the book.

3. rvl0D’s interest in ’UFO’s’ is limited to whether alleged sightings might have any defence 
signiticance; namely, if they provide evidence that the United Kingdom’s airspace may have been 
compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is corroborating evidence to 
suggest that the UK’s airspace may have been compromised, MOD does not investigate or seek to 
provide a precise explanation for each of the ’UFO’ letters and reported sightings received each 
year. MOD believes that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could 
be found for most of the sightings. However, it is not the function of MOD to provide this kind of 
aerial identification service and resources are not diverted for this purpose.
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l\1inistrv of Defence

FRIDAY 26 JANUARY 2001

Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X) (CB)

LORDS WRITTEN

To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they are aware of any investigation of 
the 1980 Rendlesham Forest incident carried out by the United States Air Force, 
the Air Force Office of Special Investigations or any other United States agency. 
(ill322)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

The Ministry of Defence’s knowledge of an investigation by the US authorities 
into the alleged incident in Rendlesham Forest in 1980 is limited to the 
infonnation contained in the memorandum sent by Lt Col Halt USAF, Deputy 
Base Commander at RAF Woodbridge, to the RAF Liaison Officer at RAF 
Bentwaters on 13 January 1981.

January 01 PQ Ref 0355L
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SU9JECT: Unexplained Ughts
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1. Early in the 1:lorn ng of 27 Dee ::30 (app(oximately 03001.)) h!o W;/;F secu ty police p troken sa\’; unusl1al lights outside the back 931.0 d R,l\F Hoodbrid . Thil1king n ail’cj^:dt might have crashed or been L’::J:d dm,’il) they called for pe\’lijission to go outside the gat.e to invesl~0::t’~. Tile on-riuty f1 i 9h1. ch of responded ,’)nd all o\’ted U1J’ec patro 1 m2~: :’) ~;:’>. ceed on foct. The individuals reported seeing a strange glm-’nq ubje,::t in tll-’f -;~- -s1. The object was described as being rnetalic in appC: r:,:;(c and triangular in shape) approximately two to three meters across 1.:1~ base dnd approximately h’/O meters high. It inuf’1inated the enLrc fGI’\:’:st \’tith a l’/h11.e 1 ight. Tht; object itself had a pulsing red 1 igr t C’ti top bnd a bank(s) of blue li~Jhts underneath. The ooject v/as hovering or en l,,:;.;s. As the P jt!~olJlen approached the object, it iTIaneuve :d through thi; t(2C~S and disapP2ared. At this time the animals on a n’?arby farm :Jent int0 (’j frenzy. lh.:.; object l’idS briefly sighted t1pproxirnatc- y an hOlii~ latei’ ~-!22t’ the back gate.
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2. The next day, three depressions 1 1/2" deep and 7" in di met:~r \"12r::: found vihere the object had been siqhted on the ground. he 1’ol1o\’,;n9 night (29 Dee 80) the area l’/as checked for radiation. Deta/gall’PJ rEfjd !’9S of 0.1 milliroentgens were recorded with peak readings in tt!2 three de- pressions (’)rld neal~ the centet’ of the triangle formed by the depr ssions. A nearby tree had moderate (.05-.07) ~’ead’ings on the side of the tree toward the depressions.

3. Latet’ in the night a red sun-like light Vias seen thl~ough the trees. It !!loved about and pulsed. I\t one point it appeared to tl1\’o\’1 off 910\’1;1’9 particles and then broke into five separate white objects and then dis- appeared. Im:nediately thereafter, tht’ee star-like objects i\’ere noticed in the sky, two objects to the north and one to the south, all of which v/e!~e about 100 off the horizon. The objects fioved rapidl.v in sh rp n9’Jlat r:l0Vel1lents and displayed red, gr’een and blue lights. The objects t HIE north appeared to be elliptical through an 8-12 power lens. Tiley then tUned to full circ es. The objects to the north remained in thi:: sky f !’ an hou~’ or I1K1I’E’. The ofJject to tht: south was visible for tViQ or thn:’:E hout’s and bc’alned dm’J:1 a stream of 1i9ht from time to tin:e. NtJilierous ii~ ivi- duals, including the undersiyned, 1’:1tnessed the activities in paragl’dc,!:S 2 and~. 
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TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY b
Ministry of Defence

FRIDAY 26 JANUARY 2001

Admiral of The Ji’leet The Lord Hill-Norton GCD(X) (CD)

LORDS WRITTEN

To ask Her Majesty’s Govemment whether they are aware of any involvement by 
Special Branch personnel in the investigation of the 1980 Rendlesham Forest 
incident. (HL303)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

Special Branch officers may have been aware of the incident but would not have 
shown an interest unless there was evidence of a potential threat to national 
security. No such interest appears to have been shown.
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BACKGROUND NOTE - PO TABLED BY LORD HILL-NORTON JAN 01
1. ... Lord Hill-Norton has tabled XXX PQs on the subject of material contained in a book by 
Georgina Bruni published in November 2000 and MOD handling of material relating to ’UFOs’. 

Miss Bruni’s book, "You can’t tell the people" concerns a well known ’UFO’ incident alleged to 
have occurred in Rendlesham Forest in Suffolk over the Christmas period in 1980 in the vicinity of 

two RAF bases at that time on lease to the USAF, RAF Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge.

2. The subject of the incident said to have taken place in Rendlesham Forest came to prominence in 

1983 when a memorandum sent to MOD shortly after the event by the then Deputy Base 
Commander, Lt Col Charles Halt USAF, was unearthed in the US by researchers. The Halt 
memorandum describes the alleged incident in some detail and is reprinted in the book where 

claims are also made that USAF personnel met and communicated with "beings". The book 
accuses the UK establishment of a "cover-up" to hide the detail of the alleged event in Rendlesham 
Forest. Text of correspondence on the subject between a retired Chief of Defence Staff, Lord Hill- 
Norton, and a previous MOD Minister is reprinted in the book.

3.1\I10D’s interest in ’UFO’s’ is limited to whether alleged sightings might have any defence 

significance; namely, if they provide evidence that the United Kingdom’s airspace may have been 

compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is corroborating evidence to 

suggest that the UK’s airspace may have been compromised, MOD does not investigate or seek to 

provide a precise explanation for each of the ’UFO’ letters and reported sightings received each 

year. MOD believes that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could 
be found for most of the sightings. However, it is not the function of MOD to provide this kind of 

aerial identification service and resources are not diverted for this purpose.
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The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil 
Service level or a military officer at one-star level or above who is responsible for ensuring 
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions 
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To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they are aware of any 
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THE POLICE FILE

Wherever I turned there were hints that the Suffolk Constabulary 
were not only involved in the Rendlesham Forest incident but also 
its cover-up. Researchers and journalists complained at having come 
up against a wall of silence when trying to question the Woodbridge 
police, and it was not until years later that one of the police officers 
spoke publicly, if only to dismiss the ’lights’ as being nothing more 
than the beam from the nearby lighthouse. I was warned that trying 
to get anywhere with the Woodbridge police might be very difficult. 
Even veteran defence journalist Chuck de Caro failed to interview 
the officer who claimed the ground indentations at the landing site 
were mere animal scratchings. The Suffolk Constabulary wrote to 
science writer Ian Ridpath suggesting that nothing could be gained 
by trying to contact the officers concerned. But undeterred, I was 
going to give it my best shot. 

According to local police records, the first reported sighting was 
received at precisely 04.11 hrs on the morning of 26 December. This 
was almost five hours after the initial sighting had been reported and 
the men had long since returned to the base. The call was made to 
the head office of the Suffolk Constabulary at Martlesham Heath. A 
staff member from RAF Bentwaters told the officer on duty that 
there were ’lights in the woods over near Woodbridge’, and asked if 
there were any reports of a downed aircraft. Martlesham Heath 
checked with Air Traffic Control at West Drayton and was told there 
\vas no knowledge of any aircraft in the area to coincide with the 
current sightings. However, the officer was briefed on earlier sight- 
ings that had already caused quite a stir in media circles. Martlesham
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then called the Woodbridge police station, which in turn alerted 
their night patrol. 

On 6 July 1997, almost seventeen years after the call was made 
to Martlesham Heath Constabulary, a man calling himself Chris 
Armold contacted the UK UFO Network, run by ufologists Raine 
and Crow, and claimed that he was the airman who had called the 
civilian police. Andy Tugby, a.k.a. Crow, eXplained that Armold 
had shown up out of the blue claiming they had all been ’well and 
truly snookered by Halt and his buddies’. I managed to trace 
Armold, who had obviously read about the case, but when I posed 
questions to him he was unusually evasive, considering he had 
made such wild claims to Raine and Crow. I contacted Colonel 
Halt, who, as the deputy base commander at the time of the 
incident, might have remembered him. Halt confirmed Armold 
had been a member of Law Enforcement at RAF Woodbridge but 
was not involved in the actual incident. From reading Armold’s 
statement it is obvious he has a dislike for some of the witnesses, 
namely Halt and Burroughs. Armold actually puts himself in the 
picture by claiming to have been involved in the ’non-event’, but 
his testimony appears to me to be a mix and match of various stories 
passed down over the years, and not even the sceptics seem prepared 
to accept it. I certainly cannot take Armold’s critique seriously 
because, apart from his comments on the witnesses, there are several 
discrepancies. which are important enough to question his own 
alleged involvement. 

In the early hours of 26 December PC Dave King and PC 
Marrin Brophy were in their police vehicle heading towards RAP 
Bentwaters. This was part of their regular nightly visit to the USAF 
Law Enforcement desk. Being Christmas night it was relatively 
quiet and they were not expecting much activity, if any, before 
they went off duty later that morning. So they were surprised when 
a call came through on their radio instructing them to proceed to 
RAF Woodbridge to investigate some unexplained lights over 
Rendlesham Forest. It would take the officers another twenty 
minutes or so to arrive at the Woodbridge east gate, and it would
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be coming up to 05.00 hrs before they started trekking through 
the forest. Dave King recounted what took place during that 
mornmg:

It was the early morning of the 26 December. It was a quiet, mild 
night and there was nothing going on in the area. I don’t know if 
you are aware of this but, for the police, Christmas Day is the 
quietest night of the year. . . My partner and I were out on patrol 
when we received a call to proceed to Woodbridge, the east gate, 
to check out a report of something going on in the forest. We were 
actually on our way to visit the Bentwaters Law Enforcement desk 
when the call came through. When we arrived at the Bentwaters 
base we were escorted through the back gate to the east-gate sentry 
post and were then taken to the forest by some security police- 
men. We had to follow their vehicle. They rook us towards the 
spot where they said the other SPs had gone and we were told they 
were still out there. We had to park the car and walk on foot. The 
Americans didn’t come with us. \Ve walked about halEa mile into 
the forest roward the direction we were pointed in, but we didn’t 
see any lights Out there except the lighthouse and there were no 
Americans our there, not a soul. W’e walked for some thirty 
minutes. If you look on the forest area as being a square foO( then 
we must have covered only a square inch of it . . . \x:Te didn’t report 
to the base because when we got back to our car there was no one 
there so we just left and went home.

I asked King if he had passed any houses or buildings in the 
forest bur he could only remember seeing some cottages beside the 
\Voodbridge flighdine. These were most probably Foley Cottages. 
King explained that this was not his usual patch and although he 
knew Woodbridge very well, he did not tend to go into the forest. I 
wondered if he had gone straight ahead, towards the farmer’s field 
near Capel Green, which would have been separated from the forest 
by "’lire fencing. But he did not recall seeing any field or fencing. 

King and Brophy reported they had not seen anything unusual 
in the forest and concluded that the Americans had confused the 
lights with the Orfordness lighthouse. I told King that several
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witnesses had testified to seeing lights other than the lighthouse, 

including a craft of some kind. I also pointed out that the first 
sighting was probably around 23.30 hrs, and wondered if it were 
possible that something was there before he arrived and had long 
since gone. ’It’s possible. We were called out late and that’s five hours 

after that. I can only report what I saw when I was there,’ said King, 
When I asked him what the Americans were doing out in the 

forest in the first place, he agreed that in normal circumstances they 

would never have investigated off their patch without consulting the 

police. ’Not one inch,’ he told me. When I mentioned that the 
Americans had later put up roadblocks near the alleged landing site, 

he was not aware of it, but pointed out that this would have been a 

private road belonging to the Forestry Commission, and the police 
would not have been notified had that been the case. 

At 10.30 hrs that same morning, RAF Bentwaters called the 
Suff lk Constabulary headquarters for a second time. They wanted 

to report that they had found a site where a craft of some sort could 

have landed. Ian Ridpath, who took an interest in the case in 1983, 
wrote to the chief constable at Mardesham Heath in November of 

that year, requesting information on the Suffolk Constabulary’s 

alleged involvement. He received a reply stating that an officer had 
attended and the area involved did bear three marks of an inde- 

terminate pattern, but the marks were of no depth and the attending 
officer thought an animal could have made them. 

King recalls seeing the message in the police log:

When I went on duty the next day I saw another message in the 
log that had come from RAP Bent:waters at around 10 a.m. on 26 
December. It said they thought they had found the place were the 

UFO had landed. Another police officer went out to the site that 
morning but he found nothing.

On the second night of the sightings (26/27), PC Dave King and 
PC Martin Brophy were in the Law Enforcement Office at 

Bentwaters when the report came in. Dave King recalls the incident:
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It was a frOStV night. 1 was doing mv routine check with the Law ~ ..... I,... .J 

Enforcement desk on RAF Bentwaters. \\7e did that every night. 
We checked in with them and exchanged information. While I 
was there another report came in on the radio, a pocket radio, 
saying that there were lights in the forest at the exact same SpOt as 
the previous night. This would now be the early hours of the 27th. 
I was just about to go and have a look, thinking I might see 
something this time, when I got an emergency call to attend to a 
post office break-in about ten miles away at Otley.

1 asked King if there was a report filed in the police log for this 
sighting.

No, we didn’t bother with it; we just thought they were bored 
\vatching their planes, and besides we had an emergency on. If 
that happened today the police wouldn’t have time to mess 
around with it. It was a quiet time due to Christmas so there 
wasn’t much going on. There were rumoursthat the Americans 
had set up searchlights on that second night waiting for it to 
rerum, but I don’t believe it.

The fact that PC King did not take the incident seriously enough 
to at least make a report, resulting in it not being recorded in the 
police log, is somewhat disturbing. I pointed this out to him, but he 
considered the post office break-in to be an emergency and the 
sighting of lights in Rendlesham Forest to be of little consequence. 
In fact, I was curious to know more about the post office break-in, 
and why King had been called to an incident ten miles away. I 
thought, surely there must have been a police station at Otley, where 
the break-in had occurred, or at least closer to the incident than he 
was. King agreed this was a distance away, although it was not 
entirely unusual that Woodbridge police would be called to investi- 
gate further afield. Nevertheless, he has confirmed that patrols were 
off base for a second night, and even though there is no evidence to 
suggest that a landing of any kind took place that night, we know 
there were unidentified lights in the sky over Woodbridge.
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King and Brophy finished their night shifts on the morning of 27 December, when they went on break for a few days. If, as has been 
suggested, the Woodbridge police were involved in the second 
major encounter, it has been a well-kept secret. Through the help of Malcolm Zickler, who was in charge of the police forces at the bases, I was able to contact retired Police Superintendent George Plume, 
who was the officer in charge of the Woodbridge police station 
during that period. Plume said he was surprised to hear from me 
because no one had contacted him about the case in eighteen years. I 
soon realized, however, that he was not on duty at any time during 
the events because he only worked the day shift from 08.00-18.00 
hrs. Of course, he was aware that something unusual had occurred, 
but reminded me that it was a long time ago, and in order to assist 
me he would need the names of the officers concerned. 

If George Plume needed names I had to find them. On one of 
my trips to Woodbridge I decided to pay a visit to the local police 
station. Being brought up in the country I knew they were always 
willing to help visitors and were known to be generous with advice. 
Woodbridge station looked like any other small country police 
station: you walk into the small reception, ring the bell and out pops 
the friendly bobby. The officer was indeed very friendly, and when I 
began asking him about the Rendlesham Forest incident and wanted 
to know the names of the police officers involved, he seemed familiar 
with the case and gave me the names of Dave King and Martin 
Brophy. Having eXplained that I had already interviewed King and 
was aware of Brophy, I asked for the names of the other officers 
involved. Surprisingly, he offered the name of Brian Creswell, and I 
was told that he had recently retired from the force and was still 
living locally. The officer could not remember the names of any 
other policemen who might have been involved, so I asked him if he 
would enquire of his colleagues. He disappeared into the back office 
and after what seemed like a very long time, returned with a look of 
shock on his face. He was positively white! Something had happened 
in the back office and, whatever it was, it had caused him to clam up. The friendly police officer had suddenly become very aggressive.
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There is no use you trying to Contact him because he won’t discuss it,’ he stated. ’Contact who? Brian Creswe!J?’ I asked. ’He doesn’t 
want to talk about it, so there is no point you trying to get in touch 
with him,’ he continued. I could see he was very agitated and was 
probably angry because he had already revealed too much. I decided 
to change the subject slightly and ask if it were possible to view the 
incident log for that particular period, to which he replied, Me you 
recording this?’ I thought this was an odd SOft of question. Indeed, 
why would he be concerned about me recording the conversation? 
Realizing I was not getting anywhere, I asked if he would summon 
one of the other officers to talk to me, but he flatly refused, which I 
found even more odd. After all, it was a quiet police station and I 
was requesting assistance. 

I was not surprised to learn that the log books were no longer 
available, but according to George Plume, the police force had 
changed over to computers in 1975 and therefore records of that 
period should still be stored somewhere. I explained this to the 
police officer, only to be told that I would need to contact the head 
office at Martlesham Heath. I had a better idea. Armed with a name, 
I contacted Plume. He remembered Brian Creswell and told me he 
was living in Ipswich. Creswell had retired three years earlier, after 
thirty-three years’ honourable service with Her Majesty’s police 
force. Apparently, his colleagues were known to call him ’lYfonster’, 
probably because he is over six feet tall. Plume suggested I try calling 
him but I eXplained that his number was unlisted. He seemed to 
think it was unusual for a rural police officer, retired or otherwise, to 
be listed as ex-directory. However, Plume was able to update me on 
Martin Brophy. PC Brophy had retired a couple of years after the 
incident and being very ambitious had moved to a civilian job, 
possibly with a technology company, and was last known to be living 
near RAF Mildenhall. 

George Plume had been a great find, and as a former senior 
police officer he was able to offer valuable tips that helped with 
my investigation. But he reminded me of the USAF commanders 
I had spoken to. They were all very willing to assist in my enquiries,
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provided I did not ask too many questions about the incident itself This was very difficult considering that was my main reason for contacting them in the first place. Plume seemed to think I Was delving too deep and gave me a friendly warning to be carefu1. There had been several of these friendly warnings, mostly from USAF commanders, but his was especially interesting, inasmuch as it came from a man who had been in charge of the Woodbridge police when all this was going on. As with the others, his warning was in no way threatening: on the contrary it was very well meant. It was nice to know that so many people were concerned about my welfare, but it only made me realize that something unusual must have occurred, and maybe I really was getting too dose for comfort. 
I decided to Contact Dave King again. I wanted to find OUt what he knew about Brian Creswell’s involvement. Thinking that Cresswell might have been one of the officers called Out during the second landing, I was surprised to learn that he was the police officer who had visited the landing site and examined the ground indenta- tions the day after the initial incident. ’He won’t talk to you, he refuses to talk to anyone about it,’ said King. "Where had I heard that before? I asked King why Cresswell was being so secretive. I con- sidered that if he had finished his day shift on the 26th, there was a possibility he might have been one of the officers called out during night duty between 27 and 29 December. King thought it was also possible. It just seemed strange that he would be so evasive if all he did was examine a few rabbit scratchings. 

It would take me several months to locate Brian Creswell, and I was not convinced he would not want to talk to me. In spite of warnings that witnesses would not cooperate, most turned out to be very helpful, but I was certainly wrong about Creswell. The lady who answered the telephone took my name and a minute later he was on the line. I hadbare1y introduced myself when he began shouting down the phone in a very determined gruff voice. Now I know why Woodbridge had a low crime rate for so long. You would not want to get on the wrong side of PC Creswell!
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I know who you are. I know you have been trying to find me. I know you want to talk to me and I don’t want to talk to you. I have nothing to say to you, but I do want to know who gave you my number because I am ex-directory.

When I told him his uncle had given me the number, he would not believe me, and I thought it was juSt as well he was not aWare that r had his wotk number too, which incidentally was given to me by another retited police officer of the same SUtname. At this stage r expected him to slam down the receiver, bur he wanted me to know that the incident was built up OVer nothing but rubbish. It was useless trying to ask any questions because these were overpowered by his yelling. Realizing r only had a few seconds with this man, I threw in my ace and told him I had a photograph of a police officer examining the alleged landing site and I had reason to believe it was him. He wanted to know where I had gOt the photograph, but then he answered his own question by suggesting it must have come from the Americans. I explained that I only wanted to talk to him about his visit to the forest and his conclusion that the ground indenta- tions he had examined were nothing mOte than animal scratchings. He was clearly not going to discuss it. ’I know what I saw. I know what I did and I’m not giving you any information,’ he stated. I apologized for the inconvenience and bid him farewell. A few minutes later he returned my call. There was something he wanted me to know. He had retired from the police force after thirty-three years and, contrary to rumours, had not become an alcoholic but was almost teetotal. I realized he was referring to local rum OUrs and assured him I was not interested in them and they should not concern him either, pointing OUt that they were related to two officer> who had allegedly been involved in the second major incident. With that he offered an apology for the way he had reacted and the call was tetminated. In all the time r had been working on this case r had nevet corne across anybody who was so reluctant to talk about it. 
According to witness Jim Pennisron, the police officer who
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investigated the landing site was adamant that he was not going to report anything other than that they were animal scratchings. When Penniston described the UFO to him, the officer refused to write it in his report. From what he told me, Penniston was clearly bothered by what he thought was the police officer’s apparent lack of interest in the evidence; I have often wondered what would have 
happened if a full police report had been written based on Penniston’s first-hand encounter with a UFO. I wished there had been an opportunity to discuss this with Cresswell. 

Malcolm Zickler assured me there was a British police presence on Bentwaters. He called it a ’subdivision’, and he is in no doubt that 
these officers were fully aware of the incident. It turned out that 
George Plume was stationed at Bentwaters for several years after his 
retirement, but was not too happy when I discovered this, which I believe he thought was none of my business. Zickler eXplained that 
there were always one or two British police officers on the base, and after-hours they would be called if there were any civilian visitors. 
Sometimes there were those who drank too much and they 
apparently had girl problems. Zickler recounted, ’Some of the girls were there to look for husbands, and there were those who were 
looking for something else - the Colchester lot. So we had to call 
them if there were problems.’ 

I met Nick Ryan at a social function I attended at the Bulgarian Ambassador’s home in London. Nick was with the elite Air Rescue 
and Recovery Squadron, based at RAP Woodbridge from 1982 to 
1984. I spent the evening drilling him on the Rendlesham Forest 
incident, the bases and especially the ARRS. He confirmed that at 
least one British police liaison officer was stationed at Bentwaters 
during office hours. I asked him if they would have been involved in 
the incident.

The British civilian police would not have been notified about this incident until it was over. Under no circumstances would we have 
involved the civilian police. We would call them afterwards to find out if they had any reports, it was a way of finding out if any civilians were involved. But we would not ask for assistance on
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something like this. The MOD Police are responsible for the areas 
surrounding any USAF bases in Britain. If need be, they would be 
required to guard the area around the perimeters.

However, Major Edward Drury told me outright that the British 

civil police were involved in the second incident but could not 

supply me with names. He even remarked that it was a local police 

officer he was friendly with who had told him there was aD-Notice 

slammed on the incident. (A D-Notice is a government instruction 

given to the press requesting them not to publish because it involves 

national security.) 
Woodbridge resident Gerry Harris had a story to tell about the 

civilian police. Soon after his own sighting he became curious, and 

following his conversation with some of the foresters he decided the 

best way to find out was to visit the area for himself. On 29 

December he was passing the east-gate entrance to the Woodbridge 

base when he noticed a British policeman and an American security 

policeman guarding the entrance to a forest logging path. Mter 

parking his van, he approached the police officer to tell him of his 

intention to visit the forest to see what was going on. As incredible 
as it may seem, Harris claims the American refused to allow him 

access. He argued that it was a public footpath and he had a right to 

enter but was told, in no uncertain words, ’Go away.’ Not easily 
discouraged, he moved forward only to see the American cock his 

~vl-16 rifle and to hear the British policeman warn him, ’You better 
do as he says.’ One burning question has to be, who was the British 
polce officer? If Harris’s recollection of events is correct it poses 
some even more important questions: (a) why was a USAF security 
policeman guarding British territory? (b) Why was the USAF 
security policeman armed on British territory? (c) Why was a 

USAF security policeman allowed to threaten a British citizen on 

British territory? 
It has been a difficult task trying to find the names of the 

policemen who would have been on night duty during the rest of 
Christmas week. Over the years the Suffolk Constabulary appear to
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have gone to great lengths to protect the identity of these officers. As 
a result, local rumours were invented and these are what appear to 
have upset Brian Creswell. The gist of the tales is that one of the 
officers was supposed to have been so disturbed by the incident that 
he ended up in a mental institution. The other was said to have 
suffered severe shock and become an alcoholic. I had already 
checked out these stories and knew they were nothing but nonsense. 
Whilst I admit that I have not been able to trace either of these men, 
none of the local policemen I have spoken to appears to know 
anything about these claims. I realize the police have been very cagey 
about this case, and it is possible that two local policemen were 
involved, but I am sure word of them having left the force in such 
strange circumstances would be known locally. George Plume 
thought the stories were very amusing, but insisted that there was 
not a grain of truth to them. ’I would have known if that had 
happened. None of the men left the force for those reasons,’ he 
exclaimed. I could not help wondering if it was Plume who had 
forewarned Brian Creswell about these stories and my interest in 
trying to contact him. Either that or someone was listening in on my 
phone line. 

Dave King does not believe there was any cover-up by the 
Suffolk Police. He told me:

I didn’t know this was a story until I first heard about that book 
Skycrash a few years later. The reason those researchers never heard 
from us was because they gOt the date wrong. They came to the 
police station saying it was the 27th, but there wasn’t a log of it 
for that day. There was no cover-up from us.

It is very interesting that no further incidents were reported in 
the Woodbridge police log, especially considering the police visited 
the bases every night. One would assume that whoever was on duty 
during the second major incident must have known what was going 
on. Did they think the same as King, that it was nothing of any 
importance or are they staying silent for other reasons?
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Adrian Bustinza recalls the British police being involved in the 
second incident. He eXplained to me what he witnessed:

The British police weren’t there at the beginning. I was on my way 
back to the forest, after filling the light-all in Woodbridge, and I 
saw two British policemen blocking the road into the forest. Their 
vehicle was parked on the road and they were there to make sure 

. no civilians went in.

When I asked him if he had seen any British police officers near 
the landing site, he was certain they never went near the UFO or 
into the forest at any time. Apparently, they stayed on the perimeter 
of the forest, near the road. 

Adrian Bustinza’s memory of the British police being responsible 
for keeping civilians out of the way corresponds with the testimony 
of Gerry Harris, who claims they were blocking the same entrance 
on 29 December. It stands to reason that the local police would 
know if there was such an incident taking place. Mter all, this was a 
much bigger event than the initial encounter, where only a handful 
of US personnel were involved. On this particular night, or early 
morning, we are told that convoys of vehicles were moving through 
the Suffolk roads heading for Rendlesham Forest. What were the 
Woodbridge police doing during all of this? With such a large 
operation going on they must have known about it. So why are they 
denying it? Could it be that they were under strict orders to stay 
quiet because the incident was a threat to national security? Or 
maybe they were told it was a top-secret exercise. According to a 
police spokesman, there would have been a skeleton staff on duty 
during the Christmas period, as it was such a quiet time. Could it be 
that the local police were simply uninformed, or are there police 
officers out there who know something of the matter but are unable 
to disCjlss it because they have signed the Official Secrets Act? 

If the Woodbridge police were involved, one wonders what they 
told the press. Journalists are known to call the local police station 
every day to pick up the latest news stories. In rural areas they will 
hear everything from Mrs Jones’s cat stuck up a tree to a burglary in
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:-,..,..-- the High Street. If there is a serious accident or crime, very often 
one of the police officers will tip off a journalist whom he is familiar 
with. So what happened with this particular incident? Why was it 
not on the front pages of the East Anglian newspapers or 
mentioned in the national press? Searching through decades of 
press reports referring to the Suffolk installations, I discovered that 
several USAF planes had crashed in the area. Surely if the 
Rendlesham Forest incident involved a plane crash it would have 
been reported in the local press along with the other reports. But 
there was no rnention of an accident occurring in Woodbridge 
during that month. 

A few months after I spoke to Dave King, the retired police 
officer visited Rendlesham Forest and retraced his steps of 26 
December. He explained that it was nothing like it had been in 
1980, when the trees were up to eighty feet tall. Since then, of 
course, the severe storm of 1987 that hit the British Isles had 
destroyed a large part of the forest. I was pleased to hear that King 
had made this trip, and even more so when he told me that he was 
not so sure it was the lighthouse the witnesses had been referring to 
after all. This was pardy due to the caU he had received from 
Marjorie Wright, a local woman who told him about her father’s 
sighting, explaining that it could not have been a lighthouse. The 
fact that King had a change of mind was a real breakthrough, 
because his original lighthouse theory had been damaging to the 
authenticity of this case. It came as a surprise then that, following 
my interviews with King, the Suffolk Constabulary had contacted 
him and were now claiming he was still unconvinced that the ... . 
’occurrence’ was genuine. 

I had decided to write to the chief constable of the Suffolk Police 
because I wanted to know what their involvement was, if any, and 
whether Special Branch was aware of the situation. Because it was so 
long since the incident had occurred, I thought it was necessary to 
offer as much information as possible. I wanted to make sure they 
knew my information was not based on rumour. 

I received a prompt reply from Inspector Mike Topliss and was- -
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very impressed that he had taken the time and trouble to reply in such detail.

28 July 1999 
Dear Ms Bruni 
INCIDENT IN RENDLESHAM FOREST - DECEMBER 1980I refer to your letter of 22 July 1999 in relation to a series of unusual events which allegedly occurred outside the perimeter of RAF Woodbridge, Suffolk, during the last week of December 1980. 

A great deal of interest has understandably been generated in respect of this story, not least because of the apparent number and standing of witnesses. However, over the intervening years, various reports of the incident(s) seem to have taken on a life of their own to the extent that the ’sighting’ details and corroborative eVidence have been substantially embellished. This Contrasts sharply With the views of local police who attended at the time and did not perceive this occurrence as being anything unusual considering the festive significance of the date and expected high spirits. 
Such a perception lends support to the lack of police documentary evidence and one needs to understand the minimalistic nature of rural Policing in order to appreciate the answers which I will attempt to give your questions (1) Both PC King and PC Brophy have retired from the force but, being a long-standing friend of the fonner, I have spoken to him recently and at great length in response to similar journalistic enquiries. He does not recall making any official report and there is no evidence that one was made. (2) Dave King has confirmed that he and PC Brophy were in the Law Enforcement Office at RAF Bentwaters when they were diverted to a ’higher priority’ task at Otley post office. As rural night-duty officers they would have sole responsibility for policing a huge territorial area (approx. 400 square miles) and would certainly have treated a Post-offce burglary as more important than a recurrence of an earlier incident which was seen as somewhat frivolous.
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(3) PC Brian Creswell’s (also now retired) visit to the alleged 
landing site would not have generated more than a standard 
incident log unless he was convinced that something worth 
reporting had occurred. PC King had discussed the matter with 
him and it appeared that all three officers were equally 
unimpressed with the night’s events. 
(4) Civilian police officers were not employed in guarding the 
area surrounding the alleged landing site(s) or to deter access, 
as there was no evidence to indicate that anything of 
immediate concern to the police had occurred. 
(5) There is no documentary evidence that police officers were 
involved in similar incidents on 27-31 December that year and 
PC King could not recall any further requests for police 
attendance. 
(6) Special Branch officers should have been aware of the 
incident(s) through having sight of the incident log(s) but would 
not have shown an interest unless there was evidence of a 
potential threat to national security. No such threat was 
evident. 

I have tried to be as objective as possible with the answers 
provided and, like yourself, would undoubtedly be pleased to 
see a local incident such as this substantiated as an authentic 
’UFO’ experience. PC King holds similar views to myself and 
returned to the forest site in daylight in case he had missed 
some evidence in the darkness. There was nothing to be seen 
and he remains un convinced that the occurrence was genuine. 
The immediate area was swept by powerful light beams from a 
landing beacon at RAP Bentwaters and the Orfordness 
lighthouse. I know from personal experience that at night, in 
certain weather and cloud conditions, these beams were very 
pronounced and certainly caused strange visual effects. 

If you have any other query in respect of this subject I will be 
pleased to discuss the issue further. My direct dial telephone 
number is -.

Yours sincerely 
[signed] 
Mike Topliss 
Inspector - Operations (Planning)
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Apart from Dave King’s verbal recollection of the 26 December 
incident, the Suffolk Police claim they were not involved in any 
further events. As there appears to be no official documentation at 
Marrlesham Heath, Inspector Topliss had interviewed Dave King in 
order to find answers to my questions. However, King was on his 
break during the rest of that week and having interviewed him 
myself I know he has no personal knowledge of what occurred after 
he went off duty. 

I cannot blame Inspector Topliss for thinking there was nothing 
to the case, especially if there is no documented evidence available in 
the Marrlesham police records for him to refer to. Unless the police 
officers who were allegedly involved in the incident or its aftermath 
come forward, then it is unlikely we will progress further in this 
enquiry. Topliss agrees with Dave King that the Suffolk Constabulary 
were in no way involved in a cover-up. However, he suggested the 
officers could be reluctant to discuss the case in general because they 
are afraid it might be classed as secret, or because they were 
discouraged to talk to the press. 

Also, on 22 July 1999, I wrote to the secretariat of the Ministry 
of Defence Police. I wanted to know if they were involved in the 
incident. On 17 August I was surprised to receive a reply from the 
chief of the department, Paul A. Crowther, whose title is Agency 
Secretary and Director of Finance and Administration.

D/DMP/36/2/7 (262/99)

17th August 1999

Dear Ms Bruni

Thank you for your letter dated 22nd July 1999, requesting 
information about an incident in Rendlesham Forest in 1980. 
With regard to your request, we have been unable to find any 
reference to the incident in files held by our Operations and Gm 
departments. However, it is worth noting that files of this age 
are not normally held centrally - they are either destroyed or 
archived. Several of the more senior officers of the Force have-
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however been contacted with regard to the presence of an MDP detachment at Woodbridge in 1980. It would appear that RAF 
Woodbridge did not sustain its own detachment; rather it was 
the subject of infrequent visits by MDP officers stationed 
elsewhere in Suffolk There is no recollection of the reporting of such an incident. 
The Ministry of Defence Police Agency, like all Government 

Departments and Agencies, is bound by the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information. This means that we are 
committed to providing you with the information you require, as long as it is not exempt under the Code. If you wish to make a complaint that your request for information has not been 
properIydealt with, you should appeal to: Ministry of Defence, 
OMD14, Room 617, Northumberland House, Northumberland 
Avenue. London WC2N 5BP.

Yours sincerely

[signed] 
P. A. Crowther
I am grateful to Paul Crowther for taking the trouble to 

investigate and respond to my questions. Nevertheless, the fact that, 
according to the more senior officers, there was no recollection of 
such an event does not surprise me. This case is too big, and nobody from the Ministry of Defence, retired or otherwise, is willing to 
openly discuss it. If any police were involved it might have been the MOD Police. According to local resident Gary Collins, the Ministry of Defence owned the road that separated RAF Woodbridge frortl 
the landing sites. This would certainly aCCount for why the Americans were allowed to block the road and guard the perimeter of the forest, because when they leased the bases from the Ministry of Defence, they probably had rights to the road as well. Apart from 
a different badge, the MOD Police uniform is very similar to the 
regular force uniform and their vehicles have ’Police’ on the side, so 
witnesses may have confused them with the Suffolk Constabulary. I read the MOD Police reply to a Ministry of Defence source
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whom I have known tor many years, and he was surprised to hear that I had received a response from the top man of the department. ’It must be very sensitive to have been considered by the most senior 
person. You must have worried them. Maybe this case warrants a public enquiry,’ he said. Maybe it does. 

If Special Branch were involved in the investigation. they certainly cannot admit to it because, by doing so, it would indicate 
that there had been a threat to national security. As Inspector Topliss 
points out, Special Branch officers should have been aware if 
anything had occurred through having sight of the incident log. However, we know that the Woodbridge police log did not record 
any further incidents; therefore we must consider whether they blundered in this case. The Suffolk Constabulary either took the 
incident seriously enough to inform Special Branch or, as Topliss 
suggests, it was dismissed as ’frivolous’. But Jet us not forget that 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher had just warned Russia to keep 
out of the Polish crisis, the IRA were threatening to bomb Britain, 
and unidentified flying objects were playing havoc on the perimeter 
of a USAF NATO base with Bentwaters armed to its teeth in nuclear 
weapons. Under the circumstances, are we really expected to believe 
that Special Branch would not have a reason to ihvestigate? We can 
rorgive the Woodbridge police for thinking that a post-office break- 
in was far more important than a UFO report near a military base, 
but surely someone would have been responsible for investigating 
the incident? Apart from the Ministry of Defence, who claimed to 
have only checked the radar repons, no government or military 
department either side of the Atlantic is taking any responsibility for it. The fact that ’unidentifieds’ were hovering over RAP Woodbridge for several hours on at least three consecutive nights, even landing in 
the nearby forest, is, in my opinion, a definite threat to national 
security. This is especially so when one considers that RAP 
Bentwaters deployed nuclear weapons. 

According to a fact sheet on the Metropolitan Police, Special Branch was formed as ’The Special Irish Branch’ in 1883 to combat 
the threat from the Fenian movement, whose aim was independence

-_._-~.____.U_
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in Ireland, and who had been responsible for a series of explosions in 
London. The Special Irish Branch later became known as the 
’Special Branch’, and extended work into royalty protection with 
Queen Victoria’s Jubilee. While Special Branch is a division of the 
police force, in practice it coordinates closely with MI5, and has 
continued to develop its role as a conduit of information and 
intelligence for the Metropolitan Police and Security Service. 

I wondered ifMI5 might have had an interest in the Rendlesham 
Forest incident. I was in for a surprise, inasmuch as MI5 had a 
presence at Martlesham Heath for a number of years. Martlesham 
Heath, just a few miles from Woodbridge, was the headquarters of 
the Suffolk Constabulary, the headquarters of the Suffolk Special 
Branch and certain MI5 operations. According to former MI5 agent 
Peter Wright, the agency had a major post office laboratory based 
there. In his infamous book, Spycatcher, Wright describes how the 
MI5 infiltrated public mail. The headquarters of this special out- 
POSt, known as the ’Post Office Special Investigations Unit’, was 
based near St Paul’s in London, where MI5 had a suite of rooms on 
the first floor run by MI5 agent and ex-military officer Major 
Denham. This unit specialized in mail tampering and telephone 
tapping. Apparently, each major sorting office and exchange in 
the country had, and probably still has, a ’Special Investigations 
Unit Room’. The headquarters were later moved to Martlesham 
Heath where a special pOSt office laboratory was set up. Although 
Sr Paul’s was still in use, if a letter which had been opened needed 
special attention, it was dispatched by motorcycle courier up to the 
Suffolk office. It seems there was quite a set-up at Mardesham 
Heath. 

It is worth mentioning that, according to the Bentwaters Staff 
Judge Advocate, Lieutenant Colonel Arnold L Persky, the British 
authorities, including the local police, would have been contacted 
and expected to accompany the USAF patrols to the scene of the 
incident. Although Persky was aware that there had been an 
incident he assured me that if it had concerned an American air 
crash on British territory someone from his office would have been
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summoned to investigate, in case the USAF were charged with 
damages to any property. Persky was sure that the British 
authorities were alerted and that they went to the forest sometime 
during the incident. He also thinks that British police were on the 
scene.

.d
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Ministrv of Defence IfFRIDAY 26 JANUARY 2001

Admiral of Tbe Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X) (CB)

LORDS WRITTEN

To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they are aware of any uncolTelated 
targets tracked on radar in November or December 1980; and whether they will 
give details of any such incidents. (HL302)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

Records dating from 1980 110 longer exist. Paper records are retained for a period 
of three years before being destroyed. Recordings of radar data are retained for 
a period of thirty days prior to re-use of the recording medium.

18 January 01 PQ Ref 0349L

The National Archives
Papers on Hill-Norton PQ
Papers dealing with Lord Hill-Norton’s PQ on claims relating to the alleged radar tracking of the Rendlesham UFOs
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1. Early in the morning of 27 Dee 80 (approximately 0300L)) h:o US/\F security pol ice patrolrnen saw unusual 1 ights outside the back gate at RAF \.Joodbridge. Thinking an aircraft might have crashed or been foru..:d ," 
down. they called for.pennission to go outside the gate to invest~gat::;. The on-riuty flight chief responded and al1o\’/ed tI1’ee patro1m:2~1 ’!::c f.’:’’J- ceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing object in th

- 
foreSE. The object It/as des c ri bed as be i ng meta 1 i c in appea ~:tnce and tri ,ngular in shape. approximately tl-/O to three meters across the base and approximately two meters high. It illu~inated the entire forest \’Iith a \’ihite 1 ight. The object itsel f had a pulsing red 119M on top ,:~nd a ban K( s) 0 f b 1 u e 1 i 9 h t sun de r n eat h . The 0 b j e c t i’l ash 0 Ii e j" i n ’J 0 r" C t lf~ 9 s . As the patrolmen approached the object. it maneuvered through the trees a.nd disappeared. At this time the animals on a nearby farm \’ic:nt into i1 frenzy. The; object ’.’ias briefly sighted approxirnate y an hcv( later :i2d’ the back gate:.

2. The next day, three depressions 1 1/2" deep and 7" in diamet:::r \’/2t’e found i’ihere the object had been sighted on the ground. ThE: fOllo,’;ing night (29 Dec 8 ) tl E area i’ias ch cked for r diation. fJeta/gal1’i13 re dil!’]s of 0.1 milliroentgens v!ere recorded ’.-lith peak readings i:1 the tht~ee de- pressions and near the center of the triangle formed by the depressions. A nearby tt’ee had moderate (.05-.07) readings on the side of the tree toward the depressions.

3. Later in the night a ,-ed sun-like light vIas seen through the trees. It moved about and pulsed. f’..t one point it appeared to thrO\I off 9101’/in9 particles and then broke into five separate white objects 2nd thEn dis- appeared. Immediately thereafter, tht’ee star-like objects ~’;ere_noticed in the sky, tv/O objects to the nOt’th and one to the south, all of \’/hich Vler’e about 100 off the horizon. The objects moved rapidly in sh rp angular’ movemenb and displayed red, green and blue .lights. The objects to the north appeared to be eJJjptjcal through an-S:12 power lens. They then turned to full tircles. The objects tO,the north remained in the sky for an hour or more. The objE;?ct to the south ’\’ ’s visible for t\’IO or-thrEe hours and beamed dOl’in a stream of light from time to time. Num(:rous indivi- duals, including the undersigned. witnessed the a tivtties in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
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All persons ILO Degree or other ’A’ level and equivalent Trade GCSE or Other No
unemployed of higher education (excluding trade apprenticeship equivalent Qualification
working age apprenticeships)

(thousands) of
which (percentage)

with highest
qualification’

United Kingdom 2,344 11.6 12.3 10.6 18.1 20.0 27.4
Great Britain 2.274 11.7 12.3 10.4 18.2 20.4 27.0
England 1,942 11.8 12.2 9.7 18.1 20.8 27.4
South East 742 14.1 12.8 8.7 16.7 22.1 25.5
Greater London 379 15.6 11.2 7.1 15.8 23.7 26.5
Rest of South East 362 12.6 14.4 10.5 17.7 20.3 24.5
East Ang!a 72 - ,- - 21.1 23.6 23.0
South West 169 12.7 14.9 10.1 22.1 18.4 22.0
West Midlands 219 9.0 12.1 6.6 16.9 19.5 35.9
East Midlands 152 9.9 13.4 11.5 18.5 18.7 28.0
Yorkshire and 189 11.0 11.9 8.2 18.3 20.2 30.4
Humberside
North west 248 11.9 9.4 10.7 19.9 20.0 28.2
North 151 7.1 11.3 16.5 16.8 22.1 26.3
Wales 114 9.3 9.7 10.8 19.2 20.2 30.8
Scotland 218 12.0 14.6 16.0 19.1 16.6 21.6
Northern Ireland 69 ,- ,- 19.4 14.1 - 41.0
Notes:
’Working age is men aged 16-64 and women aged 16-59. Includes those who did not answer, but percentages are based on totals
excluding them.
’Sample size too small for reliable estimate.
Source:
Labour Force Survey (winter 1995-96), Office for National Statistics.

Highly Indebted Poor Countries Initiative 

Mr. Bill Michie: To ask the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer what assessment he has made of the recently 
agreed highly indebted poor countries initiative; and if he 
will make a statement. [1329] 

Mrs. Angela Knight: I refer to the answer I gave to 
the hon. Member for Newham, North-East (Mr. Timms) 
on 14 October, Official Report. columns 705-706,

DEFENCE

Nuclear Weapons 

Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment he has made of the report of 
the Canberra Commission on the elimination of nuclear 
weapons. [2931] 

Mr. Soames: We have noted the conclusions of the 
Canberra Commission. We remain committed to the 
pursuit of negotiations in good faith on effective measures 
relating to nuclear disarmament, as set out in article VI of 
the nuclear non-proliferation treaty. But nuclear 
disarmament cannot realistically be pursued 
independently of the broader security context. We and 
NATO continue to judge that nuclear deterrence plays an 
essential role in maintaining peace and stability in Europe.

Unidentified Flying Objects 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he will make a statement on the circumstances 
of the two occasions referred to in his answer of 24 July, 
Official Report, column 424, when RAF aircraft were 
scrambled or diverted from task to investigate 
uncorrelated radar targets; if the objects were identified;

13 CW IJ.PAG 1113

if it was judged that breaches of United Kingdom airspace 
had occurred; and if he will list all similar incidents which 
have occurred since 1979. [2932]

Mr. Soames: The targets were identified as Russian 
maritime patrol aircraft and were in the northern portion 
of the UK air defence region. They did not penetrate UK 
airspace. Information covering the period from 1979 is 
not held in a readily available form and could be provided 
only at disproportionate cost and effort.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence when United Kingdom military personnel were 
briefed about the scrambling of Belgian F-16 aircraft on 
30 and 31 March 1990; when the unidentified flying 
object concerned was detected on United Kingdom radar 
systems; and if RAF aircraft were scrambled. [3185]

Mr. Soames:. The Belgian authorities did not notify 
adjacent countries because no threat was perceived. There 
is no evidence of radar contacts within the UK air 
defence system.

Radiation

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if the radiation readings, reported to his 
Department by Lieutenant Colonel Charles Halt on 
13 January 1981, were judged to have posed any threat 
to Lieutenant Colonel Halt and his team; who assessed 
the readings; how the radiation compared with 
background radiation in the area; and if he will make 
a statement. [2934]

Mr. Soames: There is no record of any official 
assessment of the radiation readings reported by 
Lieutenant Colonel Halt.
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Ministrv of Defence

FRIDAY 26 JANUARY 2001

Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X) (CB)

LORDS WRITTEN

To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether personnel ITom Porton Down visited 
Rendlesham Forest or the area sUlTounding RAF Walton in December 1980 or 
January 1981; and whether they are aware of any tests carried out in either of 
those two areas aimed at assessing any nuclear, biological or chemical hazard. 
(HL301)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

The staff at the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) Chemical and Biological 
Defence (CBD) laboratories at Porton Down have made a thorough search of their archives 
and have found no record of any such visits.

18 January 01 PQ Ref 0348L
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QUESTION

To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether personnel from Porton 
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BACKGROUND NOTE

1. ... Lord Hill-Norton has tabled five other PQs on the subject of material contained in a book by 
Georgina Bruni published in November 2000 and MOD handling of material relating to ’UFOs’. 

Three are being answered by MOD, one by the Home Office and one is to be answered by (DERA). 

Miss Bruni’s book, "You can’t tell the people" concerns a well known ’UFO’ incident alleged to 
have occurred in Rendlesham Forest in Suffolk over the Christmas period in 1980 in the vicinity of 

two RAP bases at that time on lease to the USAF, RAF Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge.

2. The subject of the incident said to have taken place in Rendlesham Forest came to prominence in 

1983 when a memorandum sent to MOD shortly after the event by the then Deputy Base 

Commander, Lt Col Charles Halt USAF, was unearthed in the US by researchers. The Halt 

memorandum describes the alleged incident in some detail and is reprinted in the book where 

claims are also made that USAF personnel met and communicated with "beings". The book 

accuses the ill( establishment of a "cover-up" to hide the detail ofthe alleged event in Rendlesham 

Forest. Text of correspondence on the subject between a retired Chief of Defence Staff, Lord Hill- 
Norton, and a previous MOD Minister is reprinted in the book.

3. MOD’s interest in ’UFO’s’ is limited to whether alleged sightings might have any defence 

significance; namely, if they provide evidence that the United Kingdom’s airspace may have been 

compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is corroborating evidence to 

suggest that the UK’s airspace may have been compromised, MOD does not investigate or seek to 

provide a precise explanation for each of the ’UFO’ letters and reported sightings received each 

year. MOD believes that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could 

be found for most of the sightings. However, it is not the function of MOD to provide this kind of 

aerial identification service and resources are not diverted for this purpose.
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This book has only been made possible thanks to a great many 
people. I am deeply indebted to my agent, Andrew Lownie, for his 
encouragement, support and efforts. My thanks also to my editor 
Gordon Scott Wise, Editorial Director at Sidgwick and Jackson, for 
his enthusiasm and patience and for helping me to turn this 
extraordinary, complex case into a valuable casebook. To Nick Pope 
for contributing the foreword, for advising me on the best way to 
obtain government documents and for his precious contributions. 
To my parents, t ily and friends for their understanding of my 
isolation whilst working on this investigation. 

This story could not have been told without the generous 
assistance of the witnesses and many people who have played an 
important role in these strange events. I am especially grateful to 
Major General Gordon E. Williams USAF (rer.) for his patience and 
contributions and allowing me to interview him in person. To 
former Special Agent Wayne Persinger, Deputy Commander, Air 
Force Office ofSpecal Investigations (Bentwaters), USAF (ret.), for 
his contributions. To Colonel Sam P. Morgan USAF (ret.), for 
providing me with the first copy of the ’Halt Tape’. To Ray Gulyas 
USAF (ret.) and his wife Maryann, for their contributions and for 
leading me to the original photographs of the initial landing site. I 
am grateful to all these men and women for allowing me to 
interview them and for assisting me with my enquires: Rick Bobo 
USAF (ret.), Lieutenant Colonel Fred ’Skip’ Buran USAF (ret.), 
Adrian Bustnza USAF (ret.), Tony Brisciano USAF, Edward N. 
Cabansag USAF (ret.), Gary Collins, Lieutenant Colonel Bernard E.
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USAF (ret.), Timothy 
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:t.), Anthony Johnson ~, William Kirk USAF 
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;:rsinger, Maisie Pettit, 
dt USAF (ret.), Steve 
< Simms USAF (ret.), 
on RAF (ret.), Jerry 
Vaughn USAF (ret.), 
lant Colonel Malcolm

Thurkettle, George Wild and Marjorie Wright for sharing their 

stones. 
I would also like to thank the following people for their 

assistance and patience: James Anderson, Derek Barnes, Linn 

Barringer, Keith Beabey, Graham William Birdsall, Mrs David 
Boast, James Buckles USAF (ret.), John Lawrence Briggs, 

Lieutenant Colonel Al Brown USAF (ret.), Robin D. Cole, Paul 

Crowther, Jacquieline Davis, Vernon Drane, Sean Emerson USAF 

(ret.), Jackie Errington, Mary Everest, Lucius Farish, Halan E. 
Girard, Walter F. Hern USAF (ret.), Tony McEvoy, Fred Nunn, 
Lieutenant Colonel Pevsky USAF (ret.), Peter Phillips, Jeff Rense, 

Ian Ridpath, Nick Ryan ARRS, USAF (re!.), Malcolm Scurrah, 
Andrew Sheepshanks, Simon Smith, Steve Smith USAF (ret.), 
Gaynor South, Lee Speigel and Robert Todd. 

And last but by no means least: Alan Akeroyd, Dennis Bardens, 
Ron Burrell USAF (ret.), Sally Brown, Charles Chow, Neil 
Cunningham, Brian Creswell, Jonathon Dillon, Ann Drury, Mrs 

Drury SRN, Timothy Good, Dr Jane Grundy BSc (Hons) PhD DSc 

FRCPath, Ron Harlan, Bob Higgins, Kane, Michele Kaczynski, Dr 

Gerhard Knecht, Dr Helmut F. Lammer, Rowena Naylor, William 
John Naylor, Dan Sherman USAF (ret.), Martin Stout, Bruce 

Taylor, Bernard Thouand, Glenmore Trenear-Harvey RAF (ret.), 

Jenny Randles, Sonia White, Martin Wood, Anglia International 

Airpark, CAUS, CompuServe, Colchester Barrack~, Kodak, 

Ministry of Defence for Air, Ministry of Defence Police, Ministry of 

Defence Library, Sightings Magazine, Suffolk Constabulary, Suffolk 

Record Office, UFO Magazine (UK), Unopened Files. To friends 

Penelope Bouchot-Humbert, Lady Anna Brocklebank, Robert A. 
Bell and Lord Anthony Leitrim, for you know what, Walter F. Hern 
USAF (ret.), CUFON, East Anglican Press, Quest, United States 

Air Force. To everyone I might have failed to mention, my apologies, 
and of course not forgetting Alan, because you always knew.
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forget what they had seen because it was only poachers and it was now a matter for the local police. Neither of the witnesses believed the poacher story and, as Thompson recalls, their notebooks cover- 
ing that particular night were immediately confiscated. He also claims that the duty log in Operations and the occurrence log went missing. According to Thompson, the loss of one of these logs would result in a major investigation and in the case of RAF police would never happen. 

According to Thompson, for several days after the incident Americans visited the forest around the perimeter of the Watton base. Just after the New Year Thompson was at the local public house, and whilst in the company of a couple of civilian police from the area he remembers joking with them about the locals filling their freezers with poached sheep and venison. It appears that the local police were unaware of any poaching activity during the night in 
question, though it was known that poachers did operate in the area all year round. They were also surprised to hear about the unusual 
lights and had not been told that Americans were messing around in the forest. Were these the same American scientists who were 
reported to have been investigating Rendlesham Forest? 

Thompson had more to add, explaining that immediately after the Watton incident a team of four British government scientists, 
supposedly from the fvIinistry of Defence Research Centre, Porton 
Down, were driven to the forest by another of his colleagues, also an RAP policeman. Once in the forest, the scientists changed into 
strange-looking space-type suits with tubes running into air com- 
pressors which seemed to be connected to their backs. The police officer was left waiting for them while they wandered off through the trees. On their return they changed back into their clothes, packed their suits and climbed into the vehicle in complete silence. In fact, the only word they spoke during the whole time they were in the police officer’s company was a simple ’goodbye’ as they speedily departed. One cannot dismiss the possibility that there may be a connection between the Rendlesham Forest incident and RAP Watton. There are obvious similarities between the two: they occurred on the same dates;
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In fact the only thing

Porton Down Research Centre, situated in Wiltshire, is one of 
the United Kingdom’s most secretive and sensitive sites. Known as 
the Chemical and Biological Defence Establishment, it was founded 
in 1916 to combat German gas attacks. If this centre was involved 
in an investigation, then there is no doubt that the incidents which 
occurred during Christmas week 1980 were of great concern to both 
the US and UK defence departments. I also believe that should their 
results have proved positive then Highpoint Prison, and possibly 
others like it, would have been used to isolate those suffering with 
whatever virus or contamination the visitors might have brought 
with them. This would also indicate that, contrarv to their denial, .- 
the Ministry of Defence and the CIA not only carried out an 
investigation but made preparations. 

I spoke to a scientist who is familiar with Porton Down Research 
Centre. She explained that in the event of an unknown threat, all 
precautions would be taken. When dealing with the unknown, such 
as objects landing from space, you would aim for the highest level of 
isolation in case they brought an infectious agent. When I described 
the men in white suits with tubes attached to their backs, she 
eXplained that this attire would most probably have been used as a 
protection against dealing with an unknown microbiological threat. 
I had to conclude that if there was a risk of an unknown threat, it 
would be much easier to evacuate the local community in such a 
crisis, but the government would want to have the prisoners made 
more secure in case they later had to deal with a national disaster. 
The more I looked into the Rendlesham Forest incident as being a 
possible biological threat, the more I began to believe that this was 
indeed something that our defence departments were very much 
concerned about. 

Lord Hill-Norton should be congratulated for his diligent efforts 
in trying to find answers to the Rendlesham Forest incident. In 1997 
he wrote to Lord Gilbert at the House of Lords but was furious when 
Gilbert t i1ed to respond positively to his questions. Hill-Norton 
replied to Gilbert’s letter on 22 September 1997:
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Donahue USAF (ret.), Major Edward Drury USAF (ret.), Timothy 
Egercic USAF (ret.), Betty Garfield, Colonel Charles 1. Halt USAF (ret.), Gerry Harris,James Hudnall USAF (ret.), Anthony Johnson 
USAF (ret.), Nigel Kerr RAP (ret.), Dave King, William Kirk USAF 
(ret.), Steven La Plume USAF (ret.), Squadron Leader Donald 
Moreland RAP (ret.), Richard Nunn, Diana Persinger, Maisie Pettit, 
James W Penniston USAF (ret.), Lori Rehfeldt USAF (ret.), Steve 
Roberts USAF (ret.), Lieutenant Colonel Park Simms USAF (ret.), 
William Sone USAF (ret.), Harry Thompson RAP (ret.), Jerry 
Valdes-Sanchez USAF (ret.), Lindy ’Cookie’ Vaughn USAF (ret.), 
Larry Warren USAF (ret.), Roy Webb, Lieutenant Colonel Malcolm 
Zickler USAF (ret.) and to all those who wish to remain anonymous. 

Special thanks to Baroness Margaret Thatcher. To Michael ... ~~;Porti11o for taking my questions. To Admiral of the Fleet, The Lord .-,.............. 
Hill-Norton GCB for allowing me to use his exchange of 
correspondence with Lord Gilbert. To historian Gordon Kinsey for 
his knowledgeable help with understanding the history of 
Orfordness and Bawdsey. To Brenda Butler for showing me the 
landing sites, allowing me to interview her and for sharing her 
important files. To Dot Street for her humour, valuable assistance 
and for allowing me access to her files. To Ray Boeche, Antonio 
Huneeus, Mark Birdsall and Nicholas Redfern for opening their old 
files on the case for me to study. Many thanks also to the following 
people who have given much of their time and assistance, thus 
making a valuable contribution to my research. David Bonner BSc 
CCQSW DHP (NC) MNRHP for his expert help on hypno- 
therapy. Chuck de Caro for his humour and contributions, and 
Barry Greenwood for his valuable assistance. Budd Hopkins for 
taking my questions and Bill Kemball for helping with local 
information. Captain Mike Martin USAF (ret.) for his contacts, 
Chris Pennington for sharing his knowledge of the early years. Dave 
Piggot for his scientific evaluations and George Plume for his 
professional advice. To Peter Robbins for his friendship, patience 
and understanding, and for his precious contributions. Many 
thanks to Max Shortley, Ronnie Spaine, Mike Topliss, Vincent

Thurkettle, Georg 
stones. 
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assistance and pa 
Barringer, Keith ] 

Boast, James Bu 
Lieutenant Colon
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(ret.), Jackie ErriI 
Girard, Walter F. 
Lieutenant Colon
Ian Ridpath, NicJ 
Andrew Sheepsha 
Gaynor South, Le. 

And last but b: 
Ron Burrell US. 
Cunningham, Bri 
Drury SRN, Time 
FRCPath, Ron H, 
Gerhard Knecht, 
John Naylor, Da 
Taylor, Bernard 1 
Jenny Randles, $1 
Airpark, CAUS, 
Ministry of Defen 
Defence Library, 
Record Office, [ 
Penelope Bouch(] 
Bell and Lord An’ 
USAF (ret.), CU 
Air Force. To ever 
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. ** TO BE GIVEN l’KlUKll 
i’Ai-~.L, i"iiT.i:LJ1J 

. !.41IJisttrs place great importance on tire content, style 
and speed of replies. Letters should be 

. 
poUte, informal, to tIt’ point and ill 

clear, simpl. langllage. A void acronyms alld MOD 
jargon. 

Always emphasise the positive aspects of 
Go vermn en t policy. No background note 

is required. 

unless essential to e.~pla;n the line taken in the draft reply.

~ ~ 
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d -< ~ ~ o ~ 
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5 ~ 
o ~

. DEADLINES: It is important that your draft is 
with \.15 by the date shown at the top of 

this notice, as Ministers must send a 
written reply within 15 WORKING DAYS QI: 

RECEIPT OF THIS ENQUIRY. The Department’s 
performance is reported each year to 

Parliament. If you cannot meet the deadline, you 
should therefore provide an interim reply 

that apologises for the delay, sets out 
the action being taken to answer the enquiry, 

and 

advises when a substantive reply can be 
ex.pected. You should aim tp’provide a 

substantive draft reply within a. further 8 working days. . 

Interim replies should be used infrequently, 
as every effort must be made to reply to . 

correspondence from MPs (and others) promptly. 
.

. Action at official1evel on tbe same case 
should be held until the Minister has sent a 

fuU reply. Please 

discuss any questions about the substance 
of the drafts, or other policy aspects, 

direct \,ith the 

rele...ant Prh’ate Office. 
’

. LAYOUT: Dra.ft replies should be double~spaced. Always 
include the full PE reference nwnb at the top. 

left of the d.r’ft. Put the MP’s full title at the bottom left: of the first page. Only 2dd the address 
if the letter 

is from the Minister direct to a constituent.

. OPENING AND CLOSING: AU Ministers 
prefer to start: "’Thankyoufor your letter of... (MP 

’s 

ref if given) on behalf of/enclosing onefrom 
your constir enl, Mr ... of... about .., 

.. 

If a Minister is replying on behalf of another, 
start: "Thank you for yourIetter of... to Geoff 

Roan/Liz Symons/John SpellarlLe...:is Moonie on behalf 
ete" 

For Mr SpeHar, add: "1 am replying in 
view of my responsibility for ’" 

II 

For Baroness Symons, add: 
"] am responding becaHse of my responsibility for 

this issue. 
" (or, in 

the case of letters /rom fellow Peers: 
"] have been Cl$ked to respond. ") 

For Dr Moo:Lie, add: "1 am replying as this 
ma.tter falls ’1,.’ithin my area of responsibility. 

" 

Choose an eppropriate ending (except for 
Dr MoonieJ who will add his own) 

- such as: 
’’] hope this is helpful "; "I hope this explains the 

position/situation "; ’’[ am sorry I cannot be 

more helpful "; or HI am sorry to send what 
1 know will be a disappointing reply",

~ . ~ . OPEN GO\"ERNMEJ\T: Replies MUST be 
dra.fted in accordance with the Code ofPr2.ctice on 

Access to 

Govemmenl I:orrnation. It is set out in DCI 223/99. If you 
are recommending to a Minister that some 

or 

~1I inform2.t!on is withheld. the nswer must specify the }2W or exemption 
in the Code under which it is 

being withhdd _ eg HI am withholding the information requested under exemption 1 of Part n 
of the Code 

of Practice on Access to Government 
Information." It is JS’OT acceptable to rely on past practice.

INTERIM REPLIES: If it is obvious on receipt 
of a PE that you cannot reply in full, an 

interim MUST be provided bv the deadline 
stated. REME ER: an interim reply 

covering the majority of the issues raised 
could help our performance statistics. 
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,.

corroborating evidence to suggest that UK airspace was breached by unauthorised 

activity on that date.

Finally, I must say that my Department has no expertise or role in respect of the 

existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms, about which it remains open- 

minded but I should add that to date the MOD knows of no evidence to substantiate 

the existence of these alleged phenomena.

DR LEWIS MOONIE MP

David Chidgey Esq MP
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Beginning with the C astguard at, I believe. Lymington~ they 
soon gave me the answer that ~nothing was reported~..not 
even an ai~craft! Onto Hythe Police Station..ditto! They 
patched ’me to Bitterne Station since that stands in for 
Netley Abbey ditto currently..I knew that anyway..they in 
turn put me through to Police Central Control who also had 
no reports of activity or aircraft and suggested, in any 
case, the police don~t possess a helicopter, only a 
plane..which sta~ement had repercussions concerning a 
previous incident observed by Netley residents! However, 
from there I contacted Air Traffic Control...denial of 
anything they knew ,about. I then tried Air Sea Rescue at Lee 
on Solent..an affable sounding chap also said~no reports~ 
for that night but put me on to some kind of Special Air 
Service who apPFlrently oversee incidents. Nothing to ~eport 
but suggested it might Itave been a ~private’ incident. I 
queried this and was told Southampton Water waan~t a 
"controlled area" and ~anyone could do anything over it~. 
The mind boggled at this.

Finally, and in some sort of desperation, I rang, via the 
telephone book, the MOD/RAF/USADA (!) at Hythe..I mean, how 
high can you go?.and’a p~easant enough guy briefly 
discussed the incident...when I described it he said ~you 
are talking about a UFO, arent you?~ I said ~yes’, since it 
was so far "unidentified," all I was trying to do was get 
any answer! Not surprisingly, in view of my recipients 
status and organisation, he said he couldnt answer that one 
anyway but put me onto another source which gave me the by’ 
then familiar rejoinder. By then I had come to a full stop1 
Can you wonder? We have, of course, the video should you 
wish to take this further.

~.~i\/
\"

r might add...recall my previous article to you? that the 
intrepid skywatching group repeated their practice of going 
on, after the incident, to Netley Royal Victoria Park where 
they had encounters of a different kind, ...even more so 
than the first occasion when they had left the park rather 
hurriedly! If you are wondering what "spooks, ghosts" etc 
etc have to do with UFO~s..my friends, many researchers and 
actual "experiencers" have come around to the 
conclusion"backed up by notable professionals..that "it" is 
all ONE that comes under the "umbrella" of what we call the 
paranormal..an interdimensional area of science that Quantum 
physics have made the paradigm leap into in the last decade.

Since I am just one who has had these experiences..still 
ongoing currently from the last sixty odd years or so..r can 
go along with all this. By the way, those "ghostly" Park 
experiences were further added to over the May Bank Holiday 
when I casually mentioned them to one of the park~s tea 
rooms staff who I~ve known for many years,and who is aware 
of my interests, I got back a whole series of, ghostly goings 
on over some years that some had UFO type details too. The
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Armed Forces: Redresses of Complaint The systems will provide warning Ofbal1isticmissil~ 
launches, directly contributing to the security()ft~ 
UK. This does not affect the commercial interestsil’ 
either the UK or other EU members. Interpretation of 
the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty is a matter for the 
parties to that treaty.

0lf-lt
The Earl of Carlisle asked Her Majesty’s 

Government:
How many times, since 1 May 1997, a redress of 

complaint, made by an officer or an other rank in 
the Armed Forces, has taken more than 12 months 
to process from submission to conclusion; and what 
was the reason for the delay in each case. [HL4144]

The Minister of State, Ministry of Defence (Baroness 
Symons of Vernham Dean): The number of redresses of 
complaint submitted since 1 May 1997 which took 
more than 12 months to be concluded was 57 for the 
Army and seven for the RAF. In addition, the Army 
has 102 cases and the RAF 12 cases which remain 
unresolved after 12 months. These figures cover 
complaints processed within the chain of command 
and by the Service Board. The Navy only collects 
information centrally on cases which fall to be 
determined by the board. On this basis, four cases took 
more than 12 months to resolve and seven cases are 
still outstanding. 
The most common reasons for delay are the need to 

carry out special investigations, which may involve 
service police inquiries and the taking of witness 
statements; the need to take legal or other expert 
advice; and the extensive consultation required on 
complaints which challenge existing policy. Delays are 
also caused by complainants, or their legal 
representative, seeking information from the 
department to help them formulate their complaint, 
adding new complaints as the redress processes or 
delaying their response to the disclosure to them of all 
relevant papers before their case is submitted to the 
Service Board. 
Although the services seeks to deal with all 

complaints expeditiously, the overriding importance 
of the thorough investigation and careful 
consideration of complex complaints often militates 
against this.

US National Security Agellcy: M l1WitliHill

Lord Keunet asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether currently planned developments by the 

United States National Security Agency at Menwith 
Hill are under the United Kingdom’s operational 
control and are compatible both with the provisions 
of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty and with the 
security and commercial interests of the United 
Kingdom and other members of the European 
Union. [HL4199]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: Her Majesty’s 
Government retain legal possession and control over 
sites made available for use by the United States 
visiting forces. Operational control of deployed forces 
rests with the United States. The facilities currently 
under construction at RAF Menwith Hill, which relate 
to the US Space-Based Infra-Red System, will be 
operated in accordance with these principles.

") 1\\’1;’ ,r:t’1

WTO Negotiations: ACP Supplying States

Lord Moynihan asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

Whether, in the context of the forthcoming World 
Trade Organisation negotiations, they will support 
a balanced agenda accommodating the concerns 
and interests of African, Caribbean and Pacific 
(ACP) supplying states. [HL4213]

The Minister for Science, Department of Trade and 
Industry (Lord Sainsbury of Turville): Her Majesty’s 
Government have made clear their commitment to 
ensuring that the agenda for new comprehensive 
negotiations in the \ViO should take full account of 
the needs and priorities of all developing countries.

Sovereignty above National Airspace

Lord Kennet asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

Whether they consider national sovereign rights 
pertain to vehicles, whether civil or military, that 
operate above national airspace. [HL4195]

Lord Sainsbury of TurviUe: National sovereignty 
applies to airspace; no sovereignty applies in outer 
space. There is no established definition of the height 
at which airspace ends and outer space begins. 

Regarding vehicles, a state on whose registry a space 
object appears retains jurisdiction and control over 
such object while in outer space (Article VIII, 1967, 
Outer Space Treaty).

Hospital Doctors: Suspension

Baroness Knight of Collingtree asked Her 
Majesty’s Government: 

When Baroness Knight of Collingtree can expect 
an answer concerning the introduction of new rules 
governing the suspension of hospital doctors, 
requested by a committee of medical experts and 
submitted by her to the Government Minister in 
July. [HL4171]

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, 
Department of Health (Lord Hunt of Kings Heath): An 
internal management review of the procedures for the 
suspension of hospital doctors has been completed 
taking into account information received from a 
number of sources. The findings of this review will now 
be taken forward as part of work on the wider issues 
concerning the recognition and handling of poor 
clinical performance.



The National Archives
Demands for Falkirk inquiry
Briefing on Cllr Buchanan of Falkirk Council demand, passed to US of S John Spellar at a press conference in April 1999, for an inquiry into UFO sightings in the Bonnybridge area of Scotland







The National Archives
Bonnybridge briefing
Background briefing on Cllr Buchanan and Bonnybridge UFOs
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.- ..
I hope this explains the position.

Anthony Steen Esq MP

"

~ ,~

’._1

JOHN SPELLAR MP
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US/0177/99 January 1999

.~.

Thank you for your letter of 13 January (Ref: GOVT-01-RO-SP- 

09-C) to George Robertson about sightings of lights in the sky 

over Swansea on the evening of 8 October. I am replying in view of 

my responsibility for military aircraft activity in the UK.

Two Sea King helicopters, one from RAF Chivenor and one from 

RAF Valley, were given permission to land at Swansea Airport on

the evening of 8 October 1998. We believe that the lights from 

these helicopters hovering near Swansea Airport might have been

responsible for what was seen.
-..

I hope this is helpful.

JOHN SPELLAR

Martin Caton MP

- ..
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The National Archives
Retained MOD files
List of retained/archived MoD UFO files, prepared for a response to a Parliamentary Question from Lord Hill-Norton in the House of Lords, December 1998
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After the establishment of the Scottish Parliament, 
Scottish Mirusters w be able to make Orders or 
Directions in relation to initiatives applying in Scotland 
only, and as appropriate make Directions in relation to 
the application in Scotland of UK wide initiatives, after 
consultation with and, where necessary, the consent of my 
right hon. Friend the Secretary of State. My right hon. 
Friend will remain responsible for Orders or Directions 
relating to UK wide initiatives, after consultation with 
Scottish Mirusters. The details of these arrangements are 
still under consideration.

HOUSE OF COMMONS

Telephone Lines 

Mr. Webb: To ask the Chairman of the Information 
Committee what plans he has to ensure that hon. Members 
have access to ISDN telephone lines. [61438] 

Mr. Richard Allan: An hon. Member who has a specific 
communications requirement concerning his Parliamentary 
duties should raise the matter with the Director of 
Commurucations. The provision of communications, 
including ISDN, at locations outside the Parliamentary 
Estate is currently being considered, and the Information 
Committee will be discussing this in the new year.

DEFENCE

Territorial Army 

Mr. Bob Rnssell: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence how many vacancies there were for the 
Territorial Army and Voluntary Reserve (a) in May 1997 
and (b) at the latest date for which figures are 
available. [60860} 

Mr. Doug Henderson: The Territorial Army 
establishment in May 1997 was 59,000 posts, of which 
55,900 were filled, In October 1998, the latest date for 
which figures are available, the establishment was also 
59,000 posts, of which 53,847 were filled.

Service Personnel (Electoral Roll) 

Mr. Bob Russell: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what procedures exist for service personnel to be 
registered on the electoral roll; and what proposals he has 
to increase the number of registrations. [60862}

Mr. Doug Henderson: Service personnel may vote 
only when they are registered as Service Voters. The 
Representation of the People Act 1993 obliges my 
Department to ensure that all eligible members of the 
Armed Forces and their spouses are given the opportunity 
and adequate assistance to register as Service voters. To 
register, personnel make a Service declaration to the 
electoral registration officer for the area in which 
the applicant’s qualifying address is situated, and this 
single registration remains valid throughout a Service 
career. Spouses may register as either Service or civilian 
voters.
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Queen’s Regulations for all three . t n 
detailed information on the timetable for mitting 
declarations to ensure inclusion in the register of electors 
for. Parliamentary, European Parliament and local 
government elections. 

Instructions on the action required to make initial Service 
declarations or to make new ones on any change of address 
are also included in the Regulations. In addition, each 
Service issues formal reminders annually describing the 
registration procedures and listing the relevant forms to be 
completed. The reminders draw attention in particular to 
the need to re-register or to amend qualifying addresses 
where necessary. Commanding Officers are made 
personally responsible for ensuring that unit administrative 
arrangements are efficient and that units hold sufficient 
forms, and are regularly formally reminded of their 
responsibilities. 

We will continue to employ these measures to 
encourage Service personnel to register and to vote, but 
doing so is, of course, a matter of personal choke.

Soldiers (New Entrants) 

Mr. Corbett: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what financial assistance is available to new entrant 
soldiers who are themselves on income support, or whose 
parents are, towards the cost of equipment and supplies 
which they are required to purchase and to meet 
obligatory insurance costs. [60921] 

Mr. Doug Henderson [holding answer 27 Novembe.r 
1998]: All new entrant soldiers are given an advance of 
pay, equivalent to one day’s pay, when they are attested 
at a recruiting office, regardless of whether they, or their 
parents, are in receipt of income support. This advance is 
intended to cover the purchase of small personal items a 
new soldier may require. Any equipment a soldier needs 
to perform his or her duties is provided by the Army. 

My Department places no obligation on new entrants 
to the Army to take out insurance cover, but applicants 
are advised to insure their personal belongings, and any 
military equipment they are issued with against loss or 
damage for which the holder would. be held responsible. 
New entrants are also advised to consider the purchase of 
personal accident or life insurance.~ l.Freedom of Information

Mr. Baker: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence: 
what assessment he has made of the changes in 
dep,artmental practices which would be required to comply 
with the planned Freedom of Information Act. [61512} 

Mr. Spellar: The Ministry of Defence is already 
committed to greater openness in its work and currently 
operates in accordance with the Code of Practice on Access 
to Government Information. The Department’s policy is 
that staff should take a positive approach towards the 
release of information. Details of MOD’s policy and 
guidance to staff can be found on the Department’s internet 
site at http://www.mod.uk/policy/opengovt/index.htm. 
Once the details of the draft Fo! Bill have been finalised, 
instructions, advice and training will be available for staff 
in order to ensure that they are able to implement the Act 
and to foster an open culture.







FROM: THE RT HON DR THE LORD GILBERT

D/MIN(DP}/JWG/6/1 December 1998

Thank you for your letter of 25 November seeking 
clarification of the definition of disproportionate cost.

The Ministry of Defence, like every other 
Government Department, applies the advisory cost limit to 
researching written Parliamentary Questions. This limit is 
currently f500 and I attach a copy of the announcement from Lord 
McIntosh which explains the background to the limit. In summary, 
the assessment is based on the value to the taxpayer of Government 
Departments publishing such information against the cost it takes 
to provide it. This assessment is, ultimately, made by the 
Minister responsible for answering the question, based on advice 
from officials.

Your question concerned the references and titles 
of all files held by the’MOD-whic:h contain information about 
unidentified flying objects, ’UFOs’. As you will know, the MOD 
does not maintain a Department-wide file database and it is simply 
not possible to locate all files which might contain such 
information without a manual search of over one million currently 
held in MOD archives. Even if manpower could be spared from 
essential defence tasks to undertake such a search, the cost would 
be significant. For example, a highly selective search of the 
archives in support of the Official History of the Falklands War 
was far in excess of the Parliamentary Question cost limit in 
terms of staff effort. In addition, we would need to research 
records held by individual Service units and establishments to 
ensure that a complete list of all references to UFOs had been 
compiled. You will know that this is simply not practicable.

Instead, the list I provided detailed all the files 
currently held by the MOD focal point for matters relating to 
’UFOs’, the Air Staff Secretariat. I judged that this largely 
answered your question, without incurring significant cost for 
what would be only marginal value.

I hope this explains the position.
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FROM: THE RT HON DR THE LORD GILBERT

D/MIN(DP)/JWG/6/l December 1998

Thank you for your letter of 25 November seeking 
clarification of the definition of disproportionate cost. 

The Ministry of Defence, like every other 
Government Department, applies the advisory cost limit to 
researching written Parliamentary Questions. This limit is 
currently t500 and I attach a copy of the announcement from Lord 
McIntosh which explains the background to the limit. In summary, 
the assessment is based on the value to the taxpayer of Government 
Departments publishing such information against the cost it takes 
to provide it. This assessment is, ultimately, made by the 
Minister responsible for answering the question, based on advice 
from officials.

Your question concerned the references and titles 
of all files held by the MOD which contain information about 
unidentified flying objects, ’UFOs’. As you will know, the MOD 
does not maintain a Department-wide file database and it is simply 
not possible to locate all files which might contain such 
information without a manual search of over one million currently 
held in MOD archives. Even if manpower could be spared from 
essential defence tasks to undertake such a search, the cost would 
be significant. For example, a highly selective search of the 
archives in support of the Official History of the Falklands War 
was far in excess of the Parliamentary Question cost limit in 
terms of staff effort. In addition, we would need to research 
records held by individual Service units and establishments to 
ensure that a complete list of all references to UFOs had been 
compiled. You will know that this is simply not practicable. 

Instead, the list I provided detailed all the files 
currently held by the MOD focal point for matters relating to 
’UFOs’, the Air Staff Secretariat. I judged that this largely 
answered your question, without incurring significant cost for 
what would be only marginal value. 

I hope this explains the position.
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Thank you for your letter of 25 November seeking clarification of the 
definition of disproportionate cost.

The Ministry of Defence, like every other Government 
Department, applies the advisory cost limit to researching written Parliamentary 
Questions. This limit is currently f:500 and I attach a copy of the announcement 
from Lord Mcintosh which explains the background to the limit. In summary, 
the assessment is based on the value to the taxpayer of Government _ 
Departments publishing such information against the cost it takes to provide it. 
This assessment is, ultimately, made by the Minister responsible for answering 
the question, based on advice from officials.

As far as your specific question is concerned, you asked if we 
could list the references and titles of all open and closed files held by the MOD 
which contain information about unidentified flying objects, UFOs. As you will 
know, the MOD does not maintain a Department-wide file database and, as 
such, it is not possible to locate all files which might contain such information 
without a manual search of over one million files currently held in MOD archives. 
Even if manpower could be spared from essential defence tasks to undertake 
such a search, the cost would be significant. For example, a highly selective 
search of the archives in support of the Official History of the Falklands War cost 
more than f:5,OOO in staff effort. In addition, we would need to research records 
held by individual Service units and establishments to ensure that a complete 
list of all references to UFOs had been compiled. You will know that this is 
simply not practicable.

Instead, the list I provided detailed all the files currently held 
by the MOD focal point for all matters relating to UFOs, the Air Staff Secretariat, 
which holds a substantial proportion of all the information currently held by the 
MOD on UFOs. I judge that this largely answers your question, without incurring 
significant cost for what would be only marginal value.

I hope this explains the position.
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Lord Gilbert: NATO continues to examine how a 
requirement for Theatre Ballistic Missile Defence for 
deployed forces could be met, and is considering the 
costs of such a requirement and how it could be 
funded. NATO’s work has considered general 
scenarios rather than potential threats from specific 
countries.

NATO: Force Structure

Lord Kennet asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

Whether it has been agreed in the NATO Council 
that NATO’s European members should in future 
"shift more focus to such priorities as mobility, 
deploy ability and reinforcement missions [thus to] 
become better equipped to operate with United 
States forces in a broader range of contingencies in 
the years ahead" (Report to the Congress on the 
Enlargement of the North Atlantic Treaty - 
Organisation: Rationale, Benefits, Costs and 
Implications 1997); and if so, what they understand 
by this reference to "a broader range of 
contingencies in the years ahead". [HL3748]

Lord Gilbert: At the NATO Ministerial Meeting 
of the Defence Planning Committee on 11 June 1998 
Ministers agreed that the maintenance and 
enhancement of interoperabilty are key elements in 
the transformation of NATO’s force structure, and of 
the Alliance itself, as it prepares to meet future 
challenges. The Defence Planning Committee 
approved requirements to allow the Alliance to carry 
out collective defence and deterrence, and crisis 
management, including peace support operations.

Organisation for Security and 
Co-operation in Europe

Lord Kennet asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether they are fully informed by the United States, 
and by the other countries of the scale and scope 
of their bilateral military relations, including military 
funding, in the whole Organisation for the Security 
and Co-operation in Europe area; and, if not, whether 
they consider the situation satisfactory as regards the 
transparency that NATO brings to its members’ 
relationships. [HL3784]

Lord Gilbert: Her Majesty’s Government has a 
wide range of contacts with the United States and 
other countries on the scope and scale of bilateral 
military relationships with the countries in the 
Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe, 
OSCE, area. These contacts provide transparency and 
contribute to our overall efforts to promote security 
and stability in the region.

NATO: Security of Sensitive Infor

Lord Hardy asked Her Majesty’s Governmen 
What efforts are being undertaken to ensure that 

the sensitive information is kept secure within NATO 
operational planning; and whether security has been 
breached in recent months. [HL3686]

Lord Gilbert: NATO has mechanisms in place to 
ensure the security of sensitive information. Her 
Majesty’s Government supports these mechanisms. Any 
breaches are a matter for the relevant NATO authorities. 
NATO does not comment on NATO-personnel security 
issues. .

0/ RAF Feltwell: 5th Space Suryeillance 
Squadron

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government 
Further to the Written Answer by the Lord Gilbert 

on 20 October (WA 143), whether the United States 
Air Force 5th Space Surveillance Squadron based at 
RAF Feltwell searches for or tracks any objects other 

\ than satellites, space debris and space probes; and, if 
so, what these objects are. [HL3908]

’. Lord Gilbert: Further to the answer given on 
,20 October, the only role of the 5th Space Surveillance 

/ Squadron at RAF Feltwell is to detect, track and identify 
the status of satellites, space debris and space probes.

Human Rights Obligations: Compliance

Lord Lester of Herne Hill asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Whether Ministers and civil servants are in a 
position to comply with the obligations imposed by 
the European Convention on Human Rights and the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
having regard to the United Kingdom’s ratifications 
of those instruments, the guidance Questions of 
Procedure for Ministers and the Civil Service Code. 

[HL3768]

The Minister of State, Cabinet Office (Lord 
Falconer of Thoroton): Yes.

Latin America: Balance of Debts to UK

Viscount Exmouth asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

What is: 

(a) the total amount owed to the United Kingdom 
by the countries of Latin America; 
(b) the amount owed by each country in the 
region; and 

(c) the annual repayments, including interest, paid 
by each country in the region. [HL3843]
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zs-1996--97 Parking Accounts
[OOOs

Expenditure Net lncome Comments--
1,714 69 Surplus put towards off-setting defic on 

off-slreet car parking account and design 
and implementation and extension of 
CPZs

4,544 201 Surplus used for CPZs (25) and carry 
forward to 1997-98 (176)

] 8,645 33,598 Surplus used as contribution to capital 
expenditure: on-street parking (715), 
off-street parking (468), highways and 
traffic improvement schemes (9,534), 
Departmental systems improvement (21), 
street trees and parks (119) and as a 
contribution to revenue expenditure: 
off-street parking (9,684), car parks 
business unit (517), highways and traffic 
improvement schemes (3,552), street 
lighting (1,299), gully cleansing (88), 
street trees (635), transport planning (90) 
concessionary fares and taxicard scheme 
(5,046), home to schoo] transport (635). 
Remainder of surplus carried forward to 
1997-98---

91,651 71,786

s

In the six weeks that the Veterans’ Advice Unit has 
been operational, the unit has taken nearly 1,100 calls. 
Most calls can be dealt with immediately, but some 
require investigative work and a subsequent return call 
to the enquirer. 
The range of problems dealt with has been quite 

diverse, including homecare and housing, Falklands and 
Gulf war issues, finance, the tracing of relatives, War 
Graves and historical records, among others. However, 
the largest number of calls have concerned pensions, 
employment, the provision of medals and information 
about the unit itself.
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Unidentified Flying Objects

e
Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

Whether they will list the references and titles of all 
open and closed files currently held by the Ministry of 
Defence which contain information about unidentified 
flying objects. [HL3910]

"
e
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Lord Gilbert: Within the Air Staff Secretariat, the 
Ministry of Defence focal point for aU matters relating 
to "UFOs", a total of 76 files dating from 1985 are held. 
These files contain public correspondence, sighting 
reports and associated papers and are referenced as 
follows: 

Reference: 

D/Sec(AS)/12/1) 5 parts dealing with policy 
D/Sec(AS)/64/l) issues.

it 
d 
IS 
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d
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D/Sec(AS)/12f2) 
D/Sec(AS)f12/2/1 ) 
D/Sec(AS)/12/5) 27 parts 
D/Sec(AS)/12/6) sightings. 
D/Sec(AS)/1217) 
D/Sec(AS)/64/2)

dealing with alleged

D/Sec(AS)/1213) 34 parts dealing with public 
D/Sec(AS)/64/3) correspondence.

D/Sec(AS)/12/4) 8 parts dealing with 
D/Sec(AS)/64/4) Parliamentary business

D/Sec(AS)/64/5 1 part for media issues.

D/Sec(AS)/64/6 part listing answerphone 
messages. 

It is possible that some files held in other MoD 
headquarters divisions or establishments may contain 
papers relating to this topic. but these could only be 
identified and provided at disproportionate cost.
Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

Further to the Wdtten Answer by the Lord 
Chancellor on 14 October (WA 100), whether they 
wiIl authorise the opening of the thirty-three dosed 
files at the Public Record Office which contain 
information about unidentified flying objects. 

[HL3909]

Lord Gilbert: The 33 t ]es identified contain 
correspondence between members of the public and 
officials. They will be released at the 30 year point in 
the normal way.

Operation Granby: Use of Depleted 
Uranium Ammunition

The Countess of Mar asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

How many rounds of depleted uranium 
ammunition were fired by British forces, including 
tomahawk missiles, tank rounds, and cannon shells ; 

fired from aircraft, during Operation Granby; and 
whether they agree with United States figures that 
1,200,000 rounds were fired in total by coalition 
force. [HL3862]

Lord Gilbert: During the 1990-91 Gulf cont1ict, UK 
armoured forces used a new 120mm armour-piercing 
tank round which contained a solid depleted uranium, 
DU, penetrator core with a protective, non-DU, coating 
in its Challenger 1 tanks. The Government’s current 
assessment is that UK tanks fired fewer than 100 of 
these rounds against Iraqi military forces, which equates 
to less than 1 metric tonne of DU, although additional 
rounds were fired during earlier work-up training to 
establish the round’s mean point of impact.
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DjSec(AS)j12j4 ) B parts dealing with Parliamentary business. 
D Sec(AS)j64j4 )

DjSec(AS)j64j5 

DjSec(AS)j64j6

1 part for media issues. 

1 part listing answerphone messages.

It is possible that some files held in other MOD headquarters divisions 
or establishments may contain papers relating to this topic but these 
could only be identified at disproportionate cost.



BACKGROUND

CS(RM) are answering another of Lord Hill-Norton’s PQs (4146) about 
’UFO’ files. Lord Hill-Norton is keen to have all ’UFO’ files not in 
current use, including those less than 30 years old, released to the 
Public Record Office.

It is simply not possible to say where all files containing ’UFO’ 
information might be held. We know that a number of archived files less 
than 30 years old are held by CS(RM), the MOD records branch, 
responsible for reviewing and transferring records selected for 
preservation at the PRO. However, in the absence of a Departmental-wide 
file database and without knowing the details of all originating 
Branches, a manual search of in excess of one million files at the two 
main MOD archives would be necessary to locate and list other relevant 
titles and reference numbers. Even if staff effort could be diverted 
from essential tasks for this purpose, (and it is difficult to quantify 
how much but as an example, a highly selective search of these two 
archives in support of the Official History of the Falklands War cost 
more than is,OOO in staff effort), we could still not be sure that all 
’UFO’ information had been found; a more detailed search of enclosures 
on less obviously titled files would be necessary. It is also the case 
that Service Units and establishments might have information on local 
records and this would also need to be recorded.

The draft answer therefore explains that there are difficulties in 
providing the information requested but, in an effort to be helpful, 
lists ’UFO’ files currently held by Sec(AS)2.
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A full list of files could only be provided at 
disproportionate cost. 

within Sec(AS)2, the Ministry of Defence focal point for all 
matters relating to ’UFOs’, a number of files dating from 1985 are 
held. The files contain public correspondence, sighting reports 
and associated papers and are referenced as follows (those 
annotated ’open’ are currently in use):

REFERENCE TITLE PART

D/Sec(AS)/12/1 ’UFOs’ - Policy A
D/Sec(AS)/64/1 ’UFOs’ - Policy A
D/Sec(AS)/64/1 ’UFOs’ - Policy B
D/sec(AS)/64/1 ’UFOs’ - Policy C
D/Sec(AS)/64/1 ’UFOs’ - policy D Open

D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports A
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports B
D/sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports C
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports D
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports E
D/sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports F
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports G
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports H
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports I
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports J
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports K
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports L
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports M
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports N
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports 0
D/Sec(AS)/12/2/1 ’UFOs’ - Report A
D/Sec(AS)/12/5 ’UFOs’ - Reports A
D/sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports A
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports B
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports C
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports D
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - sighting Reports E
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports F
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports G
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports H Open
D/Sec(AS)/12/6 ’UFOs’ - Alleged ’UFO’ Incident -

8 sept 1970 A
D/Sec(AS)/12/7 ’UFOs’ - Alleged ’UFO’ Incident -

31 March 1993 A

D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence A
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence B
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence C
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence D
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence E
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - correspondence F
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence G
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence H
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence I
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence J



D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence K
D/sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence L
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence M
D/sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence N
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence 0
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence P
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - correspondence Q
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence R
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - correspondence S
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence A
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence B
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence C
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence D
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence E
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence F
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence G
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence H
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence I
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence J
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence K
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence L
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence M
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence N
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 0 Open

D/Sec(AS)/12/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries A

D/Sec(AS)/12/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries B

D/Sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries A

D/Sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries B

D/Sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries C

D/Sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries D

D/Sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries E

D/Sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries F Open

D/Sec(AS)/64/5 ’UFOs’ - Press Cuttings A Open
D/Sec(AS)/64/6 ’UFOs’ - Answerphone Messages A Open

The absence of a central database of files created by MOD 
Headquarters and Establishments, precludes identification of any 
other files that might contain information on this topic.



Background 

Lord Hill-Norton has tabled two other PQs (4144 and 4146) in his 
quest for more information about ’UFOs’. He is keen to have all 
’UFO’ files not in current use, including those less than 30 years 
old, released to the Public Record Office. Some 33 files covering 
the period 1968-70 are already lodged with the PRO for release at 
the 30-year point (PQ 4146 refers). 

It is simply not possible to say where all files containing ’UFO’ 
information might be held. In addition to the 33 files held at 
the Public Record Office pending release, we know that a number of 
archived files less than 30 years old are held at the MOD Archives 
at Hayes. However, in the absence of a Departmental-wide file 
database and without knowing the details of all originating 
Branches, a manual search of some three million files at Hayes 
would be necessary to locate and list the relevant titles and 
reference numbers. Even if staff effort could be diverted from 
essential tasks for this purpose (likely to take some [x] man 
hours) we could still not be sure that all ’UFO’ information had 
been found; a more detailed search of enclosures on less obviously 
titled files would be necessary. It is also the case that Service 
units and establishments might have information on local records 
and this would also need to be recorded.

The draft answer therefore explains that there are difficulties in 
providing the information requested but, in an effort to be 
helpful, lists the files held by Sec(A~.

(Copy to:USofS)
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D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ) 
D/Sec(AS)/12/2/1 ) 
D/Sec(AS)/12/5 ) 27 parts dealing with alleged sightings. 
D/Sec(AS)/12/6 ) 
DjSec(AS)/12/7 ) 
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 )

D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ) 34 parts dealing with public correspondence.
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 )

D/Sec(AS)/12/4 ) 8 parts dealing with Parliamentary business.
D/Sec(AS)/64/4 )

D/Sec(AS)/64/5 1 part for media issues.

D/Sec(AS)/64/6 1 part listing answerphone messages.
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~ackground 
CS(RM) are answering another of Lord Hill-Norton’s PQs (4146) about 
’UFO’ files. Lord Hill-Norton is keen to have all ’UFO’ files not in 
current use, including those less than 30 years old, released to the 
Public Record Office.

It is simply not possible to say where all files containing ’UFO’ 
information might be held. We know that a number of archived files less 
than 30 years old are held by CS(RM), the MOD records branch, 
responsible for reviewing and transferring records selected for 
preservation at the PRO. However, in the absence of a Departmental-wide 
file database and without knowing the details of all originating 
Branches, a manual search of in excess of one million files at the two 
main MOD archives would be necessary to locate and list other relevant 
titles and reference numbers. Even if staff effort could be diverted 
from essential tasks for this purpose, (and it is difficult to quantify 
how much but as an example, a highly selective search of these two 
archives in support of the Official History of the Falklands War cost 
more than is,OOO in staff effort), we could still not be sure that all 
’UFO’ information had been found; a more detailed search of enclosures 
on less obviously titled files would be necessary. It is also the case 
that Service Units and establishments might have information on local 
records and this would also need to be recorded.

The draft answer therefore explains that there are difficulties in 
providing the information requested but, in an effort to be helpful, 
lists ’UFO’ files currently held by Sec(AS2.

















REFERENCE TITLE PART STATUS

D/SeC(AS)/12/1 ’UFOs’ - Policy A Closed
D/SeC(AS)j12j2 ’UFOs’ - Reports A Closed
D/SeC(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports B Closed
D/Sec(AS)j12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports C Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports D Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports E Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports F Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports G Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports H Closed
D/SeC(AS)/12j2 ’UFOs’ - Reports I Closed
DjSeC(AS)/12j2 ’UFOs’ - Reports J Closed
D/SeC{AS)/12j2 ’UFOs’ - Reports K Closed
D/Sec (AS )/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports L Closed
D/SeC(AS)j12/2 ’UFOs’ Reports - M Closed
D/Sec(AS)j12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports N Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports 0 Closed
Djsec(AS)j12/2/1 ’UFOs’ - Rep~rt,of Sighting,

Rendlesham Forest, Dec 1980 A Closed
D/SeC{AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence A Closed
D/Sec{AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence B Closed
DjSec{AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence C Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence D Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence E Closed
D/Sec(AS)j12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence F Closed
D/Sec(AS)j12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence G Closed
D/Sec{AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence H Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence I Closed
D/SeC{AS)j12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence J Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence K Closed
D/Sec{AS)j12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence L Closed
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence M Closed
D/Sec{AS)j12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence N Closed
DjSec(AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence 0 Closed
D/Sec(AS)j12j3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence P Closed
D/Sec{AS)j12j3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence Q Closed
D/Sec{AS)j12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence R Closed
D/SeC{AS)/12/3 ’UFOs’ - Correspondence S Closed
Djsec{AS)/12/4 ’UFOs’ - PQs & PEs A Closed
D/SeC{AS)/12j4 ’UFOs’ - PQs & PEs B Closed
DjSeC(AS)/12/5 ’UFOs’ ~ Close Encounter Reports,

Alien Entities, Abductions,
etc. A Closed

D/Sec{AS)/12/6 ’UFOs’ - Alleged UFO Incident - Crash
of Lightning F6 - 8 Sept 70 A Closed

D/SeC(AS)/12/7 ’UFOs’ - Alleged UFO Incident -
31 March 1993 A Closed

D/Sec{AS)/64/1 ’UFOs’ - Policy A Closed
D/Sec(AS)j64/1 ’UFOs’ - Policy B Closed
D/Sec(AS)j64j1 ’UFOs’ - Policy C Closed
DjSec(AS)/64jl ’UFOs’ - Policy D Open
D/sec{AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports A Closed
D/SeC(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports B Closed
DjSec(AS)j64j2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports C Closed
D/SeC(AS)/64j2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports D Closed
D/Sec(AS)j64j2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports E Closed



’D/Sec (AS) /64/2 
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 
D/sec(AS)/64/2 
D/SeC(AS)/64/3 
D/Sec(AS)j64/3 
D!Sec(AS)/64/3 
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 
D/SeC(AS)/64/3 
D/SeC(AS)/64/3 
D/SeC(AS)j64/3 
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 
D/SeC(AS)/64/3 
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 
D/SeC(AS)/64/3 
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 
D/Sec(AS)j64/4 
D/Sec(AS)/64/4 
D/Sec(AS)/64/4 
D/Sec(AS)/64/4 
D/Sec(AS)/64/4 
D/SeC(AS)/64j4 
D/Sec(AS)/64/5 
D/Sec(AS)/64/6

’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports 
’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports 
’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
UFOs , - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
, UFOs’ -. Public I. Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence 
’UFOs’ PQs/PES 
’UFOs’ - PQs/PES 
’UFOs’ - PQs/PES 
’UFOs’ - PQs/PEs 
’UFOs’ - PQS/PES 
’UFOs’ - PQS/PEs 
’UFOs’ - Press Cuttings 
’UFOs’ - Answerphone Messages
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C 
D 
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G 
H 
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J 
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Open 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
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Open 
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D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports ,. B
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports"" C
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports ,- D
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports",’ E
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports." F
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports"’- G
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports.’ H
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports..... I
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports" J
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports.r K
D/sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports."- L
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports/’ M
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Repo;rts"’- N/~ D/Sec(AS)/12/2 ’UFOs’ - Reports ,/ 0
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. D/Sec (AS) /12/2/1 ’UFOs’ - Report$-, /" A,OII:rV’

D/Sec(AS)/12/5 ’UFOs’ - Reports ’" A
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports ~< A
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports,~ B
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports .e’- C
D/sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports./ D
D/sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - sighting Reports/" E
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports;- F
DjSec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports/ G
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 ’UFOs’ - Sighting Reports./ H Open
D/Sec(AS)/12/6 ’UFOs’ -Alleged ’UFO’ Incident.......

8 Sept 1970 A
D/sec(AS)/12/7 ’UFOs’ - Alleged ’UFO’ Incident

31 March 1993 ./’ A

D/sec (AS) /12/3," ’UFOs’ - Correspondence A
D/Sec (AS) /12/3’’’’ ’UFOs’ - Correspondence B
D/Sec(AS)/12/3- ’UFOs’ - Correspondence C
D/sec(AS)/12/3". ’UFOs’ - Correspondence D
D/sec (AS) /12/3,’ ’UFOs’ - Correspondence E
D/Sec (AS) /12/3’- ’UFOs’ - correspondence F
D/Sec (AS) /12/3" ’UFOs’ - Correspondence G
D/Sec (AS) /12/3"~ ’UFOs’ - Correspondence H
D/sec (AS) /12/3~ ’UFOs’ - Correspondence I
D/Sec(AS) /12/3’. ’UFOs’ - Correspondence J
D/Sec (AS) /12/3-- ’UFOs’ - Correspondence K
D/Sec (AS) /12/3" ’UFOs’ - correspondence L
D/sec(AS)/12/3/ ’UFOs’ - Correspondence M
DjSec (AS) /12/3" ’UFOs’ - Correspondence N
D/Sec (AS) /12/3’’- ’UFOs’ - Correspondence 0
D/Sec (AS) /12/3" ’UFOs’ - Correspondence P
D/Sec (AS) /12/3-- ’UFOs’ - Correspondence Q
D,Isec(AS)/12/3/ ’UFOs’ - Correspondence R
D/Sec(AS) /12/3.,- ’UFOs’ - Correspondence S
D/Sec(AS)/64/3~ ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence A
D/Sec (AS) /64/3’" ’UFOs’ - Public correspondence B
DjSec(AS)/64/3/ ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence C
D/Sec (AS) /64/3"- ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence D
DjSec(AS)/64/3/ ’UFOs’ - Public correspondence E
D/Sec (AS) /64/3’-" ’UFOs’ - Public correspondence F
D/sec (AS) /64/3~’ ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence G
D/Sec (AS) /64/3’’’’ ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence H
DjSec (AS) /64/3’’’’ ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence I
DjSec (AS) /64/3’" ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence J
D/sec(AS)/64/3/ ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence K
DjSec(AS)/64/3/ ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence L
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D/se~ (AS) /64/3’- ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence M
D/Sec (AS) /64/3~- ’UFOs’ - Public Correspondence N
D/Sec (AS) /64/3’ff ’UFOs’ - Public correspondence 0 Open

D/Sec (AS) /12/4’ ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries A

D/Sec(AS)/12/4 ’UFOs’ - parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries B

D/Sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries A

D/sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries B

DjSec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries C

D/Sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries D

D/Sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries E

D/sec(AS)/64/4 ’UFOs’ - Parliamentary Questions &
Parliamentary Enquiries F Open

D/Sec(AS)/64/5 ’UFOs’ - Press cuttings A Open
D/Sec(AS)/64/.6 ’UFOs’ - Answerphone Messages A Open
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attacks on unarmed individuals in public places, with 
the resultant deaths of passers-by, can hardly be 
considered as "military" actions. Her Majesty’s 
Government condemned both attacks unreservedly. 
The MKO remains on the US State Department list 

of terrorist organisations despite the recent statement by 
the House of Representatives.

Gibraltar

Viscount Exmouth asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

In light of the unanimous opposition demonstrated 
by the Government and opposition parties of 
Gibraltar, how they intend to reply to the proposals 
presented by the Spanish Foreign Minister, Senor 
Matutes, during the last round of the Brussels 
agreement talks on 10 December 1997. [HL3363] 

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: Her Majesty’s 
Government have said that we w study the proposals 
and reply in due course. We have also said that we stand 
by the commitment enshrined in the preamble to the 
1969 Constitution. There can be no change in 
sovereignty over Gibraltar without the consent of its 
people. That remains the position.

International Criminal Court

Lord Goodhart asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
What plans they have to ratify the treaty 

establishing the International Criminal Court’s 
jurisdiction over war crimes. [HL3383]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: It is our hope 
that we shall be among the first 60 states to ratify the 
Statute of the International Criminal Court. We will 
bring forward the necessary legislation as soon as the 
parliamentary timetable allows.

Kosovo

Lord Russell-Johnston asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

What discussions the "Contact Group" has had 
with President Rugova about the future of Kosovo. 

[HL3386]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: 
Representatives of the Contact Group have been in 
regular contact with Dr. Rugova at which they have 
underlined that the Contact Group’s position on the 
status of Kosovo is clear: we support an enhanced status 
with a large degree of autonomy for Kosovo within the 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. This must include 
meaningful self-administration. Dr. Rugova’s 
negotiating team is engaged in talks on a Contact 
Group-endorsed interim settlement based on these 
principles.

*,Strategic Defence Review White 
Leak

Lord Cledwyn of Penrhos asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

What has been the outcome of his inquiry into the 
leak of the Strategic Defence Review White Paper. 

[HL34?OJ 

The Minister of State, Ministry of Defence (Lord 
Gilbert): A copy of the Strategic Defence Review 
White Paper was leaked to the Opposition Front Bench 
and to the press on the afternoon and early evening of 
Tuesday 7 July. As soon as my right honourable friend 
the Secretary of State for Defence learned about the 
leak, he asked the Cabinet Secretary to authorise an 
immediate and thorough investigation into how it came 
about. This inquiry has been conducted by two 
independent investigators. It has now been completed. 
We regret that after extensive enquiries, the 

investigators were not able to identify the person 
responsible for the leak. They have, . however, 
established the course of events on the afternoon and 
evening of 7 July with a high degree of probability. 
The investigators concluded that on 7 July a 

photocopy of the White Paper was sent by an authorised 
recipient within government to the Opposition Front 
Bench; and that subsequently four copies were made 
within the House and made available to selected 

: journalists. The fITst newspaper to receive a copy was 
the Daily Telegraph. Further copies went to The Times, 
the Financial Times and the Daily Mail, apparently in 
phased distribution because of the bulk of the document 
being copied. The investigators found no evidence to 
suggest that, in addition to the copy sent to the 
Opposition, a second authorised recipient sent copies to 
the newspapers. 

The investigation revealed some small weaknesses in 
the generally very successful procedures for the 
distribution of the White Paper. None of them was a 
likely cause of the leak. The necessary steps will be 
taken to ensure that these small errors are not repeated. 
In itself the leak was of no significance to national 
security. But we are naturally most concerned that 
someone working for the government breached security 
in this way. Ten thousand copies of the White Paper 
were circulated under embargo in advance of its 
publication. It appears that only one of the authorised 
recipients did not respect its confidentiality. 

The leak was a gross discourtesy to Parliament; and 
I once again express my anger and my apologies that 
it occurred.

41 L\\/2!n~PAG!".t

Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether the deep space tracking facility at RAF 

Feltwell has a role in tracking or searching for 
satellites, space debris, ballistic missiles and space 
probes. [HL3312J
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,Lord Gilbert: RAF Feltwell is responsible ’for 
~f’arching for man-made objects in deep space anda~ 
such does have a role in searching for and tracking 
satellites, space debris, and space probes. However, it 
has no role in ballistic missile detection and tracking.

~reece and Turkey: Defence Expenditure X 
Lord Judd asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

What is their estimate of the level of defence 
expenditure by Greece and Turkey for the next five 
years and the number of tanks already possessed by 
each of these two countries; what they perceive as the 
implications for NATO and stability in Europe; and 
what action they are taking to deal with those 
implications. [HL3351]

Lord Gilbert: The defence expenditure and military 
forces of Greece and Turkey are the responsibilities of 
the countries concerned. We support both countries in 
their commitment to resolve any bilateral disagreements 
through dialogue, and welcome the NATO Secretary- 
General’s announcement on 4 June 1998 that the 1988 
Memorandum of Understanding on Confidence Building 
Measures in the Aegean is to be implemented in fuJI.

Interest Liabilities

Lord Sudeley asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

What further measures they are taking to protect 
consumers and firms from having to pay not only 
interest on national debt but also interest on corporate 
and private credits. [HL3405]

Lord McIntosh of Haringey: None. Individuals and 
f rms are responsible for paying the interest on debts 
they take out, but interest on the national debt is borne 
by the taxpayer. _

Housing Renovation and Conversion: VAT

Viscount Brentford asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Whether they are considering reducing the 
17.5 per cent. VAT currently placed upon the 
refurbishment or conversion of homes which have 
been empty for long periods. [HL3372]

Lord McIntosh of Haringey: The Government’s aim 
is that within 10 years 60 per cent. of new housing; 
including conversions, will be built on previously 
developed sites. Although land use planning is, and will 
remain, the main instrument of achieving this objective, 
the Government will also be considering a wide range 
of economic instruments which could play a 
complementary part in achieving housing policy aims.

.:r~ LW2W.PAGlf5

Electronic Publishing: VAT

Lord Walton of Detchant asked Her Majesty’S 
Government: 

Why it is that, while printed published books and 
journals are zero-rated for VAT, electronically 
published material is subject to VAT at the standard 
rate; and whether they have any intention of 
correcting this situation by zero-rating electronically 
published material. [HL3453] 

Lord McIntosh of Haringey: Under EU agreements, 
while the UK may retain those zero rates it already has, 
it is not possible to extend their scope nor to create 
new ones.

Taxation of Savings and Tax Evasion

Lord Higgins asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Further to the Answers by the Lord McIntosh of 

Haringey on 5 October regarding the taxation of 
savings (H.L. Deb., co1s. 162-164), to what extent 
they consider the draft European Union directive on 
that subject will deal with the problem of tax evasion 
rather than tax avoidance. [HL3434]

Lord McIntosh of Haringey: The draft directive is 
intended to help prevent illegal tax evasion-that is, 
failure by individuals to declare interest income received 
from a foreign source. It is not aimed at legal tax 
avoidance. My remarks during the debate on 5 October 
were entirely concerned with tax evasion, not avoidance.

Lord Pearson of Rannoch asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Further to the Answer given by Lord McIntosh of 
Haringey to Lord Higgins on 5 October (H.L. Deb., co1. 163), whether they consider that the European 
Commission consulted adequately with interested 
bodies in the City of London and elsewhere before 
proposing its draft directive on the taxation of 
savings. [HL3438] 

Lord McIntosh of Haringey: The precise extent of 
prior consultation undertaken by the Commission is not 
clear. However, it is our view that adequate consultation 
of the financial sector is essential and we have urged 
the Commission to extend the range and scope of their 
external discussions. As I said in the debate on 
5 October, the Government have already undertaken 
extensive consultation with the City on the draft 
directive.

GDP and GNP

Lord Kennet asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether they will take steps to replace 

measurements of gross domestic product and gross 
national product, both within the United Kingdom 
and in international bodies, with measurements that 
are being developed by the Office for National 
Statistics which are able to take into account
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Written Answers
Wednesday. 14th October 1998.

nidentified Flying Objects1- 
Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 

Whether they will list the document references and 
titles of all open files at the Public Record Office that 
contain information about unidentified flying objects. 

[HL3314]

The Lord Chancellor (Lord Irvine of Lairg): I list 
below the document references and titles of all open 
files at the Public Record Office known to staff to 
contain information about unidentified flying objects. 
There may be information in other open files but this 
could be discovered only at disproportionate cost. 
AIR 2 Air Ministry Registered Files 
AIR 2/16918 196]-1963, alleged sightings of UFO’s. 
Letters from members of the public on alleged sightings. 
Magazine entitled Cosmic Voice "Mars and Venus 
Speak to Earth", dated November-December 
1961/Article entitled Men from Outer Space: Are they 
visiting Britain? 

AIR 2/17318 1963 UFO reports 
AIR 2/17526 1964 UFO reports 
AIR 2/17527 1964-]965 UFO reports 
AIR 2/17982 1965-1966 UFO reports 
AIR 2/17983 1966 UFO reports (with photographs) 
AIR 2/17984 1966-{)7 UFO reports (with photographs) 
AIR 14 Bomber Command 
AIR 14/2800 1943 December No. 115 Squadron; News 
Sheet Bang On No. I. Aerial phenomena-reports of 
UFOs on RAF bombing raids. 
AIR 16 Fighter Command 
AIR 16/1199 1952 September Flying saucers: 
occurrence reports by service personnel at Topcliffe 
station, Thirsk, and local public. 
AIR 20 Unregistered Papers 
AIR 20n390 1952 Reported sightings of UFOs; 
memorandum prepared for the War Office. 
AIR 20/9320 1957 Parliamentary Question from 17 April 
1957 by Mr. Stan A wbery MP: To ask the Secretary of 
State for Air, what recent investigations have been made 
into unidentified flying objects; what photographs have 
been taken; and what reports have been made on this 
subject. Reply by the Secretary of State (Mr. Ward). 
Notes on UFOs provided for the Minister’s use. Also; 
UFO incident at West Freugh in Wigtownshire in 1957; 
incidents and signals at RAF Church Lawford, RAP 
Bempton and . RAF Lakenheath; newspaper clippings 
6 April 1957 froD) the News Chronicle and the Evening 
Standard;, photographs of object over the Channel 
Islands from the Daily Sketch of 6 April 1957. 
AIR 20/9321 1957 Parliamentary Question 15 May 
1957 from Major Patrick Wall MP: To ask the Secretary 
of State for Air, how many unidentified flying objects 
have been detected over Great Britain this year as
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compared with previous years; and whether 
picked up on radar over the Dover Straits on 29 April 
has yet been identified. Further questions to the Minister 
from Mr. Frank Beswick MP. Notes for Minister on 
reported sightings. Replies by Mr. Ward. Newspaper 
clippings April-May 1957: The Times, News Chronicle, 
Daily Worker, Daily Mirror. Daily Sketch. Daily 
Telegraph, Daily Express and the Evening News. 
AIR 20/9322 1957 Parliamentary Question 15 May 
1957 from Mr. Frank Beswick MP: To ask the Secretary 
of State for Air, what was the nature of the aircraft or 
other aircraft sighted on the radar defence screens on 
Monday night and which occasioned the despatch of 
Fighter Command. Reply by Mr. Ward. Notes for 
Ministers. 
AIR 20/9994 Headquarters Southern Section 
Intelligence. Reports on Aerial Phenomena, including 
"observation of unusual aerial phenomena at Royal Air 
Force Ventor on 29 July 1957". Two Copies of "Track 
Tracing" Sheets. 
Description of UFOs, for example, RAP Lyneham 
9 December 1957: "December 1957: Description large 
bright crescent shaped object or could be a sphere with 
trails from edges. Travelling on a course of 290 degrees 
at a moderate speed. Seemed to be descending and not 
at a very great height". 
AIR 20/11887 1967 August (with maps) 
AIR 20/11888 1967 September 
AIR 20/11889 ]967 October (with photographs) 
AIR 20/11890 1967 October (with maps) 
AIR 20/11891 1967 November (with maps) 
AIR 20/11892 1967 November 
AIR 20/11893 1967 December 
AIR 22 Periodical Returns, Summaries and Bulletins 
AIR 22/93 1955 Air Ministry Secret Intelligence 
Summary March 1955. Volume 10, Article No. 3 on 
Flying Saucers "An object was reported. . .". 

PREM 11 Prime Minister’s Office: Correspondence 
and Papers, 1951-1964. 
PREM 11/855 1952 Personal Minute from the Prime 
Minister, Mr. Winston Churchill to the Secretary of 
State for Air, Lord Cheswell, dated 28 July 1952. "What 
does all this stuff about flying saucers amount to? What 
can it mean? What is the truth? Let me have a report at 
your convenience." Minute from the Secretary of State, 
dated 9 August 1952, dismissing stories about flying 
saucers.

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether they will list the document references and 

titles of all closed files at the Public Record Office 
that contain information about unidentified flying 
objects. [HL3315] 

The Lord Chancellor: I list below the document 
references and titles of all closed files in the Public 
Record Office known to its staff to contain information 
about unidentified flying objects. There may be 
information in other closed files but this could 
be discovered only at disproportionate cost.
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AIR 2 Air Ministry: Registered Files 
AIR 2/18183 1968-1969 Unidentified FJying Objects* 
AIR 20 Unregistered Papers 
AIR 20/11612 1967-1968 Unidentified Flying Objects 
(UFOs)* 
AIR 20/11895 1968 April UFOs* 
AIR 20/11896 1968 May UFOs* 
AIR 20/11897 1968 June UFOs* 
AIR 20/11898 1968 July UFOs* 
AIR 20/11899 1968 August UFOs* 
AIR 20/11900 1968 September UFOs* 
AIR 20/11901 1968 October UFOs* 
AIR 20/11902 1968 November UFOs* 
AIR 20/12055 1969 January UFOs* 
AIR 20/12056 1969 February UFOs* 
AIR 20/120571969 March UFOs* 
AIR 20/12058 1969 April UFOs* 
AIR 20/12059 1969 May UFOs* 
AIR 20/12060 1969 June UFOs* 
AIR 20/120611969 July UFOs* 
AIR 20/12062 1969 August UFOs* 
AIR 20/12063 1969 September UFOs* 
AIR 20/12064 1969 October UFOs* 
AIR 20/12065 1969 November UFOs* 
AIR 20/12066 1969 December UFOs* 
AIR 20/12067 1970 January UFOs* 
AIR 20/12297 1970 February UFOs* 
AIR 20/12298 1970 March UFOs* 
AIR 20/12299 1970 April UFOs* 
AIR 20/12300 1970 May UFOs* 
AIR 20/12301 1970 June UFOs* 
AIR 20/12302 1970 July UFOs* 
AIR 20/12303 1970 August UFOs* 
AIR 20/12304 1970 September UFOs* 
AIR 20/12305 1970 October UFOs* 
AIR 20/12306 1970 November UFOs*
* == Thirty year closure rule applies.

Surrogacy: Review Report

Baroness Gould of Potternewton asked Her 
Majesty’s Government: 

Whether they will publish the report of the review 
of aspects of surrogacy arrangements announced in 
June 1997. [HL3414]

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, 
Department of Health (Baroness Hayman): The 
Government have received the report of the review 
team, chaired by Professor Margaret Brazier, OBE, and 
this is being published today as Cm 4068. Copies wi!] 
be placed in the Library. We intend to consult formally 
on the recommendations in the report and an
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announcement about that will be made in due course. 
We are very grateful to Professor Brazier and her 
colleagues, Professors Alastair Campbell and Susan 
Golombok, for their work.

National Blood Authority

Lord Clement-Jones asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Whether a new management plan has been received 
from the new Chairman of the National Blood 
Authority and when it will be published. [HL33901

Baroness Hayman: We have received the 
operational plan for 1998-99. Copies are availabJe from 
the National Blood Authority and copies will be placed 
in the Library.

Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting 
Strategy

Lord Clement-Jones asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Following the recent consultation, when it is 
anticipated that the Department of Health will publish 
its Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting Strategy. 

[HL3391]

Baroness Hayman: The Department of Health plans 
to publish a new Nursing, Midwifery and Health 
Visiting Strategy in the new year.

CIREA: Asylum Information Exchange

Lord Lester of Herne Hill asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Further to the Written Answer by the Lord 
Williams of Mostyn on 3 September (WA 12), 
whether they will publish the proceedings of the 
Centre for Information, Discussion and Exchange on 
Asylum (CIREA). [HL3303]

The Minister of State, Home Office (Lord 
Williams of Mostyn): The outcome of proceedings of 
the CIREA group are contained in Council documents 
which can be applied for under the Council’s Decision 
93/731 on Access to Documents. Applications should be 
made in writing to the Secretary-General of the Council 
of the European Union, 175 Rue de la Loi, 1048 
Brussels. The Council Secretariat will decide whether 
the documents may be disclosed, in accordance with the 
criteria laid down in the Decision. In the event of a 
refusal, applicants may make a confirmatory application 
for the document to the Counci.l. The official journal of 
the European Union published a report of ClREA 
activities on 23 June 1997 C.191 concerning the period 
]994 to 1996. The Government favour disclosure of as 
great a number of documents as possible.
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11. The number of ’UFO’-related letters andit~lephone calls from 
the public to Sec(AS)2 also rose significan~y during 1996. At 

.,/’ 

that time callers had direct access to S~ (AS)2 desk officers and 
. ~ 

callers they became more frequent In t~ lr efforts to pass on 

details of their personal concerns ou.)(~ith the Department’s remit 
(alien abductions, crop circles, e~~aterrestrial lifeforms, 

.1 

ghosts, animal mutilations etc). jCallers did not accept that /’ 
there was no defence interest ivt’their concerns and staff effort .. < 

became increasingly diverted tfom core tasks. In February 1997 
the answerphone was install~ ~ it sets out clearly the " 
Department’s interest in fie subject, invites callers to leave a ,. 

message within this rem~t, and makes clear that we will only 
f 

respond when more def~nce-related information is required. That 

said, it is our poli/~ to send a written response to all callers 
I 

who leave their n~me and address. " .’ 
f 

i/ 

12. It is not)khe case that installing the answerphone was 

directly res~nsible for the reduction in the number of reports 
l’ 

received as/the total for 1997 shows. It is rather the case that 
i 

the lack f media interest in the subject this year has had this 
effect .// Lord Hill Norton draws attention to the answerphone being 
switc9 d off outside normal working hours suggesting the public 
has .,(0 way of reporting what they might have seen, but overlooks 
th~/fact that it was never the case that the Sec(AS)2 number was 

:I 
mpnned out of hours. 
I

Re-investigation of Alleqed Sightings

7 t,. Lord Hill Norton continues to question decisions made some 

years ago. He does not accept that the ’Rendlesham Forest’ 

incident (involving the then Deputy Base Commander of RAF 
BentwatersjRAF Woodbridge) was investigated satisfactor!-1Y; in,"" ~ "~y::> ~ "~~ 
1980 - 81 "("HErnsi:H:-. x1:J:-acl’S’" d..~1("gt’~rl(i,.’ 6te~’’’’’ii~1’re.-..f~::’c’’s~ ~;~"6t.~~~t.. We have tried to explain on numerous occasions 

that decisions made in the past were reached by those responsible 
for considering the relevant material available at the time. It fffil’S’t--be-ttre’""’L!’....:&hat~.~e."Sl"erL.Jri,t.h$"~B.i};k1:m:i:t;.ed-’tiM’f1’e.~EQSGtl~~-~~ 
would not possible to recreate the circumstances of what was seen, 
and witness recollections would have blurred with the passage of



time. !1s.~4:s~tie&’~"’bfi’e’~~’S"e",~;t All of the available information 
about decisions made more than 30 years ago is available for 

public scrutiny at the Public Record Office.

us position
t t~. 4~-~-~~~~t~~~f US DaD interest in ’UFOs’ has been 

i 
limited f r some years to a statement on their Internet web site 

of their/!esearCh into the phenOmen~~(’project Blue BOOk’L~~t~ 
concludes that they no longer have any interest in ’UFO’ reports 
and related matters. Those seeking to report a ’sighting’ are ~ ~ 
invited to contact *~ local law enforcement agenci~~
SUMMARY

q j6. The root of Lord Hill Norton’s dissatisfaction is that ~r~~B;t Government policy relating to ’UFOs’ is narrower than he 
considers appropriate and there are no plans to widen this 

interest. Hei~&e-made-~~~-ftis unwilling.es~ to accept this 
policy. There is no evidence to support Lord Hill Norton’s claims 

that ’UFO’ sighting reports are of defence significance, and ,~ ’~s4:.~e._,:ta....hi_.g~l~ati.arl-oLa,~n.e.J..:i.b&1?a:&e-’-wm ..~-&,~l’ay-~ew:Q 
OO-.,.;I;.educ:e.._.the,,~ n~ Jm beJ::_qf.-s.i~&t:4:fl9--’r-&J?Gr;t;s,--p&.ssed..-Gn-..tg.,’-4:.R~._." , 
ii’ ~J::,t.m’@Bt......, . ~,\j\ t ..t~~~t\ 

, . 1~\ I apologise for the length d( this backgroun~ note but I ~ 
~ .,;’, 

con~,:\?ered SofS would wish to note\t(,hat we have go~~, to some 
lengtB~ in recent months to deal witft,Lord Hill Nort ’s personal ~ - ~ 
views o~’this subject. "

PEs\3909HiIINO
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Thank you for your letter of 7 October about ’unidentified 

flying objects’. I am also replying to the similar letter of the 

same date to George Robertson.
I’~~ 

/ 

I am sorry that you remqk~ dissatisfied with the responses to 
/ 

the Parliamentary Questio~~/and letters you have received in 
recent months. However,/ihis is inevitable when an issue is 

/ 

looked at from two di~ferent perspectives. You know the extent of 

my Department’s int~~st in these matters and have clearly stated 
your own. They q~not coincide. I can only repeat that there is 

./ 

no defence req~frement for research or investigation into ,ll ’" 
allegations 9t ’unidentified flying objects’ where there is no /’ 
perceived, litary threat to the integrity of united Kingdom /’ airspac~’

~f[~h~~~~,~~~~ill be reassured when I say that when dealing 

with lettersLfrom Parliamentary colleaguesJ~~,Pft~4~’ 
,Qu~b~QU~F~ Defence Ministers receive written briefing, 
supplemented as necessary with oral advice, on the facts of the 
case. It is only having reee.~veQ=-s.:t::l.G.a.~.i,.n.4f-mat.4..en-.-aM satisfied 
oursel ves .th&’6"~"4:t,..">4.""S"""^pe’t"’t~en.t"’~:t.o._..t;.he~t.t..e.J;~hand+~-iha t we 

r. ~ ’\ ;;, (~~, ;0" 
respond to our colleagues.

You ask a number of questions in yourLletters where these 

have not previously been dealt with insofar as my Department’s 
interest is concerned in correspondence or Parliamentary answer, I 

can add the following information.~ ~
t’,

’~

iJ!,t,,~,.~ .,,~~

..
.1.

i

i\i\’~ i{I/~,h.l tt;’f;,l~ ~r1 ~’
r~



/...4’;’’’~~ 

and the process fo~/~~ndling of ’UFO’-related issues is part of "," 

this. Air De~~t experts and others as necessary are fully 

consulted ~ t ’UFO’ policy related issues.

You say that sighting reports have increased significantly 

each year but this is not the case. The figures for the last ten 

years are as follows:

1988 (397); 1989 (258); 1990 (209); 1991 (117); 1992 (147); 

1993 (258); 1994 (250); 1995 (373); 1996 (609); 1997 (425); 

1998 to end September (163).
~""-"’’’’......, r-""..,..--.-."....-’$.~’-"’’’’,., 

r’~ , .<"’~",... \. 
./ \// ’" 

We )i~ belieVe that media i~~2fest in the ~ooks abou~~.tff~~ U~’ 
p

’ momenon Wublished in /1’996/ and the 50tfh annivepsary of th~ 
.’ i f ~/ n 

I~lleged sig~ting of tH first ’flying sa~cer’ ~tfRoswell, usi, in 
",r , f \, 

/1 1997 influen _~ff6?number of sighting r~p~~~~ in/~hose years. 1."""""...... / /’. 

e’’’’.?’’ 

I can assure you that all sighting reP9rts are looked at with 
a rational and objective eye. It is, how~~r, the case that the " 
vast majority contain insufficient inf9r~ation to suggest an event 
of any nature has occurred. Where th~re is sufficient evidence to 

/ I’ 
warrant further investigation, th~~’ is done as a matter of course. /’ ../ " 

/ 
/’ 

It is also not the case tfiat the installation of an " 
I 

answerphone in Sec(AS)2 wa~/ deliberate act to restrict members 

of the public from makin~/feports. The machine was installed 

early in 1997 so that d,{sk officers in the Branch could carry out 
/ 

, their core ’tasks ’wttry, t"’interruptionfrOm’IIlemb rs fth : libliC 
wishing to discuss /Y FO’-related issues outwith my Department’s 

j’ 
interest. I do n ~ understand your point about out of hours 

.:i’ 

access (ie evenxngs and weekends) as the Sec(AS)2 desk has never ../ 
been manned aY’these times and any calls were have gone 

,< 

unanswered.//The answerphone is now left on continuously and, 
therefored/provides an additional reporting facility. All callers 

leaving "Iiheir name and address on the answerphone receive a 

written/ reply. 
/ 

f 
l 

/ 

j/yOU question our confidence in the adequate defence of this 

c06ntry. As recently as the strategic Defence Review, my 
l 

,~inisterial colleagues and I satisfied ourselves that our forces 
!
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JOHN SPELLAR

Admiral of the Fleet The Lord Hill Norton
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Advisory Committee on Novel Foods and Processes are 
published in the Annual Report. A list of the current 
membership is also attached to the press releases 
announcing meetings of the committee. Copies of all these 
documents are available in the Libraries of both Houses.

Salmon Fishing 

The Earl of Shrewsbury asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Whether, in the light of the recommendations of 
the Environment Agency that a lO-year ban on the 
fishing for salmon with rod and line be imposed on 
rivers in England and Wales, they will take immediate 
steps to close down the North East coast drift net 
fisheries. [HL3344]

Lord Donoughue: The Environment Agency has not 
recommended a lO-year ban on fishing for salmon by 
rod in England and Wales. The agency is however 
considering a range of measures to reduce exploitation 
of spring salmon: these include postponing the start of 
the salmon netting season and requiring the release of 
all salmon caught by rod in the first half of the year. It 
is currently consulting its statutory advisory committees, 
and, in the light of the advice it receives, will decide 
whether to proceed with formal proposals.

Sand Eel Population: Protection

The Earl of Shrewsbury asked 
Government: 

What steps they intend to 
sand eel population around 
United Kingdom.

Her Majesty’s

take to protect the 
the coasts of the 

fHL3345]

Lord Donoughue: The Government set annual 
restrictions on sand eel fishing in the inshore fisheries 
around the Shetland Islands and Western Isles. In 
addition, they have proposed to the European 
Commission the introduction of a seasonal ban on sand 
eel fishing off the North Sea coast from the Orkneys 
to Humberside. This would be an international closure 
introduced through European Community rules.

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Further to the Written Answer by the Lord Gilbert 

on 3 September (WA 60), whether airports, 
observatories, RAF bases and police stations are still 
required to forward details of any report they receive 
of an unidentitied flying object to the Ministry of 
Defence, or whether such action is now only 
discretionary, following the April 1997 review of 
procedures. [HU313!

The Minister of State, Ministry of Defence (Lord 
Gilbert): There is no requirement for anyone to submit 
’UFO’ sighting reports to the MoD, ~ther than for
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military air defence purposes. However. a 
to the department will be given the a 
deserve, commensurate with the quality of i 
provided.

Defence Diversification

Lord Judd asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether they have studied the paper by Ian S. 

Goudie on Defence Diversification published by the 
International Security Information Service; what 
conclusions they have drawn; and what action they 
are proposing to take. [HL3319] 

Lord Gilbert: The Government have considered the 
paper submitted by Mr. Goudie as part of the 
consultation process following publication of the Green 
Paper "Defence Diversification: Getting the most out of 
defence technology", Cm 3861. 

A wide range of comments were received and the 
Government are grateful to a11 those who commented. 
The views received have, as far as possible, been taken 
into account in reaching conclusions. These will be 
pubJished in the form of a White Paper later in the 
autumn.

l\li1itary Attachments: Estonia and Latvia 

The Earl of Carlisle asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Whether they intend to attach, as military advisers, 
an officer of the rank of Lieutenant Colonel to the 
Ministries of Defence of Estonia and Latvia as they 
have done to the Ministry of Defence of Lithuania. 

fHL3334]

Lord Gilbert: We attach great importance to defence 
co-operation with the Baltic States and continue to 
provide military-related assistance to them in 
accordance with their priorities. The attachment of a 
military officer to the Lithuanian Ministry of National 
Defence (MoD) was to meet a specific Lithuanian 
requirement for advice on military training. Although 
we have no specific plans for military attachments 
elsewhere in the region at the moment, we keep our 
defence assistance programmes under review, 
considering all requests for assistance as they arise.

Northern Ireland: Abortion Laws

Lord Alton of Liverpool asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

Further to the answer made by Lord Dubs on 
5 October (H.L. Deb., Co!. 228). whether government 
time will be made available in the House of 
Commons for a Private Member’s Bill seeking to 
extend the abortion laws to Northern Ireland; and 
whether they accept the principle established by 
John Major MP that the existing laws will not be 
changed either by a government initiative or by the
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j’! t a.im of bringinl it into effect at the liest available 

OpPOrtunity. This will require primary legislation.

NaUonal Air Trame’ $en-ices Ltd.
Lord Gladwin ot .CJee asked Her Majesty’s ~~mm~: , .." 
When they expect to announce proposals for a 

public/private partersbip for National Air Traffic 
Services Ud." " 

[HL3503J

Lord Whitty: We have today published a 
consultation . paper 0J,l the Government’s preferred 
option for 8 pllbliclprivare partnership (PPP) for 
National Air Traffic Services Ltd. 
The safe and ’efficient provision of a.ir trfic control 

services i$ rightly, a matter of great public interest and, 
since the PPP was announc , a debate has begun on 
key issues such as sa.fety. the’national interest and public 
accountability. The Government Ilowwant to launch .a’ 
strUctured. full and open con~ultato.n, on these $$u$s. 
The consultation document therefore sets out a wide 
range of mattecs on which we are looking for views. 
Safety remains our tOp priority’ and we believe that the. ’ 
proposed p~p offers the opportunity to establish a 
structure which .will strengthen safety. satisfy the public 
interest and the netds of aviation users while providing 
for the sound future of National A.ir Traffic Services 
Ltd. and t~ employees. 
We hope that all ose with an imerest in tills subject, 

whatever their views on the Govemment’A pl"I’ferred 
option, will take the opportumty to respond to the 
consultation document.

RQad Traffic Reduction Act 1997

Viscount Simon asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
What plans t ey ~ve to impleml!J1t tbe Road 

Traffic Reduction:Act +997. [HI.34961
Lord Whitty; It clear that the setting of road traffic 

reduction targets will ~ an integral part of the process 
of drawing up locai trat1$port strategtcs. Local transport 
plans are a centrepiece of the G vemment’s tranSport 
proposals and t ’,is vital’ that. we get implementation 
right. W bave )i$tcncd tQ the L~I GoveInlDCnt 
Association and local authority concerns about the 
difficulty of producing robl.lst local transport p1ans by 
’July 1999. We will therefore invite local highway 
amhorldes to produce "provIsIonal" five year plans by 
July 1999,oovefJtg the lX’riod 2000101-2004105. These 
would be the basis for allocating resources for 2000101 
only. Authorities would then roll eir plans on by one 
year and submit "full" plans for 2001102-2005/06 in 
July 2000.. wheu rC1iQU[C:s would be allocated a ross the 
plan period. 

Statutory report produced \lnder the provi$ ol’l!l of the 
Road Traffic Reduction Act 1997 will therefore be 
submitted in July 2000, as part of the first round of (u1I 
loca1 u:aospon plans.. We wtU ~xpect 8mhortties to
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submit non-itIHutoJ)’ "interim" road trtlific reduction 
reportS in July 1999, as part of the p(’ovisionaJ plans. 
The London boroughs are not covered by the White P~per requirement to produce local transport plat\$. but ~ be separately required, to produce local 

tmplf!mtJtltatoIt ptalU ",h.i !1 A~ in keep g with the Mayor’s integrated transport stmtegy for LQndon. WtJ 
are taking this forward separately. 
The Road Traffic Reduction (National TargetS) Act 

1998 requires the Government to consider the setting of 
. nationat ’wgets. We will erefore require a greater 

degree,.of standardisation from local authorities in the 
measurement of existing traffic level$ and foreca.us-in 
order that. we can assess the national impli ations. We 
believe this can ~e done by building on the data already 
collected for n~onal survey>!. It will take SOme time to 
get an assessment framework in place. This is. something 
we wou1d, like to take fQtww jointly with local a~thQrites underthe auspices of the Tr..nsport Statistics 

, Lia,ison,Oroup. The existing draft guidance on the Road 
Traffic Reducti n Act 1997 will be revised in the light 
of this work. The Government have also undertaken that 
they \\I produce a first report to Parliament on the issue 
of.natloraJ.’tntffic targets by the end of 1999 (wbich will 
also :J;leed ’to rc:t1c t the views of the Commissiw 
for Integtat d Tr~sport. when appointed). To acbieve 

’trus, th.ey w ’ need to ’draw on existing sources of 
information together with any useful inputs from local 
authorltie5 from their 1999 plans. accepting thar at d s 
stage the materitd will not be in a. sta.dardised format

Lord HilJ.,Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether they will ensure that the answering 

machine which the Ministry of Defence uses both to 
explain its policy on un oonrified flying objects and 
[0 provide a facility for the publlc to report sightings 
is turned on at all tiMes and not 5witched off outside 
working hours. (f{L3407] 

The MInister of State. MInistry of Detente (Lord 
GUbrt): Ye&. 

.

l\oJedica.l Negligence aaims 
Lord Oement-JoJ1e$, ASked ’Her Majesty’s 

Govemment: 
What activity the D partJUet1t of Health is cUlTently 

engaged in to review its exposure to medical 
negligence claims and its processes and procedures 
for dealing widl them. . 

[HL34(0) 

The ParJiamentary Under-Se(retary of State. 
Department of Health (Baroness Bayman): On 
29 April 1998 my right honourable friend the Secretary 
of State for Healtb wrow tQ a number of organisatio$ 

representing professional legal. National Health Service 
and patient interests seeking their views on what can be 
done to reduce the number of incidents which give,rise







WA 25 Wr ({en An.rwers (15 JUL Y 1998) Writ/en Anshers WA 26 ~NA TO: New Members and Command provide an explanation for what might have been seen 
Structure as the MoD is not resourced to provide an identification service.

Lord Kennet asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether the new members of NATO will fill senior NATO commands; and. if so. which. [HL24791 

Lord Gilbert: It is planned that the Czech Republic, 
Hungary and Poland will fill posts in the new NATO 
command structure. The exact number, seniority and 
location of these has not yet been determined.

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
When arrangements for disseminating reports of 

unidentified flying objects within the Ministry of 
Defence were put in place and last reviewed; and 
whether they will ensure that all airports, 
observatories. RAF bases and police stations have 
accurate and up-to-date instructions about how to 
record details of unidentified aerial phenomena 
reported to them. together with instructions to pass 
them to the appropriate authorities within the Ministry 
of Defence; and 

. 

[HL2607} 
What follow-up action is taken by the Ministry of 

Defence when it receives a report of an unidentified 
flying object; and whether checks are routinely made 
to see whether such reports can be con-elated by 
radar.. ’{HL2609] 

Lord Gilbert: The Ministry of Defence’s interest in 
report:; (.f unidentified flying objects is limited to 
establi,hing whether there is any evidence that .the 
Unitd Kingdom’s airspace has been penetrated by 
hostile or unauthorised foreign military activity and 
whether reporting procedures are adequate for this purpo:. . Unless there is evidence of a potential threat, 
no attempt is made to identify the precise nature of each 
reported incident. Arrangements within the MoD have 
been in place for a number of years for disseminating 
reports; they were last reviewed in April 1997. Where 
necessary. reports of unidentified flying objects are 
examined with the assistance of relevant MoD experts, 
and this may include radar con-elation. 
Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
How many reports of unidentified flying objects 

were notified to the Ministry of Defence in 1996, 
1997 and the first six momhs of 1998; and how many 
of these sightings remain unexplained. [HL2608) 

Lord Gilbert: The number of reports received by the 
Ministry of Defence of aerial activity not identifiable to 
the witness is as follows: 

1996: 609 
1997: 425 
1998: 88 (January-June) 

Unless there is evidence to suggest that the United 
Kingdom’s airspace has been compromised by 
unauthorised foreign military activity, we do not seek to

L\ L\\ U1.P.4.(;I/~

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government 
Whether. in evaluating reports of unidentified 

flying objects. the Ministry of Defence will routinely 
consult staff at the Royal Greenwich Observatory, the 
Ballistic Missile Early Warning Centre at RAF 
Fylindales and the Deep Space Tracing Facility at RAF Feltwell. [HL26!O)

Lord Gilbert: These or other staff may be consulted, 
depending on the circumstances.

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Why the Ministry of Defence has installed an 

answering machine on the line used by members of 
the public to report unidentified ilying objects; and 
whether those people who leave contact details on the 
machine receive a formal reply. [HL2611]

Lord Gilbert: An answering machine enables 
members of the public to leave details about aerial 
activity or seek further information about our policy in 
respect of unidentified flying objects. The machine 
carries a message that sets out the MoD’s limited 
interest in the subject and explains that. in the case of 
reported sightings, callers will be contacte only in the 
event that follow-up action is deemed appropriate.

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
How many military personnel witnessed the 

unidentified craft that overflew RAP Cosford and 
RAF Shawbury on 31 March 1993; and whether, 
when the craft has not been identified, such an event 
ought to be classified as being of no defence 
significance. [HL1612]

Lord Gilbert: The Ministry of Defence is aware of a 
single report from two military personnel of an alleged 
sighting in the West Midlands on 31 March 1993. The 
facts reported were fully examined at the time. No firm 
conclusions were drawn then about the nature of what 
had been seen. but the events were not judged to be of 
defence significance. The MoD has no reason to doubt 
the judgments made at the time.

European Parliament, House of Commons 
and House of Lords: Comparative Costs

Viscount Tenby asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
What are the costs of maintaining the European 

Parliament. the House of Commons and the House of 
Lords, including: 
(a) salaries. pensions. travelling allowances, 
secretarial expenses and other expenses for 
Members;
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NUMBERS OF UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTINGS REPORTED 
TO THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

1959 - 22 1981 - 600

1960 - 31 1982 - 250
""

" "

1961 - 71 1983 - 390

1962 - 46 1984 - 214

1963 - 51 1985 - 177

1964 - 74 1986 - 120

1965 - 56 1987 - 150

1966 - 95 1988 - 397

1967 - 362 1989 - 258

1968 - 280 1990 - 209

1969 - 228 1991 - 117

1970 - 181 1992 - 147

1971 - 379 1993 - 258

1972 201 "" 1994 250

1973 - 233 1995 - 373

1974 - 177 1996 - 609

1975 - 208 1997 - 425

1976 - 200 1998 -
1977 - 435

1978 - 750

1979 - 550

1980 - 350

Figures from before 1959 are not available.
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Written Answers
Tuesday, 28th October 1997.

Mr. Reginald Buckland: Court Documents

Lord Burton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether they will place in the Library of the House 

a copy of the judgment deli vered at Cambridge 
Crown Court on II September 1997, and all other 
papers and documents submitted to the court, in case 
A970014, the appeal of Reginald Buckland v. The 
Chief Constable of Cambridge before His Honour 
Judge Haworth he&rd on 15 August 1997 against the 
refusal of the Chief Constable to varv the conditions 
of a firearms certificate, and in particular all other 
papers, documents, disclosures and submissions 
which Mr. Robert Gardiner, Clerk to the Court, has 
failed to provide upon request by Lord Burton. 

The Lord Chancellor (Lord Irvine of Lairg): The 
Question concerns a matter which has been assigned to 
the Court Service under the terms of its Framework 
Document. I have therefore asked the Chief Executive 
to respond. 

Letter to Lord Burton from the Ch ef Erecutive of the 
Court Sen "ce, Mr. M. D. Huebner, dated 28 October 1997.

Rf-:LE.-\SE OF COURT DOCUMENTS 
The Lord Chancellor has asked me to reply to your 

Question about the release of papers and documents 
submitted to the court in the case of Reg nald Buckland 
v. The Ch ef Constable of Cambridge. 

A copy of the judgment was placed in the Library of 
the House on 7 October. As the remaining documents 
are the property of the party who filed them, there is no 
obligation or authority for the court to disclose them. 
With Mr. Buckland’s consent, copies of correspondence 
between himself and the respondent were provided to 
you on 15 October, and will today be placed in the 
Li brary ,

Central and Eastern Europe: 
l\lilitary Training Assistance

The Earl of Carlisle asked Her Majesty’s 
Government: 

How many individual service personnel and 
military training teams from the United Kingdom 
Armed Forces will be deployed throughout 1998, in 
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe which 
were formerly occupied by the Soviet Union, to assist 
with the training of their Armed Forces.

The Minister of State, Ministry of Defence 
(Lord Gilbert): The Ministry of Defence currently 
expects to deploy six individual Service personnel and 
10 military Short Term Training Teams to the countries 
of Central and Eastern Europe in 1998. All are deployed 
at the spect c request of the countries concerned, who

I II; L\\:’i.;-~j \c:. !

seek to benefit from the expertise of the United 
Kingdom’s Armed Forces. The aim of the training teams 
is to advise on the conduct of either oftcer or 
non-commissioned officer training. The individual 
Service personnel, all officers, are deployed to provide 
expertise in specific areas of defence management.

Nuclear Weapons Allegations

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether the allegations contained in the recently 

published book Left at East Gate, to the effect that 
nuclear weapons were stored at RAF Bentwaters and 
RAF Woodbridge in violation of UK/US treaty 
obligations are true.

Lord Gilbert: It has always been -the policy of this 
and previous governments neither to confirm nor to 
deny where nuclear weapons are located either in the 
UK or elsewhere, in the past or at the present time. Such 
information \VOU Id be withheld under exemption 1 of the 
Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether they are aware of reports from the 

United States Air Force personnel that nuclear 
, weapons stored in the Weapons Storage Area at RAF 
Woodbridge were struck by light beams fired from an 
unidentified craft seen over the base in the period 
25-30 December 1980, and if so, what action was 
subsequently taken.

Lord Gilbert: There is no evidence to suggest that 
the Ministry of Defence received any such reports.

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
What information they have on the suicide of 

the United States security policeman from the 
81 st Security Police Squadron whotok his life at 
RAF Bentwaters in January 1981, and whether they 
will detail the involvement of the British police, 
Coroner’s Oftce, and any other authorities 
concerned.

Lord Gilbert: MoD has no information concerning 
the alleged suicide. Investigations into such occurrences 
are carried out by the US Forces,

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
What information they have on the medical 

problems experienced by various United States 
Air Force personnel based at RAF Bentwaters and 
RAF Woodbridge, which stemmed from their 
involvement in the so-called Rendlesham Forest 
incident, in December 1980.

Lord Gilbert: Information on medical matters 
relating to US personnel is a matter for the US 
authorities.

The National Archives
Rendelsham WMDs PQ
Briefing note to answer a Parliamentary Question from Lord Hill-Norton on the alleged storage of nuclear weapons at RAF Woodbridge at the time of the Rendlesham forest incident
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BACKGROUND NOTE:

1. Lord Hill-Norton has a long-standing interest in "UFOs". 

He was a member of the (now defunct) House of Lords All-Party 
"UFO" Study Group, and has written forewords for two books on 

the subject. He has previously written to Ministers 

supporting individual "ufologists" causes.

2. All four PQs are linked to the alleged incident at 

Rendlesham Forest in Dec 80. In summary, on the nights of 

27-29 Dec unusual lights were seen by USAF personnel, 
including the Deputy Base Commander of RAF Bentwaters, 

Lt"Col 

Charles Halt, outside RAF Woodbridge in Rendlesham Forest. 

Lt Col Halt raised a memo to the RAF Liaison Officer at 

Bentwaters (copy attached at ANNEX A) some two weeks- later 

which simply recorded events as he saw them and made no 

recommendation for further action. Nearly 17 years on, we can 

only conclude that no follow-up action was deemed necessary 
in 

view of the seeming lack of evidence that the UK Air 
Defence 

Region had been compromised by unauthorized foreign 
military 

activity. This is the Department’s only interest in reports 

of "unexplained" aerial sightings.

3. The Rendlesham Forest incident is regularly quoted by the 

media and ’ufologists’ as evidence of "UFOs" penetrating 
the 

UK Air Defence Region. However, as far as can be determined 

from the files at the time in question, nothing of defence 

concern was judged to have occurred. No additional 

information has come to light over the last 16~ years which 
casts doubt over the conclusions drawn by the Department 

at 

the time.

4. Lord Hill-Norton tabled two PQs on this subject in August 

(Official Report 14 Oct 97, WA 169 
- copy at ANNEX B). He was 

unhappy with the replies given and wrote to say 
so in 

September (DP3842/97 - copy attached at ANNEX C). Lord Hill- 
Norton’s letter said that he was putting together a d9ssier on 

this subject and these questions ar likely to be part of that 

work.

5. POs 0876i/0877i. We believe Lord Hill-Norton may be 

trying to establish whether USAF personnel serving 
at the 

bases at the time suffered any mental or physical 
side-effects 

following the alleged events. 

(a) 0876i - MOD has no detailed information concerning 

this alleged suicide. Under the Visiting Forces Act, the 

US Authorities have the right to investigate such 

occurrences and a UK coroner cannot undertake an inquest 

in relation to a member of the US visiting force unless 

directed by a Secretary of State. There is no record of 

any such action being taken in this case.



(b) 0877i - MOD has no information on medical matters 
relating to US personnel. The US Air Force is unable to 
release medical information relating to its personnel 
without their specific authority or that of their next of 
kin.

6. PO 0878i. Whether or not nuclear weapons were stored at 
RAF Bentwaters and/or RAF Woodbridge at the time in question 
is not a matter for public discussion. D Nuc Pol advise that 
the various Government to Government agreements governing the 
presence of US nuclear weapons in the UK do not generally 
specify exact locations; this would have been subject to 
separate operational agreements at the time. It is the 
Department’s policy neither to confirm nor deny the presence 
of nuclear weapons at any site either in the past or present 
under exemption 1 of the Code of Practice on Access-to 
Government Information (ANNEX D). In the time available it 
has not been possible to establish whether nuclear weapons 
(British or American) were in fact stored at either base. We 
understand that the book mentioned by Lord Hill-Norton was 
written by Larry Warren (who was at the time serving with the 
USAF and allegedly witnessed the incident).

-

The National Archives
Briefing on Hill-Norton 
Background briefing on Lord Hill-Norton’s campaign for disclosure of UFO records, which “he pursues with evangelical fervour”. The note refers to his belief in extraterrestrial visitations and dismisses his demand for MoD to treat the subject as a matter of defence concern
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SJJ JEC T; Unexplained Lights -~- "

TO: RAF/CC

1. Early 1n the morning of 27 Dee 80 (approximately 0300L), two USAF 

security police patrolmensa~" nusual lights outside the back gate at 
RAF \.Joodbridge. Thll:king an aircraft~ might havecras~c:d or been ferced 

." 

down, they called for permission to go outside the gate to investigate. 

The on-duty flight chief responded and allolt/ed three patrC!m2~ tG p;’v- 
ceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing object 

in the-f. The object was described as beif)g metalic in appearance 
and triangular in shape, approximately two to three m2t~rs across the 
base and approximately two meters high. It illuminated the entire forest 
with a white light. The object itself had a pulsing red light on top and 

a bank(s) of blue lights underneath. The object was hovering or on legs. 

As the patrolmen approached the object, it maneuvered through th2 trees 

and disappeared. f.,t this time the animals on a nearby Tum ~/ent into a 

frenzy. .The object \’i S briefly sighted approximate y an hour later :E2r 
the back gate:

2. The next day, three depressions 1 1/2" deep and 7" in diarnet2)’ ....’ere 
_ found whel’e the object had been sighted on the ground. Tt fol10’..:in9 
night (29 Dee 80) the area I’/as checke for radiation. eta/gam;i<a readi!:gs 

of 0.1 millimentgens \-Iere recorded \’/ith peak readings in the three de- 

pressions a~d near the center of the triangle formed by the depressions. 
A nearby tn:e had moderate (.05-.0n readings on the side of the tree 
toward the depressions.

3. Later in. the night a red sun-like light \’Ias seen through the trees. 

It moved about and pulsed. At onE point it appeared to th\’m’i off glO\,ling 
particles and then broke into five separate white objects and then 

dis- 

appeared. Immediate-1y thereafter, three star-like objects \’;ere’noticec 

in the sky,’ two objects to the north and onE to the south, all of which 

It/ere about 100 off the horizon. ileobJects moved ra;:Jid1y in sh !-p ngular 

movements and displayed red, green and b.1u~-lights. The objects to the 

north appeared .to be elliptical through an 8-12 pOI’ler lens. hey then 

turned to full ch"c es. The object-so to the~north r ~ain2d in th,e sky_ for 

an hour or mOI’e. The obj t"to the south \vas visible ror tl-io or thrEE 
hours and beamed dOI’!:l a stream of light from time. to time. N !11\~rous indivi- 
duals, including the und rsigned, ~itnessed the Etivities in paragraphs 

2 and~. ’,._) - l {{Jlild- . O~~q~ES I. R~L T, L t Co 1, USAF 
Deputy Base Cornmander

, r

;..----. "0"""-/0... -"
. ~
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Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
())Whether the Ministry of Defence replied to the 
198 I memorandum from Lieutenant Colonel Charles 
Halt, which reported the presence of an unidentified 
craft that had landed in close proximity to RAF 
B!e~twaters and RAF Woodbridge, witnessed by 
Umted States Air Force personnel; and if not, why 
not; and (~:~)-iow the radiation readings reported to the Ministry 
of Defence by Lieutenant Colonel Charles Halt in his 
memorandum dated 13 January 1981 compare to the 
normal levels of background radiation in 
Rendelsham Forest. 
Lord Gilbert: The memorandum, which reported 

observations of unusual lights in the sky, was assessed 
by staff in the MoD responsible for air defence matters. 
Since the judgment was that it contained nothing of 
defence significance, no further action was taken. 

There is no record of any official assessment of the 
radiation readings reported by Lieutenant Colonel Halt. 
From a Defence perspective some 16t years after the 
alleged events, there is no requirement to carry out such 
an assessment now.

Joint Services Command and Staff College 

Lord Kennet asked Her Majesty’s Government: 
Whether the site at Camberley, in favour of which 

the Greenwich site was rejected for the JSCSC, is to 
be cleared of asbestos, and, if so, at what cost; why 
was the presence of asbestos not ascertained before 
plans to move the JSCSC there were finalised and 
then changed; and what plans do the Ministry of 
Defence have for the Camberley site once it has been 
cleared of asbestos; and 
Why, given that the consultation document on the 

future location of the JSCSC that was issued in 
January 1995 did not address the possibility of setting 
the college up on a greenfield site, there has been no 
consultation on the Shrivenham option; and 
What is the anticipated total cost of the interim 

accommodation for the JSCSC until the work on 
Shrivenham is completed, and what date is being 
required for completion; and 

Whether the anticipated overall cost to the taxpayer 
of the PFI scheme currently being considered for the 
new site of the JSCSC wilJ be declared to 
Parliament; and 

Further to the Written Answers by Lord Gilbert on 
21 July (WA 147-148) on the future of the Joint 
Services Command and Staff College (JSCSC), 
whether apart from the provision of married 
accommodation, the Greenwich site would be at least 
f200 milJion cheaper than accommodation at the 
proposed greenfield site at Shrivenham; and whether 
the cost of the Shrivenham site is expected to be 
around f:500 million.

,,:- L\"’~h.PVJ"’;."

Lord Gilbert: I am advised that the asbestos 
identified at the Camberley site presents no threat to 
health if left undisturbed. Its removal would be required 
if buildings were to be demolished, which was the case 
when the JSCSC was to have been based at Camberley. 
At that stage it was estimated that survey and removal 
together would cost no more than f87K. The presence 
of asbestos was not the reason for exploring a PFI 
solution for the JSCSc. Until a decision is reached on 
the future use of the Camberley site, it is not clear 
whether action wiU be needed to deal with the asbestos. 
It remains our intention to identify a fitting and 
appropriate military use for the historic Staff College 
building at Camberley and work is currently under way 
to this end. 

Although the January 1995 Consultative Document 
did not consider greenfield sites fot’ the permanent 
JSCSC, for the reasons given in paragraph 9 of the 
Document, the two further Consultative Documents of 
March 1996 and July 1996 indicated, inter alia, that 
interim arrangements would last for two years, that 
proposals for the permanent site would be dealt with 
separately, and that work in hand "to determine the best 
way of providing (a permanent JSCSC), on a site yet 
to be identified, includes a development under Private 
Finance Initiative (PFI) arrangements". Since then, the 
trades unions have been informed of the choice of a PFI 
Preferred Bidder and provided with tracts from the 
Invitation To Negotiate which are currently under 
discussion. In accordance with normal procedures, staff 
will be consulted again, after a contract has been placed, 
about the possible transfer arrangements for civilian 
staff working at interim sites. 

The anticipated total cost of the JSCSC in its interim 
accommodation is approximately no million over the 
period 1996-97 to 1999-2000. The required completion 
date for the permanent JSCSC. as given in the published 
Statement of Requirement, is September 1999. 

The estimated total, undiscounted and ~’\l A T 
inclusive, cost of the PFI contract over a 30-year period 
is approximately f:500 million at current prices. This 
information was widely reported at the time of the 
announcement of the Preferred Bidder, and given out in 
another place on 26 February in response t; a specific 
question. This estimate excludes the ongoing costs of 
MoD-provided teaching and directing staff of around 
f I 0 milJion per annum. 

The last time that Greenwich costs were subjected to 
formal assessment was around the end of 1994. The 
results of this assessment were published in the 
Consultative Document of January 1995. These showed 
the Greenwich option, leaving aside the cost of 
providing the necessary married accommodation. to be 
more than 25 per cent. more expensive than the 
Camberley option. There is no evidence to suggest that, 
if the costs of the Greenwich option were revisited, they 
would prove anything other than signiticantly more 
expensive than both the Camberley option and the 
Preferred Shrivenham Bid submitted in the course of the 
PFI competition.
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All persons ILl) Degree or other ’A’ level and equivalent Trade GCSE or Other No
unemployed of higher education (excluding trade apprenticeship equivalent Qualification
working age apprenticeships)

(thousands) of
which (percentage)

with highest
qualification’

United Kingdom 2,344 11.6 12.3 10.6 18.1 20.0 27.4
Great Britain 2,274 11.7 12.3 lOA 18.2 2004 27.0
England 1,942 11.8 12.2 9.7 J 8.1 20.8 2704
South East 742 14.1 12.8 8.7 16.7 22.1 25.5
Greater London 379 15.6 11.2 7.1 15.8 23.7 26.5
Rest of South East 362 12.6 14.4 10.5 17.7 20.3 24.5
East Anglia 72 - ’- - 21.1 23.6 23.0

South West 169 12.7 14.9 10.1 22.1 18.4 22.0
West Midlands 219 9.0 12.1 6.6 16.9 19.5 35.9
East Midlands 152 9.9 13.4 11.5 18.5 18.7 28.0
Y orkshi re and 189 ) 1.0 11.9 8.2 18.3 20.2 30.4
Humberside
North west 248 11.9 9.4 10.7 19.9 20.0 28.2
North 151 7.1 11.3 16.5 16.8 22.1 26.3
Wales 114 9.3 9.7 10.8 19.2 20.2 30.8
Scotland 218 12.0 14.6 16.0 19.1 - 16.6 21.6
Northern Ireland 69 - ,- 19.4 14.1 ,- 41.0
NOles:
’Working age is men aged 16-64 and women aged 16-59. Includes those who did not answer, but percentages are based on totals
excluding them.
’Sample size too small for reliable estimate.
Source:
Labour Force Survey (winter 1995-96), Office for National Statistics.

Highly Indebted Poor Countries Initiative 

Mr. Bill Michie: To ask the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer what assessment he has made of the recently 
agreed highly indebted poor countries initiative; and if he 
will make a statement. [1329] 

Mrs. Angela Knight: I refer to the answer I gave to 
the hon. Member for Newham, North-East (Mr. Timms) 
on 14 October, Official Report, columns 705-706.

DEFENCE

N uclear Weapons 

Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment he has made of the report of 
the Canberra Commission on the elimination of nuclear 
weapons. [2931] 

Mr. Soames: We have noted the conclusions of the 
Canberra Commission. We remain committed to the 
pursuit of negotiations in good faith on effective measures 
relating to nuclear disarmament, as set out in article VI of 
the nuclear non-proliferation treaty. But nuclear 
disarmament cannot realistically be pursued 
independently of the broader security context. We and 
NATO continue to judge that nuclear deterrence plays an 
essential role in maintaining peace and stability in Europe.

. Unidentified Flying Objects 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he will make a statement on the circumstances 
of the two occasions referred to in his answer of 24 July, 
Official Report, column 424, when RAF aircraft were 
scrambled or diverted from task to investigate 
uncorrelated radar targets; if the objects were identified;

13 CW 13-PAG III 3

if it was judged that breaches of United Kingdom airspace 
had occurred; and if he will list an similar incidents which 
have occurred since 1979. [2932J

Mr. Soames: The targets were identified as Russian 
maritime patrol aircraft and were in the northern portion 
of the UK air defence region. They did not penetrate UK 
airspace. Information covering the period from 1979 is 
not held in a readily available form and could be provided 
only at disproportionate cost and effort.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence when United Kingdom military personnel were 
briefed about the scrambling of Belgian F-16 aircraft on 
30 and 31 March 1990; when the unidentified flying 
object concerned was detected on United Kingdom radar 
systems; and if RAF aircraft were scrambled. [3185]

Mr. Soames: The Belgian authorities did not notify 
adjacent countries because no threat was perceived. There 
is no evidence of radar contacts within the UK air 
defence system.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if the radiation readings, reported to his 
Department by Lieutenant Colonel Charles Halt on 
13 January 1981, were judged to have posed any threat 
to Lieutenant Colonel Halt and his team; who assessed 
the readings; how the radiation compared with 
background radiation in the area; and if he will make 
a statement. [2934J

Mr. Soames: There is no record of any official 
assessment of the radiation readings reported by 
Lieutenant Colonel Halt.
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~\ Plutonium

; Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if the United States Government have since 1966 
’requested the United Kingdom to provide reactor grade 
plutonium for the purpose of conducting a nuclear test 
explosion under the provisions of the US-UK mutual 
defence agreement on atomic energy co-operation. [38500] 

l\lr. Arbuthnot: No such requests have been made by 
the United States.

SmaIl Businesses 

Mr. Dayid Shaw: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he will make a statement on the impact of 
(a) his policies and (b) the work of his Department in 
helping sman businesses in the last 12 months as 
against the previous 12 months; and if he will publish 
the performance indicators by which his Department 
monitors the impact and the statistical results of such 
monitoring. [39141] 

Mr. Arbuthnot: The Government recognise the crucial 
role played by small firms in the UK economy and aim 
to help them by providing sound economic conditions- 
keeping inflation and interest rates low; reducing 
legislative administrative and taxation burdens; and where 
appropriate provide direct assistance in the form of 
specialist advice and support and easing access to finance. 

My Department supports the DTl’s sman business 
measures and initiatives. I am the Minister within this 
Department for small businesses and I attend or am 
represented at the DTI’s regular meetings. 
The Defence Supplers Service ’assists companies, 

including small businesses. in making contact with 
appropriate contracts branches. It also arranges for details 
of many forthcoming tenders to be published in the 
fortnightly MOD Contracts Bulletin which is available to 
any interested party on subscription. This enables small 
businesses either to seek to tender directly for specific 
requirements or, more commonly, to become 
sub-contractors to larger companies. 

Since the Procurement Executive of the Ministry of 
Defence moved to the new procurement headquarters at 
Abbey Wood near Bristol earlier this year, the Defel}.ce 
Supp!ers Service is in contact with the Bristol chamber 
of commerce and DTI’s business links, \vhose South-west 
regional supply network office has become their national 
focal point for the defence industry. Other areas of the 
country can reach my Department, and be reached by us. 
through the business links network. 

As much of the assistance provided by my Department 
to small businesses tends to be in the sub-contractor 
sector, it is not possible to establish suitable performance 
parameters and therefore no statistics are available.

’;.~ifllAltll.." 
Mr. RedmQ!c;I:. To. ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence (l)’w (re,.spon~e his Department made to the 
report submitted. by Lieutenant Colonel Charles Hah
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relating to events in Reodlesham forest in December 
1980; what interviews were held; and if he wm make a 

. statement; [39247] 

(2) who assessed that the events around RAF 
Woodbridge and RAF Beotwaters in December 1980, 
which were reported to his Department by Lieutenant 
Colonel Charles Halt were of no defence significance; 
on what. evidence the assessment was made; what 
analysis of events was carried out; and if he will make 
a statement. [39249] 

MI’. Soames: The report was assessed by the staff in 
my Department responsible for air defence matters, Since 
the judgment was that it contained nothing of defence 
significance no further action was taken.

Uncorrelated Radar Tracks (Investigations) 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of- State for 
Defence on how many occasions RAF aircraft ha c been 
(a) scrambled and (b) diverted from task to investigate 
uncorrelated targets picked up on radar; and if he will 
make a statement. [39213] 

Mr. Soames: In the past five years R.A..F aircraft have 
been scrambled or diverted from task on two occasions to 
intercept and identify uncorrelated radar tracks entering 
the United Kingdom air defence region.

Unidentified Craft 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what is his Department’s assessment of the 
incident that occurred on 5 November 1990 when a patrol 
of R.l\F Tornado aircraft flying over the North sea were 
overtaken at high speed by an unidentified craft; and if he 
\vill make a statement; [39245] 

(2) if he will make a statement on the unidentified 
flying object sighting reported to his Department by the 
meteorological officer at R.A.F Shawbury in the early 
hours of 31 March 1993. [39246] 

Mr. Soames: Reports of sightngs on these dates are 
recorded on file and were examined by staff responsible 
for air defence matters. No firm conclusions were drawn 
about the nature of the phenomena reported but the events 
were not judged to be of defence significance. 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment his Department made of the 
photograph of an unidentified craft at Calvine on 4 August 
1990; who removed it from an office in secretariat (air 
staft) 2a; for what reasons; and if he will make a 
statement. (39243] 

Mr. Soames: A number of negatives associated with 
the sighting were examined by staff responsible for air 
defence matters. Since it was judged that they contained 
nothing of defence significance the negatives were not 
retained and we have no record of any photographs having 
been taken from them.

Publicity 

Ms Hodge: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what is his Department’s budget in 1996-97 for 
consultants to assist with information, publicity, press and 
media. [39353 J
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A ~’> y () u k n cI\.v , I t ak edit de t i ve i n t ere s L i nth e ma t: t e r 0 f 
uniden L if ied E 1y ing objects, and you wi 11 doubt 1 ess h;:.:l liC’ seen my 
recent letters and PQs on this subject. Frankly, I am extremely 
dis::-kitisfied with the reSpf) SeS I have received, which clearly show 
that Lhe subject. J.:" nf)L beLnq treated wiLh the seriousness I 
LeJ,j,eve j.t. deserves.

’{ota’ O"’in fi.les are brimminq with reports tbat should Jy:~ of extreme 
CClnC0~~rn L(;> .Y"()U:C f)eE) _ctrn(-:~rlL 9 ’The Dt::f)ut~{ I:1a:~;t~ C:omrndn(ler- a.t RAP 
Bentwaters/WooJbridge ~eported the sighting of a craft "metallic 
.ir: ,3E)f.)(:.’dr,:’3r1Cr~ ai" d trMj_t:J.1’)f;’1\.JL,Jr in, _Shd"EJC~t~ j~n. [~ecE~rnl}er 19 O.. ;\11 the 

\i\;’ .1, L,nt:::- sse 5 Wf:.~ r-e rne.rn})/,=~l~ s () f t...lte. fJ fl i te,cl S La t.E:.’S A~ i r F() 1’"C (:"’ ~ I n ~larc h 
J.g~.)2f rni,liLary E"erS()rlr-~;;.~:~_L d.L H.:’\,F Cc)sf().rd a.nd. RAF Sha-\:V[){Ary rE:’~rJ()rtf~(3 
sl=~einq an tlni.cl:.~nti.f.ied, crl:’1[L fly ()\7er th{~sebase~~. ,I..,d.t,~.ii.~ j,n 1993, 
t h, (;.~ S r ,:1 t: 1, () n CC))}!.rUd ncl f: x~ .:t L fl}\ F [)o rt 1’"1,;’3. Nr)()k sa. LV ~’:lO F’e) \’1 1-1i’l t-:- (} r i vi :ng 
al()ng 2 rQadf\ea,r LO!jLtl~

In i:otl1 t.h(:~ d_b()\/e c;~;.tses - j::lI~(J Lh.f.-!sl? i:lr(;.~ ~)ust. ’l.be t..if) ()f f :[() iC:f~berg 
-. t...n(> ~"lC;D5 s ()Cfic-.i,dl r. ()s.i.t i.()n St:~f~rns L() iJt~~ ttlaL t.hf-; f:~\/f.?nLs v"ere~. of 
[}() de f t~; fiC f! S j., q f1 i:f i (~’ a nc:’-~~ i> 

’T h _L :::; S() U rld:"5 t () Blf:: 1 ,.L k.j:~:: {~l f .:.:i n(.~ y wa-y 0 f 
:"":".d_Y in:J tl-lr.1L Y"’..:\i). (J()n 

$ L l<nc)\i.j V~}l"1(:1_L h~-=i~)E)ened." Fi,cl\lE.~ ~{()U ()r <lri~’ ()f your 
M.Lr1Jwsters even beerl bl.ie[ed orl t}lese .Ln(~~idents’? Have you taken the 
Lj.rne L{) L,/t.l’k: d_1C(~C;’.~-1~.t() cin:/ c)E thf:~ ~v’i-tnesSE;s, inst.f::rJCl ()f n1(~r(;l-y 
IjstE~ninq LCI ddvl.ce [l-om officLdls vbu ~v(:::ren’L presenL, clnd often 
d,idrl’l s2ea]< i~() t;he witr12sses themselves? If oc:)-tt why rIot?

Your Dep irLment’ s whole atti blde to. thi.s subject seems to be to 
::e ard 1.t as an emharrasSl.!19 .Lrrltatlon, and indeed one MOD 
document at the Public Record Office states "Our policy is to pl y 
down the subject of UFOs and to avoid attaching undue attention or 
publicity to it". That was written in 1965, and much has changed 
since then. For a start, the number of reports you receive from 
the publ.Lc each year has increased rouqh ly tenfold. Tbis brings 
me neatly to my next point.
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If vau are to continue to assure everyone LhaL reports of UFOs are 
of no defence slgnif iC’d nee, Lhen I sU(j(JE:’S L you wou lei be bet te t" 
advised to do so from dO infon !::d posiLi.on, on LIve’ bdSis of hdvinu 
weighted the evidence and fouflcl it iVantinq. I c(Hlsider it 
insulting to people’s intelligence to do so solely on tilc basis of 
d selective tra~d of the few sightinqi: that are still sent to you, 
dcsuitc ut" be:-,;t (o:fforts Lo wiLhdra,v frow this SUbjt:’l;L. I ~v’oldd 
really 1 ke to know how you have been persuaded to caich this line.1~~’ /k~~.
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